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We are providing this final report for your information and 
use. Comments on a draft of this report were considered in 
preparing the final report. DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that 
all audit recommendations be resolved promptly. Therefore, the 
addressees must provide final comments on the unresolved issues 
by April 30, 1992. See the "Status of Recommendations" section 
at the end of each finding for the unresolved recommendations and 
specific requirements for these comments. If appropriate, you 
may propose alternative methods for accomplishing desired 
improvements. Recommendations and potential monetary benefits 
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in the event of nonconcurrence or failure to comment. We also 
ask that your comments indicate concurrence or nonconcurrence 
with the material internal control weaknesses identified in 
Part I. 

The courtesies extended to the audit staff are 
appreciated. If you have any questions on this audit, please 
contact Mr. John E. Meling at (703) 614-3994 (DSN 224-3994) or 
Mr. David Wyte at (703) 693-0497 (DSN 223-0497). The 
distribution of this report is listed in Appendix J. 
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Office of the Inspector General 

REPORT NO. 92-063 March 27, 1992 
(Project No. lAS-0001) 

ACQUISITION OF COMMON AIRCRAFT FOR 

NAVY AND AIR FORCE UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Introduction. The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
approved the Department of Defense's 1989 Trainer Aircraft 
Masterplan (Masterplan), which is a planning document for 
procurement of Navy and Air Force training aircraft through 
fiscal year 2015. Decisions affecting delivery of over 
2,200 trainer aircraft, with potential acquisition costs of over 
$17 billion, could result from the procurement strategy outlined 
in the Masterplan. 

Objectives. Our objective was to determine whether the programs 
contained in the Masterplan would enhance the quality and 
adequacy of Navy and Air Force pilots, overcome existing and 
anticipated training deficiencies, improve training 
effectiveness, modernize aging trainer aircraft fleets, and 
m1n1m1ze acquisition and operation costs. In addition, we 
reviewed procedures and internal controls used in developing the 
Masterplan. 

Audit Results. The audit disclosed four reportable conditions. 

o The Navy and Air Force overstated the number of 
replacement aircraft required and accelerated the timing as to 
when the aircraft are needed. As a result, the Navy and Air 
Force wi 11 unnecessarily procure 351 trainer aircraft costing 
about $2. 6 billion and prematurely replace as many as 
417 aircraft (Finding A). 

o The Air Force did not adequately justify replacement of 
its T-41 trainer aircraft with a new Enhanced Flight Screener 
aircraft. As a result, the Air Force can avoid an expenditure of 
$28 million for 125 Enhanced Flight Screener aircraft 
(Finding B). 

o The Navy requirement for fixed-wing training of 
helicopter pilots before commencing undergraduate helicopter 
pilot training is neither a cost-effective nor an efficient use 
of training time. Eliminating this fixed-wing training 
requirement would reduce Navy undergraduate helicopter pilot 
training costs by about $300 million over the Future Years 
Defense Program (Finding C). 



o The Defense Management Review 962 proposal to consolidate 
all DoD undergraduate helicopter pilot training has merit. Army 
and Navy undergraduate helicopter pilot training can be combined 
at the Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, thereby 
relieving safety concerns at the Naval Air Station, Whiting 
Field, Florida, and reducing Navy training costs by about 
$79 million over the Future Years Defense Program (Finding D). 

Internal Controls. The Air Force's internal controls were not 
sufficient to ensure that the acquisition of the Enhanced Flight 
Screener aircraft was justified. Additional details are provided 
in Part I and Finding B of this report. 

Potential Benefits of Audit. We estimated that the Navy and Air 
Force could avoid up to $780 million in procurement costs, the 
Air Force could avoid up to $495 million in modification costs, 
and the Navy could avoid up to $379 million in operation and 
maintenance costs (Appendix H). 

Summary of Recommendations. We recommended that a new DoD 
Masterplan be prepared; program funds for the Tanker-Transport 
Training System be withheld if the Air Force continues funding 
T-38 PACER CLASSIC modifications; plans to acquire the Enhanced 
Flight Screener be canceled; the Defense Management Report 962 
proposal to eliminate the fixed-wing training requirement for 
Navy and Marine ·Corps helicopter students be approved; and DoD 
undergraduate helicopter pilot training be consolidated. 

Management Comments. The Deputy Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering (Tactical Warfare Programs) and the Military 
Departments concurred with revising the Masterplan. The Deputy 
Director, the Navy, and Air Force nonconcurred with the extent of 
the reconunended aircraft reductions. The Deputy Comptroller of 
the Department of Defense and the Air Force nonconcurred with 
deferring the procurement of the Tanker-Transport Training System 
aircraft or terminating T-38 aircraft PACER CLASSIC 
modifications. The Air Force nonconcurred with canceling the 
Enhanced Flight Screener. The Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel) nonconcurred with eliminating 
Navy fixed-wing training for helicopter pilots and relocating 
Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training at the Army Aviation 
Center, Ft. Rucker. 

Audit Response. We stand by our recommendations. A full 
discussion of management's comments and audit's response is 
sununarized in Part II of this report, and the complete texts of 
management's comments and our audit response to Navy conunents on 
Findings C and D are in Part IV of the repo~t. 
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PART I - INTRODUCTION 


Background 

The 1989 National Defense Authorization Act directed the 
Secretary of Defense to submit a report outlining a procurement 
plan for future Navy and Air Force trainer aircraft. In 
preparing the report, the Secretary is to develop a plan that 
will lead to the Navy and Air Force procuring similar trainer 
aircraft. The Secretary is also to address the feasibility of 
reversing the order of the Air Force's T-37 and T-38 aircraft 
replacement programs to take advantage of the cost savings 
associated with the ongoing production of the Navy's T-45A 
"Goshawk" advanced trainer aircraft. 

In response to the Act, DoD submitted the Department of Defense 
1989 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan (Masterplan) to Congress in 
February 1989. The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and the Secretaries of the Navy and Air Force approved the 
Masterplan, which was prepared by Navy and Air Force training 
officials. The Masterplan presented a strategy to replace Navy 
and Air Force trainer aircraft over a 25-year period. Navy and 
Air Force trainer aircraft included in the Masterplan are 
described in Appendix A. 

The Masterplan identified opportunities for joint-Service 
acquisition of three aircraft training systems. The Joint 
Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) is to replace the Navy's 
T-34C and the Air Force's T-37 aircraft. The Tanker-Transport 
Training System will initiate training within the tanker
transport track of the Air Force's Specialized Undergraduate 
Pilot Training Program and may be a suitable candidate to replace 
the Navy's T-47 aircraft. The Bomber-Fighter Training System is 
to replace the Air Force's T-38 aircraft and may be a suitable 
candidate to replace the Navy's T-45A aircraft. DoD also 
concluded that joint Navy and Air Force acquisition of the 
T-45A aircraft was not cost-effective. Specifically, the small 
cost avoidance benefits associated with the Air Force purchase of 
the T-45A aircraft were negated by the cost of retiring the 
T-38 aircraft before the expiration of its useful service life in 
FY 2005 and the funding impact of acquiring the other three 
planned joint-Service aircraft training systems. In summary, the 
Masterplan proposed procurement of 2,214 aircraft totaling about 
$17.6 billion (Appendix B). 



Objectives 

Our objective was to determine whether the programs contained in 
the Masterplan would: 

o enhance the quality and adequacy of Navy and Air Force 
pilots, 

o overcome existing and anticipated training deficiencies, 
o improve training effectiveness, 
o modernize aging trainer aircraft fleets, and 
o minimize acquisition and operation costs. 

In addition, we evaluated the internal controls used to develop 
the Masterplan. 

Scope 

The audit was performed from October 1990 through May 1991. We 
evaluated budget and training documents, legislation, proposed 
legislation, contracts, reports, studies, service life analyses 
of trainer aircraft, and other documents relating to 
undergraduate pilot training dated between October 1988 and 
May 1991. 

This economy and efficiency and program audit was performed in 
accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller 
General of the United States as implemented by the Inspector 
General, DoD, and accordingly included such tests of internal 
controls as were considered necessary. Activities visited or 
contacted during the audit are listed in Appendix I. 

Internal Controls 

We evaluated the effectiveness of internal cor.trols that the Navy 
and Air Force established to determine the number of trainer 
aircraft needed to meet future undergraduate pilot training (UPT) 
requirements as outlined in the Masterplan. The audit identified 
a material internal control weakness as defined by Public 
Law 97-255, Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123, and 
DoD Directive 5010. 38. Controls were not effective to ensure 
that alternatives to the Enhanced Flight Screener aircraft were 
adequately addressed in the Air Force systems acquisition 
approval process, as required by OoD Di recti ve 5000 .1, "Defense

1Acquisition," February 23, 1991.-/ In addition, controls were 
not effective to ensure that the Enhanced Flight Screener 
acquisition was economically justified in accordance with DoD 

!/ DoD Directive 5000.1, "Defense Acquisition," February 23, 
1991, revised DoD Directive 5000.1, "Major and Non-major Defense 
Acquisition Programs," September 1, 1987. 
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Instruction 7041.3, "Economic Analysis and Program Evaluation for 
Resource Management, 11 October 18, 1972. Recommendation B. 2. in 
this report, if implemented, will correct these weaknesses. A 
copy of this report is being provided to the senior official 
responsible for internal controls within the Air Force. 

Prior Audits and Other Reviews 

Numerous prior reports have been issued· on trainer aircraft 
requirements, eliminating fixed-wing training for Navy 
undergraduate helicopter pilots, and consolidating all 
undergraduate helicopter pilot training at the Army Aviation 
Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama. A summary of the reports issued is 
in Appendix C. 

Other Matters of Interest 

As part of the Defense Management Review, the Comptroller of the 
Department of Defense prepared Defense Management Report 
( DMR) 962, which proposed opportunities for improving the way 
that military training is managed. The DMR included proposals to 
consolidate all undergraduate helicopter pil')t training at the 
Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, and to cancel the 
remaining Tanker-Transport Training System procurement. The 
Comptroller estimated that implementation of the two proposals 
would save $855 million (consolidation--$92 million and 
cancellation--$763 million) over the Future Years Defense Program 
ending in FY 1997. 

The Deputy Secretary of Defense directed that the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel) further 
study the viability of the two proposals after review of 
DMR 962. In January 1991, the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel) deferred his review of the 
two proposals until the completion of our audit. We address the 
proposal to consolidate all helicopter training in Finding D and 
the proposal to cancel the remaining Tanker-Transport Training 
System procurement in Finding A. 
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PART II - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 1989 TRAINER AIRCRAFT MASTERPLAN 

Because of significant events after publication and modifications 
made to existing trainer aircraft, the Masterplan did not provide 
sound justification supporting the quantity and timing of Navy 
and Air Force replacement trainer aircraft planned for the next 
25 years. Continued adherence to the Masterplan will result in 
the procurement of 351 excess replacement aircraft costing 
$2.6 billion and the premature delivery of 417 replacement 
aircraft. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background 

Since the Masterplan was approved, the Services have 
significantly reduced annual pilot training rates in recognition 
of force structure reductions, increased pilot active duty 
obligations, and improved pilot selection procedures. 
Specifically, the Navy and Marine Corps have reduced annual pilot 
procfuction goals from 1, 500 to about 1, 400 students per year, 
while the Air Force has reduced annual pilot production goals 
from 1,890 to about 1,400 students per year. 

Force structure reductions. DoD is downsizing its force 
structure because of reduced threat and budget constraints. 
Specifically, the DoD FY 1992/1993 Presidential budget submission 
requires that by FY 1995 the Navy reduce the number of carrier 
air wings from 15 to 13 and the Air Force reduce the number of 
tactical fighter wings from 36 to 26 and the number of strategic 
bombers from 268 to 181. As a result of these reductions, the 
Navy and Air Force will each close one UPT facility. 

Aviator Career Improvement Act. The Aviator Career 
Improvement Act of 1989 requires that military personnel complete 
8 years of active duty upon successful compl~tion of fixed-wing 
jet aircraft training. Previously, the Air Force required an 
8-year commitment, while the Navy and Marine Corps required only 
a 6-year and a 4.5-year commitment, respectively. The Act 
further requires that military personnel who successfully 
complete other types of UPT complete 6 years of active duty. In 
addition, the Act increases the number of years an aviator must 
be in an operational or proficiency flying position to continue 
eligibility for Aviation Career Incentive Pay. DoD's 
implementation of the Act, which began in October 1991, is 
expected to reduce annual pilot attrition rates and therefore 
reduce the number of undergraduate pilots that the Services are 
required to train annually. 
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PACER CLASSIC modifications will extend the service life of the 
T-38's from FY 2010 to beyond FY 2025 as a result of the Tanker
Transport Training System aircraft procurement and lower annual 
UPT rates for bomber-fighter pilots. Accordingly, the Air 
Force's plans to replace the T-38 with a Bomber-Fighter Training 
System ( BFTS) can be deferred for 20 years. The delayed BFTS 
acquisition of 417 aircraft would enable the Government to avoid 
interest costs totaling about $28.8 billion (Appendix F). 

Should the Air Force determine that it is essential to proceed 
with the BFTS procurement, the need to continue with PACER 
CLASSIC modifications should be reassessed. Because of reduced 
UPT rate goals for bomber-fighter pilots and the introduction of 
the Tanker-Transport Training System T-lA aircraft, current and 
planned investment costs made in PACER CLASSIC modifications will 
not be recovered by FY 2010. As a result, the Air Force could, 
by discontinuing T-38 PACER CLASSIC modifications, avoid costs 
totaling $495 million for FY's 1992 through 1997. 

Tanker-Transport Training System. A valid economic 
cost-benefit determination cannot be made for the Tanker
Transport Training System until annual UPT rates stabilize and 
the Air Force decides whether to continue PACER CLASSIC 
modifications. Accordingly, we could not determine whether 
continued procurement of the Tanker-Transport Training System 
should be canceled, as proposed in DMR 962. Nevertheless, we 
believe funding for the Tanker-Transport Tra3ning System should 
be held in abeyance pending an Air Force decision to either 
continue or discontinue T-38 aircraft PACER CLASSIC 
modifications. 

Conclusion 

Before DoD invests $17 billion in 2,214 replacement trainer 
aircraft, a new Masterplan needs to be prepared. This new 
Masterplan should: 

o recompute replacement aircraft requirements to coincide 
with lower annual UPT rates, 

o expand objectives to discuss training program 
deficiencies, 

o consider Army trainer aircraft replacement needs, 
o consider flying hour objectives that could be assigned to 

less costly aircraft, and 
o recognize service life modifications already made to 

existing aircraft. 
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Adherence to the Masterplan will result in excess new replacement 
trainer aircraft being procured and in the premature retirement 
of underused existing aircraft. We estimated that DoD could 
reduce aircraft acquisition costs by over $752 million ( 30 Air 
Force T-lA's and 42 Navy T-45A's) over the Future Years Defense 
Program ending FY 1997 and avoid another $1.8 billion in 
acquisition costs for FY 1998 and beyond. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

1. We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition and the Secretaries of the Military Departments 
prepare a new Department of Defense Trainer Aircraft Masterplan 
that: 

a. Recognizes decreased Service annual undergraduate pilot 
training rates and ongoing aircraft modifications by reducing 
planned numbers of Tanker-Transport Training System aircraft, 
Joint Primary Aircraft Training System aircraft, Bomber-Fighter 
Training System aircraft, and T-45A aircraft, as indicated in 
Appendix E. 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
(Tactical Warfare Programs) comments. The Deputy Director 
partially concurred with Recommendation A.l.a. stating that the 
Masterplan would be updated in FY 1992 concurrent with the 
preparation of the Military Departments' FY 1994 Program 
Objective Memorandum plans and would recognize the latest revised 
requirements established by the Military Departments. The Deputy 
Director stated that the numbers of aircraft identified in 
Appendix E may not be appropriate when the Masterplan is updated 
because force structure and other changes are ongoing. In 
addition, the Deputy Director emphasized that the purpose of the 
1989 Masterplan was to provide a strategy for joint-Service 
acquisition of aircraft systems in the future and should not be 
considered a programming document. In respect to programming, 
the Deputy Director stated that the appropriate mechanism for 
adjusting quantities and schedules for training aircraft programs 
was the annual budget review process and program milestone 
reviews. 

Audit response. We agree that the Masterplan is a training 
aircraft acquisition strategy rather than a programming 
document. However, the Masterplan should serve as the 
foundation for programming documents for acquiring 
replacement training aircraft and be used in the annual 
budget review process and at program milestone reviews. In 
this respect, we believe that direct linkage should exist 
between the Masterplan and programming documents for 
determining aircraft requirements. 
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Navy comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) partially concurred with 
Recommendation A. l. a. The Assistant Secretary's comments 
paralleled the Deputy Di rector's comments. In addition, the 
Assistant Secretary stated that because of force drawdowns, 
curriculum changes, and revised student training requirements, 
the Navy has reduced JPATS requirements by 3 aircraft and T-45A 
requirements by 32 aircraft. 

Audit response. Although the Navy comments identified net 
JPATS and T-45A aircraft reductions, training changes made 
after the audit's completion effected the extent of the 
drawdown. Specifically, the Navy justified requirements for 
25 of the 28 JPATS aircraft questioned in the draft report 
by adding curriculum changes for flight officer training. 
As to T-45A aircraft requirements, the Navy increased 
student loading requirements for jet training from 410 to 
450 students annually resulting in a need for 10 additional 
T-45A aircraft. As a result, the Navy reduced 
T-45A aircraft requirements by 32 aircraft rather than by 
42 aircraft, as suggested in the draft report. Regardless, 
the Navy's comments on the JPATS and T-45A aircraft 
requirements were considered responsive to the intent of 
Recommendation A.l.a. Because the Assistant Secretary did 
not comment on the Navy's BFTS aircraft requirements, we ask 
that the Assistant Secretary provide comments on the 
requirements in response to Recommendation A.La. in the 
final report. 

Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations partially concurred. The Deputy Chief's comments 
paralleled the Deputy Director's comments. Despite the fact that 
the Masterplan was not considered a programing document, the 
Deputy Chief of Staff stated that training aircraft replacement 
requirements were recomputed based on reduced pilot production 
rates. Based on an annual student production requirement of 
1,200 students, the Air Force projected that it would need 
417 JPATS aircraft and less than 180 Tanker-Transport Training 
System aircraft. The Deputy Chief of Staff advised us that the 
Air Force was reevaluating the need for the BFTS aircraft. 

Audit response. We applaud the Air Force for recomputing 
the JPATS and Tanker-Transport aircraft requirements. 
However, we noted several problems with the computation. 

In reviewing the Air Force's algorithm for recomputing JPATS 
aircraft requirements, we noted that factors for aircraft 
flying hour requirements and attrition rates were 
overstated. In the algorithm, the Air Force assumed that 
all students would complete the JPATS flying hour 
requirement and that the JPATS would exceed the T-37 and 
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T-38 aircraft attrition rates. As a result, we believe the 
Air Force overstated annual JPATS flying hour requirements 
by 8,752 hours and attrition rate by .9 mishap· incidences 
per 100,000 aircraft flying hours. By applying the reduced 
factors in the algorithm, we concluded that the JPATS 
requirements were 362 aircraft versus the 417 aircraft 
projected by the Air Force. 

The Air Force also used an inappropriate aircraft attrition 
rate in recomputing Tanker-Transport aircraft requirements. 
The Tanker-Transport aircraft is a commercial aircraft that 
should have an attrition rate comparable to that of a Boeing 
B-737 aircraft. However, the Air Force used an aircraft , 
attrition rate in the algorithm that exceeded the B-737 
attrition rate by .7 mishap incidences per 100,000 aircraft 
flying hours. By applying the appropriate aircraft 
attrition rate in the algorithm, we concluded that the 
Tanker-Transport requirements were 162 aircraft versus the 
180 aircraft projected by the Air Force. We therefore 
request that the Air Force reconsider its response to 
Recommendation A.I.a. when responding to the final report. 

b. Examines the quality and adequacy of undergraduate pilot 
training, defines existing and anticipated training deficiencies, 
demonstrates how new replacement aircraft will enhance training 
effectiveness, and provides cost-benefit analyses to economically 
justify acquisition of replacement aircraft. 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
(Tactical Warfare Programs) comments. The Deputy Director 
concurred with Recommendation A.l.b. stating that these studies, 
analyses, and trade-offs would be required to provide the 
underpinning necessary to obtain a DoD approved Masterplan. 

Army comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and 
Plans concurred with Recommendation A.l.b. 

Navy comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) nonconcurred with 
Recommendation A. l. b. stating that building a Masterplan that 
assesses the entire training continuum, its requirements, its 
quality,.its adequacy, its deficiencies, its cost breakdown, and 
its effectiveness would provide diminishing returns because of 
instant depreciation of the subject matter without constant 
revision. 
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Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations partially concurred stating that the Joint 
Requirements Oversight Council and the Air Force Summit process 
were the optimum methods of defining training deficiencies and 
requirements and examining how new replacement aircraft will 
enhance training effectiveness. 

Audit response. In his response, the Deputy Director of 
Defense Research and Engineering (Tactical Warfare Programs) 
recognized that when the new Masterplan is prepared, 
additional studies, analyses and trade-offs would be 
required to provide the underpinning necessary to obtain DoD 
approval. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy and the Air 
Force Deputy Chief of Staff also need to consider the impact 
of changed circumstances when preparing the new Masterplan. 
Therefore, we request that the Navy Assistant Secretary and 
the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff reconsider their 
comments to Recommendation A.Lb. when responding to the 
final report. 

c. Addresses Army trainer aircraft replacement 
requirements. 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
(Tactical Warfare Programs) comments. The Deputy Director 
partially concurred with Recommendation A.l.c. stating that the 
Masterplan could also address helicopter tr,1 ining, which would 
expand the scope of the Masterplan. 

Army comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and 
Plans concurred with Recommendation A.l.c. 

Navy comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) concurred with 
Recommendation A.l.c. 

Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations did not comment to Recommendation A.l.c. 

Audit Response. Because the Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans 
and Operations did not comment, we request that he submit 
comments to Recommendation A.Le. when responding to the final 
report. 

2. We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy further reduce 
the T-45A requirements and make appropriate increases in the 
Joint Primary Aircraft Training System aircraft requirements, 
when changes are made to the Navy's syllabuses as a result of the 
Navy Primary Aircraft Training System Concept Study. 
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Navy comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) partially concurred 
stating that the Chief of Naval Operations with assistance from 
the Naval Air Systems Command would use the results of the 
ongoing Navy Primary Aircraft Training System Concept Study to 
make appropriate adjustments in JPATS and T-45 aircraft 
requirements. 

3. We recommend that the Secretary of the Air Force defer 
planned procurements of the Bomber-Fighter Training System and 
Tanker-Transport Training System if PACER CLASSIC modification 
funding is continued for the T-38 aircraft. 

4. In the event that planned procurements of the Bomber-Fighter 
Training System and Tanker-Transport Training System proceed as 
planned in the Masterplan, we recommend that the Secretary of the 
Air Force terminate PACER CLASSIC modification funding for the 
T-38 aircraft. 

Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations nonconcurred with Recommendations A. 3. and A. 4. He 
stated that the T-38 PACER CLASSIC modification program was 
needed to ensure an airworthy platform for current training and 
to meet projected flying hour requirements in the near years. In 
respect to the BFTS, he stated that the Air Force was funding a 
study to examine the cost-effectiveness of further modifications 
to the T-38 as an alternative to the BFTS because of force 
structure cuts, T-45 procurement slip, possible elimination of 
the Tactical Air Command Lead-In Fighter Training requirement, 
and smaller BFTS aircraft requirements (375 aircraft versus 
900 aircraft). In respect to the Tanker-Transport Training 
System, he stated that the aircraft was essential to 
implementation of the Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training 
concept that was accepted by the Air Force, OSD, and Congress. 
Under the concept, he stated that the Tanker-Transpqrt Training 
System will meet the needs of the Tanker-Transport cockpits and 
the T-38 will meet the needs of the Bomber-Fighter requirements. 

Audit response. In our opinion, it is not cost-effective to 
continue with the Tanker-Transport Training System 
procurement plans if PACER CLASSIC modification funding is 
continued for the entire T-38 aircraft fleet, as planned. 
Through FY 1991, the Air Force has expended $275 million for 
PACER CLASSIC modifications to over 735 aircraft (about 
$375,000 per aircraft). Based on management comments, the 
Air Force only needs to modify 375 T-38 aircraft to meet 
future Bomber-Fighter requirements under the Specialized 
Undergraduate Pilot Training concept. In effect, the Air 
Force will not fully recover PACER CLASSIC modification 
investment costs already incurred for 360 T-38 aircraft 
(about $135 million) by proceeding with the Tanker-Transport 
Training System procurement plans. 
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In addition, the Air Force will not recover another 
$242 million in planned investment costs for the 360 excess 
T-38 's if funding of the PACER CLASSIC modifications is 
continued for the entire T-38 fleet. Accordingly, we still 
question the cost-effectiveness of not deferring plans to 
procure the Tanker-Transport Training System if the PACER 
CLASSIC modification program continues as planned. We 
therefore request that the Air Force reconsider its response 
to Recommendations A.3. and A.4. when responding to t·he 
final report. 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
(Tactical Warfare Programs) comments. The Deputy Director 
partially concurred with Recommendation A.3. He agreed that the 
BFTS procurement should be deferred. However, he did not agree 
that the Tanker-Transport Training System procurement should be 
deferred because it was a vital part in implementing the 
Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training concept in the Air 
Force. He further stated that deferring Tanker-Transport 
aircraft procurement in the middle of production would not be 
wise until aircraft requirements are updated. In this respect, 
he stated that time was available to delete aircraft from the end 
of the program if it is subsequently determined that fewer 
aircraft are required. 

The Deputy Director also partially concurred with Recommendation 
A.4. stating that the BFTS, the Tanker-Transport Training System, 
and the T-38 PACER CLASSIC modification program should be 
reviewed as a package and each program adjusted as necessary to 
best meet expected undergraduate pilot training requirements. 

5. We recommend that the Comptroller of the Department of 
Defense withhold Tanker-Transport Training System program funding 
pending the T-38 aircraft PACER CLASSIC modification decision by 
the Air Force. 

Deputy Comptroller of the Department of Defense (Program/ 
Budget) comments. The Deputy Comptroller partially concurred 
with Recommendation A. 5. stating that fund~ng for T-38 PACER 
CLASSIC modification costs had been reduced from $700 million to 
under $100 million involving only cockpit avionics changes. The 
Deputy Comptroller further stated that the Air Force needed the 
Tanker-Transport aircraft to tailor its pilot training to the 
student's needs. 
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Audit response. The Deputy Comptroller's comments may 
indicate a misunderstanding which T-38 PACER CLASSIC 
modification program was being discussed in the finding. 
The Air Force has two programs that are identified as T-38 
PACER CLASSIC modification programs. One program is a 
multistage safety improvement program, which was discussed 
in the finding, and the other is a program to study further 
T-38 modifications as an alternative to the BFTS. The T-38 
cockpit avionics changes are part of the latter program. 

Since the Deputy Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering (Tactical Warfare Programs) believes that the 
Tanker-Transport aircraft is necessary to .im[.;lement: the 
Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training concept in the Air 
Force, we believe that funding adjustments need to be made 
to the T-38 PACER CLASSIC multistage safety improvement 
program. Specifically, continued PACER CLASSIC modification 
funding should be limited to the 375 T-38s needed to meet 
future Bomber-Fighter requirements. We therefore request 
that the Comptroller reconsider his response to 
Recommendation A.5. when responding to the final report. 
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B. Air Force Enhanced Flight Screener 

The Air Force was unnecessarily replacing its T-41 aircraft with 
an Enhanced Flight Screener (EFS). The Air Force Statement of 
Need did not consider the full range of training alternatives, 
and the Air Force economic analysis was not made in accordance 
with DoD Inst ruction 7041. 3. In addition, the subsequent Air 
Force decision delaying student placements in specialized 
undergraduate training tracks eliminated a primary justification 
for the replacement aircraft. As a result, the EFS was not the 
least costly training alternative to satisfy the stated need for 
replacing the T-41 trainer aircraft. Canceling the Air Force EFS 
procurement will avoid an expenditure of approximately, 
$28 million for 125 aircraft in FY 1992 through FY 1997. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background 

DoD Directive 5000.1, "Defense Acquisition," February 23, 1991, 
requires that the Services consider a full range of alternatives 
before deciding to initiate new acquisition programs. In this 
respect, DoD Instruction 5000.2, "Defense Acquisition Management 
Policies and Procedures," February 23, 1991, requires that the 
Services focus on identifying deficiencies in current 
capabilities and opportunities to provide new capabilities in the 
mission need determination process. The Services are to describe 
deficiencies and opportunities in terms of broad operational 
capability needs and then to evaluate these needs to determine if 
they can be satisfied by nonmaterial solutions. Nonmaterial 
solutions include changes in operational doctrine, concepts, and 
training. 

Enhanced Flight Screener Statement of Need 

In the Statement of Need for the EFS aircraft, the Air Force 
stated that it needed a more capable flight screener than the 
T-41 aircraft to expose UPT program candidates to a wider 
spectrum of flying maneuvers, including aerobatics, high-G 
(gravity) maneuvers, and overhead traffic patterns. This was 
essential for reducing attrition rates and implementing 
specialized UPT programs to enable the Air Force Training Command 
to emphasize flying events designed to develop quality Bomber
Fighter and Tanker-Transport pilots. Furthermore, an Air Force 
economic analysis demonstrated that the EFS investment in 
125 aircraft would be recovered within 6 years as a result of 
training efficiencies. Contrary to the Air Force justifications 
for the EFS, less costly training alternatives exist. 
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Alternatives. The Air Force's EFS Statement Of Need did not 
consider other approaches or possible training solutions to 
reduce UPT attrition rates as an alternative to the procurement 
of new EFS aircraft. For example, in 1975 the Air Force study 
"HASTY BLUE" demonstrated that UPT attrition rates could be 
reduced by one-half without requiring the use of any flight 
screener aircraft. Specifically, the study showed that the Air 
Force could reduce UPT attrition rates and improve student 
screening by using a relatively simple "desk top" flight training 
simulator, which when combined with its series of intelligence 
and physical dexterity tests, greatly increased the predictive 
ability of the screening process. This was a nonmater ial and 
cost-effective alternative for reducing UPT attrition rates that 
the Air Force did not consider in its EFS Statement of Need. 

Cost analysis. The Air Force did not perform its EFS 
comparative economic analysis in accordance with DoD 
Instruction 7041.3, "Economic Analysis and Program Evaluation for 
Resource Management," October 18, 1972. This Instruction 
requires a cost-benefit analysis involving a choice or trade-off 
between two or more alternatives, even when one of the 
alternatives is to do nothing. The Instruction requires that 
present value or discounted current dollar factors be applied to 
annual cost-benefit savings and then comparing the cumulative 
annual discounted savings to investment costs to determine the 
most economical rate of return between alternatives. 

In preparing its cost-benefit analysis, the Air Force 
underestimated the cost of the EFS investment acquisition by 
$800,000. The 125 EFS aircraft were estimated to cost 
$27.7 million rather than the $26.9 million investment cost used 
in the Air Force analysis. 

The Air Force analysis inflated cost-benefit savings by 
$5 million when the study assumed that all UPT candidates were 
admitted from Officers Training School. Contrary to this 
assumption, about 23 percent of UPT candidates are admitted from 
Officers Training School, and the majority of students come from 
the Air Force Academy and the Reserve Officer Training Corps. 

Cost-benefit savings were also inflated by $12 .1 million for 
claimed benefits unrelated to the acquisition. The Air Force 
analysis applied EFS cost avoidance benefits not only to the 
primary phase of UPT but extended it to the more expensive 
advanced phases of OPT. Extending cost avoidance benefits to 
advanced OPT was incorrect. EFS benefits are only applicable to 
the primary phase of UPT where training costs are three to four 
times less expensive than advanced UPT. 
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In addition, the Air Force accelerated cost avoidance by 
$4.3 million. According to the analysis, cost-benefit savings 
resulting from the acquisition of the EFS aircraft were to begin 
with the delivery of the first aircraft rather than phased to 
coincide with the aircraft's 3-year delivery schedule. Based on 
the erroneous assumptions, and without applying present value 
factors, the Air Force computed a 6-year investment return for 
the EFS acquisition (Appendix G). 

We determined that after applying present value factors to the 
EFS savings, the EFS investment return actually exceeded the 
aircraft's 25-year economic life. Based on economic analysis 
er i ter ia established in DoD Instruction 7041. 3, we determined 
that cumulative savings would not exceed the $28 million EFS 
investment cost until after FY 2020. Our result sharply 
contrasts with the 6-year investment payback that the Air Force 
determined. Accordingly, the EFS aircraft does not provide the 
Air Force an economic OPT program advantage when compared to the 
status quo. 

Classification of students. The Air Force does not intend 
to assign students to specialized OPT tracks before starting 
primary OPT. The Air Force Chief of Staff made this decision in 
February 1991. The Air Force will continue using its primary 
training aircraft to teach students generic flying skills, rather 
than concentrating on skills designed to support specific 
training tracks. As a result of the Air Force Chief of Staff 
decision, the EFS aircraft is no longer essential for 
implementation of the Air Force specialized OPT program. 

Conclusion 

The Air Force did not consider all alternatives in justifying the 
cost-effectiveness of the EFS acquisition. In addition, the Air 
Force lessened its stated need for the EFS by eliminating the 
requirement to classify students in specialized OPT tracks before 
the start of primary aircraft training. Accordingly, we 
concluded that the Air Force had not adequately justified the 
operational need to spend $28 million for 125 EFS aircraft and 
that the planned May 1992 procurement action should be canceled. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Air Force: 

1. Cancel plans to acquire the Enhanced Flight Screener. 

Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations nonconcurred with Recommendation B.l. stating that the 
EFS was essential to reducing UPT student attrition rates from 
20 to 15 percent. In this regard, he stated that Congress deemed 
the information proposed in the 1988 Air Force Masterplan as 
sufficient justification for procuring the EFS. He stated that 
the EFS requirement was also validated through the Air Force 
Summit requirements process. 

He further stated that the Air Force did not consider "desk top" 
simulators to be a viable option for screening inexperienced 
pilot candidates. He stated that Air Training Command's 
experience with simulators in UPT supported this conclusion. As 
to the EFS, he stated that the Air Force conducted an EFS trial 
program at Hondo Field in 1990 using a cross section of average 
pilot candidates. In this respect, the study showed that all EFS 
trial program graduates successfully completed UPT. 

Although the Deputy Chief of Staff claimed that an economic 
analysis was not required for the EFS, the Air Force prepared a 
revised EFS economic analysis showing that the Air Force will 
recover EFS acquisition costs within 9 years as a result of 
reduced student attrition rates in UPT. 

Audit response. The Air Force still has not adequately 
considered all alternatives in justifying the cost
ef fecti veness of the EFS acquisition. Contrary to 
management comments, the proposed acquisition of the EFS 
aircraft was not identified in the Air Force 1988 Trainer 
Aircraft Masterplan. Additionally, the Air Training Command 
was unable to provide evidence that it had previously used 
"desk top" flight training simulators for screening and 
training inexperienced pilot candidates. Instead, Air 
Training Command experience was limited to using aircraft 
simulators for rated pilots who had completed UPT. 
Accordingly, we still believe that the use of "desk top" 
flight simulators for UPT student candidates is a viable and 
cost-effective alternative to the EFS for reducing UPT 
attrition rates. The EFS trial program did provide useful 
information concerning the ability of the EFS to reduce UPT 
student attrition rates. However, the EFS trial program 
would have been more useful if it had provided valid test 
results to enable the Air Training Command to perform a 
cost-effectiveness analysis between available screening 
alternatives to reduce UPT student attrition rates. 
Available screening alternatives include continued use of 
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the T-41 training aircraft, procuring the EFS, and procuring 
"desk top" flight training simulators. 

We reviewed the revised Air Force economic analysis prepared 
for the EFS and concluded that it generally conformed to DoD 
Instruction 7041.3 policy and procedures. However, the 
economic analysis was incomplete because the alternative 
comparisons did not include the "desk top" flight training 
simulators. The three alternatives compared in the economic 
analysis were the EFS aircraft, the T-41 training aircraft, 
and training without the use of screener aircraft. Because 
the full range of alternatives to the EFS aircraft was not 
examined as required by DoD Directive 5000.1, we request 
that the Air Force reconsider its response to Recommendation 
B.l. in the final report. 

2. Before approving Statements of Need for training aircraft, 
require that all alternatives be analyzed as required by DoD 
Directive 5000.1 and that the economic analyses be made in 
accordance with DoD Instruction 7041.3. 

Air Force comments. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and 
Operations concurred with Recommendation B.2. stating that 
oversight and internal controls were in place to ensure proper 
numbers of trainer aircraft. 

Audit response. We agree that the Air Force has established 
oversight and internal controls to ensure proper numbers of 
trainer aircraft. However, these controls were not fully 
implemented for the EFS aircraft as discussed in the 
finding. Because the Air Force acknowledges the need to 
maintain effective internal controls, additional comments on 
Recommendation B.2. are not required in response to the 
final report. 
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C. 	 Fixed-Wing Training of Navy and Marine Corps Helicopter 
Pilots 

The Navy requirement that helicopter pilots receive fixed-wing 
training before they receive undergraduate helicopter pilot 
training (UHPT) is neither cost-effective nor an efficient use of 
training time. Fixed-wing training of undergraduate helicopter 
students is not cost-effective because less than 2 percent of the 
graduates transition to fixed-wing operational aircraft. 
Eliminating the fixed-wing training requirement would enable the 
Navy to reduce UHPT costs by $300 million over the Future Years 
Defense Program, avoid one-time aircraft replacement costs of 
about $700 million, and reduce the length of the UHPT program by 
about 27 weeks. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background 

Approximately 600 Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard student 
pilots graduate each year from the Navy UHPT program. As part of 
UHPT, all Navy and Marine Corps students receive fixed-wing 
training before assignment to the UHPT track. The Navy's UHPT 
program is a 55-week course, which includes 208 flight hours of 
combined fixed-wing and helicopter training. Before beginning 
helicopter training, students spend 33 weeks and 92 flight hours 
learning basic flying and navigation skills on the Navy's T-34C 
primary fixed-wing trainer aircraft. After receiving this 
primary training, each UHPT student spends an additional 22 weeks 
and 116 flight hours in the Navy's TH-57 "Sea Ranger" helicopter. 

In contrast, the Army and Air Force UHPT core program at the Army 
Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, contains no fixed-wing 
aircraft training, and students spend 20 weeks and 82 flight 
hours in helicopter training. Students completing either Army or 
Navy UHPT qualify for Federal Aviation Agency instrument 
certification. 

Navy's Response to the DMR 962 Proposal 

The DMR 962 proposal highlighted differences between Army and 
Navy UHPT programs, and the DMR concluded that forcing Naval UHPT 
students to select among specialized aircraft training tracks at 
the outset of training rather than upon completion of basic 
flight training would preclude the need for fixed-wing 
training. Eliminating this fixed-wing training requirement would 
reduce Navy UHPT costs by $50 million each fiscal year, avoid 
one-time aircraft replacement costs of about $700 million, and 
reduce the length of the UHPT program by about 27 weeks. 
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In response to the proposal made in the DMR Decision, the Navy 
claimed that fixed-wing training for all Navy and Marine Corps 
helicopter students was both essential and cost-effective. The 
following paragraphs discuss the Navy's rationale for continuing 
the fixed-wing training requirement and our assessment of the 
rationale's validity. 

Instrument training. The Navy claimed that T-34C fixed-wing 
training provided the least expensive method of teaching and 
determining a student's flight instrument learning abilities; 
however, the Navy did not define the learning abilities. In 
responding to the DMR, the Navy assumed that Navy UHPT students 
would not receive any instrument training during UHPT if fixed
wing training was eliminated and that the Navy would be using 
noninstrumented Army UH-1 helicopters for UHPT training instead 
of the instrumented Navy TH-57 helicopter. 

Both of these assumptions were incorrect. Specifically, the Army 
UHPT does include 8 weeks of instrument training in 
UH-1 helicopters. In addition, Navy UHPT students could continue 
to be trained on Navy TH-57 helicopters to support Navy specific 
training requirements. It might become necessary to add 
instrument flight hours to the TH-57 curriculum by eliminating 
fixed-wing training in the T-34C, but not to the degree stated in 
the Navy's response. We noted that the Navy curriculum for the 
T-34C fixed-wing aircraft and the TH-57 helicopter have similar 
instrument training events. 

Instructor pilots. The Navy claimed that eliminating 
fixed-wing training would reduce the availability of T-34C 
fixed-wing flight instructor pilots. The Navy is correct; 
however, force reductions and the Aviation Career Improvement Act 
will also decrease the requirement for T-34C flight instructor 
pilots. 

Marine Corps pilots. The Navy claimed that Marine Corps 
helicopter pilots were often required to transition from 
helicopter to fixed-wing aircraft during their careers. Our 
analysis showed that this was not the case. As of February 20, 
1991, the Marine Corps had approximately 4, 700 qualified 
fixed-wing and rotary-wing pilots. Marine Corps personnel 
records showed that only 56 aviators (1.2 percent of the 
4,700 active duty aviators) officially transitioned from 
helicopter to fixed-wing operational aircraft during their 
military careers. When queried, personnel at the Naval Military 
Personnel Command told us that Navy pilot transition numbers were 
even less than the Marine Corps, and that the time and cost to 
accurately determine the number of pilots transitioned was not 
worth the effort involved. In addition, we found that once 
pilots were trained on a specific type of helicopter, they were 
rarely cross-trained between different types of operational 
helicopters. 
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V-22 Osprey training. The Navy claimed that significant 
Marine Corps fixed-wing and helicopter pilot training will be 
required in the event the Secretary of Defense approves the V-22 
Osprey program for production and deployment. Through June 30, 
1991, the Secretary of Defense has disapproved production of the 
V-22. Accordingly, it is questionable whether the V-22 
fixed-wing aircraft training requirement will materialize. 

Increased helicopter training flight hours. The Navy 
claimed that eliminating fixed-wing aircraft training would 
require that each student receive an additional 59 helicopter 
flight training hours for instrument training. However, the Navy 
did not specify what flight events were required for the 
training. Excluding flight hours spent in fixed-wing training, 
Navy and Marine Corps students receive 36 more flight hours in a 
TH-57 (116 hours) than Army and Air Force students receive in the 
UH-1 helicopter (80 hours). Rather than adding flight hours to 
its training program to compensate for the loss of fixed-wing 
training, we believe that the Navy should examine the efficiency 
and effectiveness of its UHPT program to determine if the 
additional time and flight hours are required. 

Air Force UHPT program. The Navy claimed that the Air Force 
was dissatisfied with the Army's method of training its 
helicopter pilots and was going to require fixed-wing training 
for its helicopter students. In FY 1990, the Air Force did 
decide to train its undergraduate helicopter students in fixed
wing aircraft. However, in February 1991, the Air Force Chief of 
Staff reversed that decision because this requirement would cost 
the Air Force an additional $15 million for fixed-wing training 
of up to 50 students a year. 

Potential Benefits of Eliminating the Navy Fixed-Wing Training 
Requirement for Helicopter Pilots 

As compared to the Army UHPT curriculum, eliminating the fixed
wing training requirement for all Navy and Marine Corps 
helicopter students would enable the Navy to reduce the length of 
its UHPT program by about 27 weeks (33 weeks minus 6 weeks for 
preflight training) and reduce training costs by as much as 
$300 million over the Future Years Defense Program ($50 million 
annually). This cost avoidance includes direct and indirect 
costs for additional flight hours and training time. Additional 
savings could occur if the Navy adopts a UHPT program similar to 
the Army's program. Excluding fixed-wing training costs 
discussed above, the Navy helicopter training program costs 
$24,000 more per student than the Army's program. 
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In addition to cost avoidance associated with its UHPT program, 
elimination of this fixed-wing qualification requirement would 
also eliminate a need for Navy T-34C replacement trainer 
aircraft. Beginning in FY 1998, the Navy plans to replace the 
T-34C and begin receiving JPATS aircraft. The Navy's requirement 
for 350 JPATS aircraft could be reduced by as many as 
140 aircraft by eliminating fixed-wing training of helicopter 
students. Cost avoidance amounting to as much as $700 million 
(140 aircraft at $5 million each) could result from this reduced 
aircraft requirement. 

Conclusion 

The DMR 962 recommendation to eliminate fixed-wing aircraft 
training for Navy and Marine Corps helicopter students has merit 
since less than 2 percent of the students subsequently transition 
to flying fixed-wing aircraft. Accordingly, we believe that the 
Navy should eliminate the requirement to train all Navy and 
Marine Corps helicopter students on fixed-wing aircraft. 

RECOMMENDATION, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

We recommend that the Deputy Secretary of Defense approve the 
Defense Management Report 962 proposal to eliminate the fixed
wing training requirement for Navy and Marine Corps helicopter 
students. 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and 
Personnel) comments. The Assistant Secretary nonconcurred with 
Recommendation c. stating that the audit analysis did not pro
vide sufficient rationale to support the recommendation. He 
believed that the audit analysis did not consider the full range 
of alternatives, attempted to compare dissimilar programs, and 
did not include a complete picture of costs and benefits as 
demonstrated by the position differences between the Inspector 
General and the Navy for fixed-wing training for Navy helicopter 
students. 

The Assistant Secretary believed that the Navy's position of 
training undergraduate helicopter pilots in fixed-wing aircraft 
did serve a purpose because it facilitated screening all 
potential pilots into jet, propeller, and helicopter pipe! ines 
and provided initial skill training in a low-cost aircraft. In 
reference .to flying hour costs, he stated that the cost of the 
T-34C fixed-wing trainer was considerably less than the cost of 
Army and Navy helicopters. However, he stated that it was clear 
that alternative less-expensive screening techniques could 
produce the same results. 
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The Assistant Secretary stated that the Navy did not justify the 
need to fixed-wing train helicopter students to allow helicopter 
pilots to rotate through billets requiring fixed-wing skills 
after their first operational helicopter pilot tour. In this 
respect, he stated that 13 percent of Navy helicopter pilots 
filled fixed-wing designated billets at any given time while less 
than 2 percent of these pilots ever transitioned to a fixed-wing 
career designator. In total, he indicated that over half of the 
Navy's helicopter pilots could be assigned to a fixed-wing 
designed flying billet over a 20-year career. Regardless, he 
stated that the audit anaiysis was incomplete because it did not 
address alternative ways of filling these fixed-wing designated 
billets. 

The Assistant Secretary was not convinced by the audit analysis 
that costs of $50 million per year could be saved by eliminating 
the full 27 weeks of fixed-wing training provided to under
graduate helicopter pilots. He believed that eliminating fixed
wing training in the T-34C would likely require increased flying 
hours in the more expensive TH-57 and could increase the number 
of TH-57 's required. To accept the recommendation, he stated 
that the audit analysis would have to demonstrate that the Navy 
is overtraining its prospective helicopter pilots. 

The Assistant Secretary also questioned the one-time cost 
avoidance of about $700 million to replace T-34C's used to train 
undergraduate helicopter pilots with JPATS aircraft. He believed 
that the audit analysis did not recognize that the Navy had 
already reduced JPATS requirements based on current drawdown 
plans. 

Accordingly, the Assistant Secretary believed that the Inspector 
General should have recommended that an objective comprehensive 
study be conducted by an independent organization in lieu of the 
draft report recommendation to eliminate fixed-wing training for 
Navy helicopter pilots. He stated that study objectives should 
examine opportunities for redesigning helicopter training 
programs, consider a core curriculum for all Army and Navy 
helicopter training, highlight legitimate Service-unique 
requirements that could be examined and costed separately, and 
address the possibility of using a common training helicopter. 

Audit response. We agree with the Assistant Secretary's 
assertion that the audit analysis did not address all 
alternatives available to management, compared undergraduate 
pilot training programs that were implemented differently by 
the Services and did not identify all costs and benefits 
affected by eliminating fixed-wing training for Navy 
undergraduate helicopter pilots. 
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However, we do not agree with the Assistant Secretary's 
conclusion that . the audit analysis did not provide 
sufficient rationale to support the recommendation. 

Specifically, the Navy could use less expensive alternatives 
to screen all potential pilots into jet, propeller, and 
helicopter pipelines. For example, the Air Force used the 
T-41 aircraft to screen all potential pilots into the 
various pipelines. In FY 1991, the Air Force screening 
program for each potential pilot consisted of 14 flying 
hours in a T-41 aircraft costing about $1,600. At the same 
time, the Navy screening program for each potential pilot 
consisted of 66 flying hours in a T-34C aircraft costing 
about $14,400. 

We also clearly pointed out in the audit analysis that the 
Army and Air Force were more efficient in qualifying their 
helicopter students for Federal Aviation Agency instrument 
certification. The primary reason for the difference in 
efficiency was the Navy's duplication of initial instrument 
training requirements in the training curriculum for flying 
hours in the T-34C aircraft and the TH-57 helicopter. 

We also addressed the issue of fixed-wing designated flying 
billets currently filled by helicopter pilots. In conjunc
tion with force reductions and the Aviation Career Improve
ment Act, we concluded that there would be few helicopter 
pilots needed to fill fixed-wing designated flying billets. 
If the Navy and Marine Corps still need helicopter pilots to 
fill fixed-wing designated flying billets, it would be more 
cost-effective to provide fixed-wing aircraft training to 
those helicopter pilots selected to fill the billets. 

In the finding, we stated that eliminating the Navy 
fixed-wing requirement would reduce training costs by as 
much as $50 million annually. We qualified the amount 
because of the Navy's contention that it would be necessary 
to add instrument flight hours to the TH-57 curriculum. 
However, we do not believe that the additional hours should 
be significant based on the fact that the Army has 
demonstrated that UHPT can be successfully completed after 
82 flight hours in the UH-1. Under the Navy's existing UHPT 
program, potential helicopter pilots were receiving 
116 flight hours in the TH-57. 

Although the Navy has taken reductions in JPATS requirements 
based on current drawdown plans, the Navy's JPATS 
requirements still include approximately 140 aircraft to 
replace T-34C aircraft used to provide fixed-wing training 
to helicopter students. Accordingly, our projected one-time 
cost avoidance was based on the 140 aircraft. 
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Al though we appreciate the Assistant Secretary's apprehen
sion to act on the recommendation, the performance of a more 
comprehensive study as suggested will not alter the fact 
that it is not cost-effective to provide fixed-wing training 
to helicopter students when less than 2 percent of Navy and 
Marine Corps helicopter pilots ever transition to a fixed
wing career designator. Therefore, we request that the 
Assistant Secretary reconsider his position when responding 
to the final report. 

Navy comments. The Navy also commented on Recommendation C. 
The complete text of the Navy comments and our audit response 
addressing fixed-wing training are contained in Part IV. 
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D. 	 Relocating the Navy's Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training Program 

Resources dedicated to UHPT pilots were not being effectively 
used. This condition occurred because the Army and Navy were 
each operating a training facility. Relocating the Navy's UHPT 
program to the Army Aviation Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama, 
would relieve ground and air traffic congestion at the Naval Air 
Station at Whiting Field, Florida, and eliminate inefficiencies 
associated with maintaining separate Army and Navy UHPT 
facilities. Relocation of Navy UHPT would improve military and 
civilian flight safety and provide cost avoieance of as much as 
$79 million over the Future Years Defense Program. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background 

Previous reviews. Numerous reviews have been made regarding 
relocation of Navy UHPT (Appendix C). With one exception, all of 
the previous reviews and audits concluded that it was feasible 
and cost-effective to consolidate all DoD UHPT programs at the 
Army Aviation Center at Fort Rucker. As a result of a 1970 
review, the Air Force transferred its UHPT program to Fort 
Rucker. 

The President's budgets for FYs 1977 through 1980 proposed 
consolidating all Defense UHPT into a single program conducted by 
the Army at Fort Rucker. Despite testimonial endorsement by the 
Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, and the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps supporting the consolidation 
action, Congress continually voted against the budget proposals 
and directed continuation of the separate Navy program. 

DMR 962. DMR 962 again proposed consolidation of all DoD 
UHPT at the Army Aviation Center. The DMR proposal postulated 
that cost avoidance would result from each Service accepting a 
similar, although not identical, training program and from 
eliminating duplicate training facilities, manpower, aircraft, 
simulators, and maintenance. Further, the proposed consolidation 
would also alleviate airspace congestion at Whiting Field. 

Air 	Safety Concerns 

Military and civilian flights departing from continguous 
airfields in the Florida panhandle restrict aircraft operations 
at Whiting Field. The Navy has recognized this condition as a 
potential safety hazard. In a March 20, 1991, memorandum, the 
Commander, Naval Safety Center, indicated that Navy activities 
reported 789 near midair collisions during Calendar Years 1986 
through 1990. The Naval Air Station, Whiting Field, and nearby 
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Naval Air Station, Pensacola, accounted for 312 (40 percent) of 
the 789 reported incidents. 

A draft copy of "Naval Aviation Training Systems 2020" prepared 
by the Chief of Naval Operations to supplement the Masterplan 
identified several safety related concerns regarding Whiting 
Field. These concerns included airfield congestion and airspace 
traffic density. Although the study was never finalized, it 
stated that Whiting Field was unable to support Navy primary 
flight training requirements for practice touch and go landing 
operations because of traffic density. In addition, the Joint 
Statement of Operational Need for the Navy JPATS stated that air 
congestion at Whiting Field would be partially alleviated by the 
primary flight trainer replacement aircraft. Specifically, the 
Navy JPATS would be required to perform at an operational flight 
ceiling sufficient to avoid civilian air traffic. 

Contrary to the situation at Whiting Field, encroachment of 
military airspace by civil aviation is not a problem at Fort 
Rucker. Relocation of the Navy UHPT program and its fleet of 
140 helicopters would reduce the number of aircraft operating at 
Whiting Field. Furthermore, if the Navy fixed-wing qualification 
requirement for helicopter pilots were eliminated, the number of 
aircraft operating out of Whiting Field would be reduced by an 
additional 120 T-34C fixed-wing aircraft. 

Physical Plant at Fort Rucker 

In February 1985, the General Accounting Office (GAO) briefed the 
Senate Armed Services Committee on the results of its "Review of 
the Feasibility of Consolidating Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training Under the Army at Fort Rucker, Alabama." GAO concluded 
that consolidation of Navy UHPT was not cost-effective because 
physical plant expansion would be required at Fort Rucker. 
However, GAO's conclusion is no longer valid. When DMR 962 was 
being prepared, the Army Aviation Center at Fort Rucker showed 
that it had the capacity to train 2,400 UHPT students annually. 
In FY 1989, the Army graduated 2,156 Army, Air Force, and 
international students from its UHPT program at Fort Rucker. As 
a result of DoD force structure reductions, the Services project 
that between 2,000 and 2,100 students will require UHPT beginning 
in FY 1992. Accordingly, the Army Aviation Center can 
accommodate all future DoD UHPT requirements. 
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Navy's Response to DMR 962 

The Navy's response to DMR 962 did not objectively address the 
cost-effectiveness or feasibility of combining all DoD UHPT at 
Fort Rucker. Instead, the Navy's response was based on unfounded 
assumptions. Specifically, the Navy believed that TH-57 trainer 
helicopters and simulators would not be transferred to Fort 
Rucker, and that the Navy unique shipboard landing qualification 
requirement currently satisfied by a training barge could not be 
accommodated at Fort Rucker. The Navy also believed that air and 
ground congestion at Whiting Field was overstated. In addition, 
the Navy implied that the DMR proposal was not a productive 
exercise since Congress had rejected earlier attempts to 
consolidate DoD UHPT at Fort Rucker. 

TB-57 trainer helicopter. The Army OH-58 helicopter is a 
companion aircraft to the Navy TH-57 helicopter. The Army 
maintenance contractor can maintain the TH-57's and simulators in 
addition to the Army's fleet of 113 OH-58A and OH-58C 
helicopters. This, combined with the fact that ample hangar and 
parking space exists at Fort Rucker, led us to believe that it 
was feasible to transfer the Navy fleet of 140 TH-57 trainer 
helicopters and simulators to the Army Aviation Center to satisfy 
Navy unique UHPT requirements. 

Helicopter Landing Trainer barge. The Navy uses the 
Helicopter Landing Trainer barge to conduct helicopter shipboard 
landing qualifications. This barge is located within a I-hour 
flight of Fort Rucker. Accordingly, in the event that an 
acceptable alternative to the barge cannot be developed at Fort 
Rucker, we believe that Navy shipboard landing qualifications 
could continue to be accomplished using the barge at its present 
location with appropriate curriculum adjustments to cross-country 
flight hours. 

Safety concerns. The Navy has recognized airfield and 
airspace safety concerns at Whiting Field in Navy Safety Center 
midair collison reports and in documentation supporting the need 
for the Navy JPATS aircraft. The Navy's rebuttal to DMR 962 
de-emphasizes these safety concerns by stating that helicopter 
operations in the Whiting Field area do not contribute to 
airspace requirements. Nevertheless, safety is a priority, and 
eliminating helicopter operations will reduce airfield congestion 
and airspace traffic density, thereby enhancing flight safety at 
Whiting Field. 

Congressional action. The Navy is correct in its assertion 
that Congress rejected earlier attempts to consolidate DoD UHPT 
programs at Fort Rucker. The proposed consolidation will reduce 
program costs and still satisfy the Services' UHPT 
requirements. Because of the need to reduce DoD's overall 
budget, we believe that Congress may now view the proposed 
consolidation more favorably. 
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Cost Avoidance 

Combining DoD UHPT programs at Fort Rucker will allow cost 
avoidance resulting from economies of scale. The additional Navy 
workload will provide increased opportunities for maintenance and 
inventory efficiencies. Unit costs for aircraft maintenance and 
logistics could be reduced when the Navy TH-57 helicopters are 
supported by the Army's maintenance contractor. 

Additional cost avoidance is possible if the Navy and Marine 
Corps use the Army's contracted UHPT instructor pilots. The 
contractor for pilot instruction is reimbursed based on the 
number of students successfully trained within a fixed time 
frame. As a result, the contractor is financially motivated to 
minimize student attrition rates to recover its invested manpower 
costs and earn profits. In FY 1990, attrition rates were 
13 percent for Army UHPT students and 19 percent for Navy and 
Marine Corps UHPT students. 

Total cost avoidance that can be achieved by relocating Navy and 
Marine Corps UHPT to Fort Rucker cannot be precisely determined 
without actually operating a joint program. However, cost 
comparisons show that the Navy spent $24,000 more per student for 
TH-57 helicopter training than the Army. Extending the cost 
difference over the Future Years Defense Program provides 
possible cost avoidance of as much as $79 million ( 550 annual 
helicopter pilot production rate X $24,000 difference X 6 years). 

Consolidation of Navigator Training Within DoD 

In 1975, the Services combined their navigator training programs 
at Mather Air Force Base in California. Under this 
consolidation, the Services provide separate instruction to their 
navigator students and share common facilities, instructors, and 
aircraft. This arrangement has proven to be cost-effective and 
satisfied each Service's navigator training requirements. 

Conclusion 

The DMR proposal to consolidate all UHPT at Fort Rucker has 
merit. Relocation of the Navy's UHPT program to Fort Rucker will 
relieve air safety concerns at the Naval Air Station at Whiting 
Field, and eliminate cost inefficiencies associated with 
maintaining two separate Army and Navy UHPT training facilities. 

RECOMMENDATION, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

We recommend that the Deputy Secretary of Defense approve the 
Defense Management Report 962 proposal to consolidate all DoD 
Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training at the Army Aviation 
Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama. 
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Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and 
Personnel) comments. The Assistant Secretary nonconcurred with 
Recommendations D. stating that the audit analysis did not pro
vide sufficient rationale to support the recommendation. He 
believed that the audit analysis attempted to compare dissimilar 
programs and did not provide a complete picture of costs and 
benefits as demonstrated by the position differences between the 
Inspector General and the Navy. 

The Assistant Secretary did not take a position concerning 
whether the proposed consolidation would improve military and 
civilian flight safety. Instead, he acknowledged that 
consolidation would reduce flight operations density at Naval Air 
Station, Whiting Field, Florida, and contribute to improved 
flight safety. He also acknowledged the Navy's argument that 
there would be increased congestion at Fort Rucker with a 
potential reduction in flight safety there. 

In addition, the Assistant Secretary also questioned the 
estimated monetary benefits from relocation because the audit 
analysis assumed that the number of weeks and flying hours for 
the Navy's UHPT program would be reduced to the same number of 
weeks and flying hours used in the Army's UHPT program at Fort 
Rucker. He also stated that the audit analysis did not address 
costs of relocating the Navy's TH-57 aircraft and associated 
simulators to Fort Rucker. 

Accordingly, the Assistant Secretary believed that the Inspector 
General should have recommended that an objective comprehensive 
study be conducted by an independent organization in lieu of the 
draft report recommendation to consolidate all DoD UHPT at Fort 
Rucker. He stated that study objectives should examine 
opportunities for redesigning helicopter training programs, 
consider a core curriculum for all Army and Navy helicopter 
training, highlight legitimate Service-unique requirements that 
could be examined and costed separately, and address the 
possibility of using a common training helicopter. 

Audit response. We agree with the Assistant Secretary's 
assertion that the audit analysis compared UHPT programs 
that were implemented differently by the Services and did 
not identify all costs and benefits associated with 
consolidation of all DoD UHPT at Fort Rucker. 

However, we do not agree with the Assistant Secretary's 
conclusion that the audit analysis did not provide 
sufficient rationale to support the recommendation. 
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We agree that there would be increased air traffic at Fort 
Rucker as a result of consolidation of DoD UHPT programs. 
However, there would be minimal ground congestion and 
limited infringement on commercial air space for UHPT at 
Fort Rucker as compared with the Navy's UHPT at Whiting 
Field. There would be minimal ground congest ion because 
Fort Rucker has 5 main base fields, 17 stage fields, and 
approximately 150 remote training sites. In respect to air 
congestion, Fort Rucker does not infringe on commercial air 
space. 

We acknowledged that total cost avoidance that can be 
achieved by relocating the Navy's UHPT program to Fort 
Rucker could not be precisely determined without actually 
operating a joint program. In this regard, we estimated 
cost avoidance of as much as $79 million over the Future 
Years Defense Program if the Navy implemented a UHPT program 
that was comparable to the Army's UHPT program. We 
qualified the amount in recognition of decisions that need 
to be made by the Army and Navy concerning plans for 
blending personnel, aircraft, and training assets and by the 
Navy concerning UHPT curriculum changes. As stated in the 
management comments, the estimated cost avoidance will also 
be offset by one-time relocation costs related to relocating 
the Navy's TH-57 aircraft and associated simulators to Fort 
Rucker. 

Although we appreciate the Assistant Secretary's 
apprehension to act on the recommendation, the performance 
of a more comprehensive study as suggested will not alter 
the fact that relocation of the Navy's UHPT program to Fort 
Rucker will relieve air safety concerns at Whiting Field and 
eliminate inefficiencies associated with maintaining two 
separate Army and Navy UHPT training facilities. In order 
to implement the recommendation, the suggested sLudies will 
have to be performed. Therefore, we request that the 
Assistant Secretary reconsider his position when responding 
in the final report. 

Navy comments. The Navy also commented on Recommendation D. 
The complete texts of the Navy comments and our audit response 
addressing relocation are contained in Part IV. 

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATION 

Addressee 

Response Should Cover: 
Concur/ 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

Related 
Issues* 

ASD(FM&P) x x x M 

* M = monetary benefits 
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APPENDIX A: NAVY AND AIR FORCE TRAINER AIRCRAFT 


Trainer 

Aircraft 


Replacement 
Trainer 

Aircraft 
 Description 

T-34C 
 JPATS 
 The T-34C "Turbo-Mentor" was 
introduced in 1976 and was the first 
aircraft flown by all student 
aviators. The T-34C was procured over 
an 18-year period with the last 
19 aircraft delivered in 1990. All 
students fly 66 hours during primary 
flight training and, except for Strike 
and E2/C2 training, an additional 
26 hours during intermediate flight 
training. 

TH-57B/C None The TH-57 "Sea Ranger" was introduced 
into the helicopter pipeline in 
1968. The TH-57 is a single-engine, 
dual-seat helicopter used for all the 
Navy's undergraduate rotary-wing 
training. Students selected for 
rotary-wing training fly a total of 
116 hours. 

T-44A None The T-44A "Pegasus" entered service in 
1975. The T-44A is a modified version 
of the Beechcraft C-90 "King Air" 
twin-engine turboprop aircraft and is 
used for training students in the 
advanced maritime and E2/C2 training 
pipelines. Students selected for the 
maritime pipeline fly 88 hours, and 
those students selected for the E2/C2 
pipeline fly 34 hours in the T-44A. 

T-2B/C T-45A 
"Goshawk" 

The T-2B/C "Buckeye" commenced service 
in 1969. It is a tandem seat, twin
engine aircraft that is used to 
transition students from the T-34C 
turboprop to high performance jet 
aircraft. Students selected for the 
strike pipeline fly 100 hours, and 
those students sel~cted for the E2/C2 
pipeline fly 104 hours. 
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APPENDIX A: NAVY AND AIR FORCE TRAINER AIRCRAFT (cont'd) 

Trainer 
Aircraft 

Replacement 
Trainer 
Aircraft Description 

TA-4J T-45A 
"Goshawk" 

The TA-4J "Skyhawk" first entered 
service in 1969. The TA-4J is a 
tandem seat, single-engine, high 
performance jet trainer used for 
advanced Strike Pilot training. Those 
students selected for the strike 
pipeline fly 92 hours. 

T-45A Strike 
Training 

System 
(STS) 

or 

BFTS 

The T-45A "Goshawk" will enter service 
in 1993. It will replace both the 
T-2B/C intermediate and TA-4J advanced 
strike trainer aircraft. The T-45A 
is a two-place, single-engine, light 
jet trainer aircraft derived from the 
British Aerospace "Hawk." It is 
anticipated that sludents selected 
for the strike pipeline will fly 
192 hours, and those students selected 
for the E2/C2 pipeline will fly 
104 hours. 

T-37 JPATS The T-37 "Tweet" became operational in 
1956. The T-37 was the first jet 
trainer used by the Air Force for 
primary flight instruction of all 
students. The T-37 is a dual-engine, 
side-by-side cockpit aircraft. All 
undergraduate pilot trainees fly at 
least 80.9 hours. 

T-38A BFTS 

and 

Tanker
Transport 
Training 
System 

The T-38 "Talon" first entered service 
in 1961. The T-38A is a dual-engine, 
tandem seat, high performance jet 
trainer used for advanced UPT. The 
Generalized Undergraduate Pilot 
Training curriculum requires that all 
students fly 108.8 flight hours. When 
the Air Force implements Specialized 
Undergraduate Pilot Training, students 
selected for the Bomber-Fighter track 
will continue to use the T-38A. These 
Bomber-Fighter track students will 
then fly 119 hours. 
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APPENDIX B: REPLACEMENT AIRCRAFT PROPOSED IN THE DOD 1989 TRAINER AIRCRAFT MASTERPLAH 

Description 
Planned 

Delivery Date 
Replacement Aircraft 

Navy Air Force Total Cost 
(Thousands) 

Joint Primary 
Aircraft 
Training System FYs 1997 through 2009 350 538 888 $ 4,440,000 

Tanker-Transport 
Training System FYs 1991 through 1998 0 211 211 1,279,563 

~ 
t-' 

Bomber-Fighter 
Training System FYs 2005 through 2022 398 417 815 7,363,525 

T-45A "Goshawk" 
Training System FYs 1993 through 2001 300 0 300 4,500,000 

Totals 1,048 1,166 2,214 $17,5S3,088 







APPENDIX C: PRIOR AUDITS AND STUDIES RELATED TO UNDERGRADUATE 

PILOT TRAINING 

GAO Report No. NSIAD-89-94 (OSD Case No.7864), "TRAINER AIRCRAFT, 
Plans to Replace Existing Fleet," March 1989. The House and 
Senate Committees on Appropriations tasked GAO with evaluating 
the Air Force's 1988 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan to determine the 
validity and soundness of Air Force recommendations for replacing 
T-37 and T-38 trainer aircraft. GAO concluded that by modifying 
existing aircraft and not procuring replacement aircraft for 
Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training, the Air Force could 
reduce budget requirements by $1 billion over 8 years. No 
recommendations were made. 

GAO Review Code No. 391024, "Review of Feasibility of 
Consolidating Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training Under the 
Army at Fort Rucker, Alabama," February 1985. GAO evaluated the 
feasibility of consolidating DoD UHPT at the Army Aviation Center 
at Fort Rucker, Alabama. The auditors concluded that 
consolidation would not be cost-effective because physical plant 
expansion would be required at Fort Rucker. No report was 
issued, and no recommendations were made. However, GAO briefed 
the Senate Armed Services Committee on its conclusions on 
February 1, 1985. 

GAO Report No. FPCD-79-88 (OSD Case No. 5292-A), "Undergraduate 
Helicopter Pilot Training: Consolidation Could Yield Significant 
Savings" (FPCD-79-88), September 20, 1979. GAO evaluated the 
DoD, Department of the Army, and Department of the Navy savings 
calculations included in the "Report of the Department of Defense 
Study of Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training (UHPT) 
Consolidation at the Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama," 
April 1977. GAO concluded that significant savings would be 
possible from a consolidation of UHPT. Cost avoidance was 
estimated at $63.3 million for FY's 1980 through 1984. No 
recommendations were made. 

GAO May 1977 Letter Report Addressed to the Chairman of the House 
Appropriations Committee. The GAO validated savings calculations 
in the April 1977 "Report of the Department of Defense Study of 
Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training (UHPT) Consolidation." 
GAO supported consolidation of UHPT at the Ar1ny Aviation Center, 
Fort Rucker, Alabama. No recommendations were made. 
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APPENDIX C: 	 PRIOR AUDITS AND STUDIES RELATED TO UNDERGRADUATE 
PILOT TRAINING (cont'd) 

GAO Report No. B-157905, "Need To Assess Potential For 
Consolidating Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training, Department 
of Defense," May 3, 1974. GAO evaluated the potential for 
consolidation of UHPT in DoD. GAO concluded that the cost of 
undergraduate training could be reduced by requiring that the 
Navy discontinue fixed-wing training and consolidate all 
helicopter training at a single site. GAO recommended that the 
Secretary of Defense consider directing the Navy to discontinue 
fixed-wing training and move toward consolidating undergraduate 
training at one site under a joint all helicopter program. 

DoD, "Report of the Department of Defense Study of Undergraduate 
Helicopter Pilot Training (UHPT) Consolidatior,," April 1977. DoD 
responded to a congressional request to prepare a report on the 
feasibility of consolidating DoD UHPT. The report recommended 
that all DoD UHPT be consolidated into an all rotary-wing program 
to be conducted by the Army at Fort Rucker, Alabama. DoD 
estimated that cost avoidance of $104 million for FY's 1978 
through 1982 could be obtained through consolidation. 

Interservice Training Review Organization, At the request of the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Interservice Training 
Review Organization studied the issue of consolidation of UHPT in 
1975. The Interservice Training Review Organization concluded 
that significant commonality existed between the Army and Navy 
UHPT programs, and that significant savings would result from 
consolidation. The senior Interservice Training Review Board did 
not provide any formal recommendations. 

Defense Audit Service Report No. 870, "Report on the Review of 
Projected Savings from Consolidation of Helicopter Training," 
March 23, 1978. The auditors evaluated and reconciled the 
differences between the Army and the Navy projected savings from 
consolidation of UHPT as proposed in the "Report of the 
Department of Defense Study of Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training (UHPT) Consolidation," April 1977. The auditors 
concluded that potential net savings of $80 million to 
$124 million were possible for FYs 1979 through 1983 from 
consolidation of UHPT. 
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APPENDIX C: 	 PRIOR AUDITS AND STUDIES RELATED TO UNDERGRADUATE 
PILOT TRAINING (cont'd) 

Naval Audit Service Report No. 038-S-91, "T-45A Aircraft 
Acquisition," April 29, 1991. The auditors validated data to be 
used at the Defense Acquisition Board meeting for determining the 
progress made in correcting T-45A deficiencies and to determine 
whether the Navy's identified numerical requirements for 
T-45A aircraft were accurate. The auditors concluded that given 
the extent of the aircraft's design deficiencies and delays in 
testing, the planned procurement for FY's 1991 and 1992 should be 
restructured and associated funding of about $766 million should 
be reprogrammed. The auditors also concluded that the quantity 
of T-45A aircraft required to train undergraduate jet pilots was 
estimated using inaccurate planning factor data. As a result of 
using the inaccurate data, the Navy could reduce T-45A out-year 
funding requirements by about $559 million if acquisition 
baselines were correctly adjusted. The audit report recommended 
that the T-45A aircraft acquisition schedule be rebaselined to 
permit completion of operational testing before going beyond low
rate initial production. The report also recommended that 
fatigue and service-life data be analyzed to validate the need to 
replace the T-2C and TA-4J aircraft, determine the total cost of 
extending T-2C and TA-4J service lives to support training beyond 
FY 2000, and inform the Defense Acquisition Board of changes in 
the urgency of T-45A deliveries. In addition, the audit report 
recommended that the T-45A baseline, planning, and budgeting 
objectives be revised to reflect a reduction in T-45A 
requirements from 300 to 254 aircraft. 
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APPfNDIX D: REPLACEMENT AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENT DETERMINATIONS 

Masterplan 

Projected Annual Student 
Production Requirements 
 1 ,500 1,890 1,021 475 650 4 / ', 

l 1 "i ner Aircraft Requirement 
 350 538 211 398 417 300 

l~.:ll io: Aircraf1 Per Student 
 .23 .28 .21 .84 .64 .63 

t<ev i "ed Requirements 

Projected Annual Student 
Production Requirements 1,400 1 ,400 767 410 5/0 410 

1/ lrainer Aircraft Requirement 322 392 161 345 365 2:ie 

C'ompu1ed Differences 

Pr0jec1ed Annual Student 
Production Requirements 100 490 254 65 80 t.'· 

lr.iiner Aircraft Requirement 28 146 50 '?._/ 53 52 42 

JPATS TANKER-TRANSPORT BFTS l -4);, 

NAVY AIR FORCE AIR FORCE NAVY AIR FORCE NAVY 

1/ Aircrdit-per-student ratio times revised annual student production requirements. 

2/ Ille rrainer aircraft difference is now 30 as a result of a subsequent Air Force requirement reduction 
from 211 to 191 aircraft. 
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APPENDIX E: AIRCRAFT PROPOSED IN THE DOD 1989 TRAINER AIRCRAFT MASTERPLAN 

Training System 
Number of 
Aircraft Unit Cost 

Cost Avoidance (Thousands) 
FY 1992 through 

FY 1997 After FY 1998 Total 

Air Force 

Tanker-Transport 30 $ 4,069~"' $122,057 - $ 122,057 

Joint Primary Aircraft 146 $ 5,000 $ 730,000 730,000 

Bomber-Fighter 52 $ 9,035 469,820 469,820 

+:-

'° 
Subtotal 228 $122,057 $1,199,820 $1,321,877 

Navy 

Joint Primary Aircraft 28 $ 5,000 $ 140,000 $ 140,000 

Bomber-Fighter 53 $ 9,035 478,855 478,855 

T-45A "Goshawk" 42 $15,000 $630,000 63u,OOO 

Subtotal 123 $630,000 $ 618,855 $1,248,855 

Total 351 $752,057 $1,818,675 $2,570,732 

* Cost of these 30 aircraft was determined from contract F33657-89-0002, lots 5 and 6. 





APPENDIX F: 	 CAPITALIZED INTEREST COST AVOIDANCE RESULTING FROM DELAYING THE AIR FORCE BOMBER-FIGHTER 
TRAINING SYSTEM FOR TWENTY YEARS 

(Doi lars in Thousands) 

Fiscal 
Year 

Air Force 1/ 
Bomber Fighter 

Aircraft 

Procurement !I 
Amount In 

FY 1989 Doi Iars 

Inflation 
Factor 

(3.5% per year) 

Procurement 
Amount In 

Then Year $ 

Annua I ized 
Interest 
At 8% 

Future Value 
Of Annuity 

Invested At 8% 
For 20 Years 

Interest 
Cost 

Avoidance 

2005 1 through 20 $180,700 1.7340 $ 313,331 $ 25,067 45.7620 $ 1,147,092 
2006 21 through 50 271 ,050 1.7947 486,447 38,916 45.7620 1,780,861 
2007 51 through 80 271 ,050 1.8575 503,472 40,278 45.7620 1,843,191 
2008 81 through 110 271 ,050 1.9225 521 ,094 41,688 45.7620 1,907,703 
2009 111 through 160 451, 750 1.9898 898,887 71 ,911 45.7620 3,290,787U1 

t-' 2010 161 through 210 451'750 2.0594 930,348 74,428 45.7620 3,405,965 
2011 211 through 260 451,750 2.1315 962,910 77,033 45.7620 3,525,174 
2012 261 through 310 451,750 2.2061 996,612 79,729 45.7620 3,648,555 
2013 311 through 360 451,750 2.2833 1,031,494 82,519 45.7620 3,776,254 
2014 361 through 410 451'750 2.3632 1,067,596 85,408 45.7620 3,908,423 
2015 411 through 417 63,245 2.4460 154,695 12,376 45.7620 566,330 

Totals $3,767,595 	 $7,866,886 $629,353 $28,800,335 

1/ Aircraft 	delivery schedule out I ined 1n the Masterplan. 

21 	 Procurement estimate based on Air Force Training Command Response to DMR Decision 962 proposal on T-lA cancellation, 
September 6, 1990. 





APPENDIX G: ENHANCED FLIGHT SCREENER ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PREPARED 
BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Description 
Air 

Force 
Audit 

Results Variance 

Investment 
FY 1992 $ 8,400,000 $ 8,400,000 
FY 1993 12,100,000 12,500,000 $(400,000) 
FY 1994 6,400,000 6,800,000 (400,000) 

Total Investment $26,900,000 $27,700,000 $(800,000) 

Cost Avoidance 
FY 1992 $ 4,509,718 $ 240,923 $ 4,268,795 
FY 1993 4,677,782 866,185 3,811,597 
FY 1994 4,833,841 1,494,168 3,339,673 
FY 1995 4,985,899 1,757,346 3,228,553 
FY 1996 5,141,958 1,818,853 3,323,105 
FY 1997 5,298,018 1,882,513 3,415,505 

Total Cost 
Avoidance $29,447,216 $8,059,988 $21,387,228 
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AUDIT 


Recommendation 

Reference 
 Description of Benefit 

Amount and/or 
Type of Benefit 

A.I.a. 
Economy and Efficiency. 
The Navy can reduce the 
number of T-45A "Goshawk" 
aircraft to be procured 
from 300 to 258 in 
support of Navy advanced 
undergraduate "strike" 
pilot training. The 
Air Force can reduce the 
number of T-lA "Jayhawk" 
aircraft to be procured 
from 191 to 161 in 
support of Specialized 
Undergraduate Pilot 
Training for Tanker
Transport Training 
pilots. 

Funds Put to 
Better Use. 
The Navy could 
avoid up to 
$630 million in 
procurement costs 
over the Future 
Years Defense 
Program. The Air 
Force could avoid 
up to $122 million 
in procurement 
costs over the 
Future Years Defense 
Program. 

A.l.b. Economy and Efficiency. 
Reduced contracting costs 
will result from assessing 
alternative approaches to 
satisfying the basis of 
need or requirement. 

Undeterrninable. 

A.Le. Economy and Efficiency. 
Reduced contracting costs 
will result from combined 
requirements for Army and 
Navy trainer helicopter 
replacements. 

Undeterrninable. 
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APPENDIX H: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AUDIT 

(cont'd) 

Recommendation 

Reference 
 Description of Benefit 

Amount and/or 

Type of Benefit 


A. 2. 
 Economy and Efficiency. 
The Navy could reduce 
the number of T-45A 
"Goshawk" aircraft to 
be procured and increase 
the number of Navy JPATS 
aircraft to be procured 
based on results of the 
Navy Primary Aircraft 
Training System Concept 
Study being performed by 
the Naval Air Systems 
Command. 

Undeterminable. 


A.3. Economy and Efficiency. 
The Air Force can defer 
procurement of the Tanker
Transpor t Training System 
and Bomber-Fighter 
Training System until 
FY 2010, if PACER CLASSIC 
modification funding is 
continued for the 
T-38 aircraft. 

Undeterminable. 

A. 4. Economy and Efficiency. 
The Air Force can 
terminate T-38 PACER 
CLASSIC modifications if 
a decision is made to 
continue the procurement 
of Tanker-Transport 
Training System T-lA 
aircraft and the Bomber
Fighter Training System 
beginning in FY 2005 
rather than delaying 
this procurement until 
FY 2025. 

Funds Put to 
Better Use. 
The Air Force could 
avoid up to 
$495 million in 
modifications, 
initial spares, 
sustaining 
engineering, and 
depot repair/ 
modifications 
over the Future 
Years Defense 
Program. 
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AUDIT 

(cont'd) 

Recommendation 

Reference 
 Description of Benefit 

Amount and/or 
Type of Benefit 

A.5. Internal Control. 
Helps ensure 
implementation of 
Recommendation A.4. 

Included Above. 

B. l. Economy and Efficiency. 
The Air Force can reduce 
procurement costs by 
canceling its 
proposed procurement of 
125 Enhanced Flight 
Screener aircraft. 

Funds Put to 
Better Use. 
The Air Force could 
avoid as much as 
$28 million in 
procurement costs 
over the Future 
Years Defense 
Program. 

B.2. Internal Control. 
Ensure that justifications 
for training aircraft 
analyze alternatives and 
that cost analyses 
demonstrate expected 
economic benefits of 
proposed actions when 
compared to alternatives. 

Included Above. 

c. Economy and Efficiency. 
The Navy can reduce 
operation and maintenance 
costs by eliminating its 
fixed-wing qualification 
requirement for rotary
wing pilots. 

Funds Put to 
Better Use. 
The Navy could avoid 
as much as 
$300 million in 
operation and 
maintenance costs 
over the Future 
Years Defense 
Program. 
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AUDIT 

(cont'd) 

Recommendation 
Reference Description of Benefit 

D. Economy and Efficiency. 
The Navy can reduce 
operation and maintenance 
costs by relocating and 
combining its UHPT 
programs at the Army 
Aviation Center, Fort 
Rucker, Alabama. 

Amount and/or 
Type of Benefit 

Funds Put to 
Better Use. 
The Navy could avoid 
as much as 
$79 million in 
operation and 
maintenance costs 
over the Future 
Years Defense 
Program. 
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APPENDIX I: ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED 


Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 

Off ice of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 
Washington, DC 

Off ice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel), Washington, DC 

Off ice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Program Analysis and Evaluation), Washington, DC 

Off ice of the Comptroller of the Department of Defense, 
Washington, DC 

Department of the Army 

Office of the U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations 
and Plans, Washington, DC 

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, VA 
U.S. Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, AL 
U.S. Army Audit Agency, Washington, DC 

Department of the Navy 

Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, Arlington, VA 
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Air Warfare), 

Washington, DC 
Naval Air Systems Command, Arlington, VA 
Naval Military Personnel Command, Washington, DC 
Chief of Naval Education and Training, Pensacola, FL 
Chief of Naval Air Training, Corpus Christi, TX 
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA 
Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, VA 
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, FL 
Naval Audit Service, Southeast Region, Pensacola, FL 

Department of the Air Force 

Headquarters, Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, OH 

Headquarters, Air Training Command, Randolph Air Force Base, TX 
Headquarters, Military Airlift Command, Scott Air Force Base, IL 
Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson 

Air Force Base, OH 
U.S. Air Force Military Manpower Personnel Center, Randolph Air 

Force Base, TX 
323D Flying Training Wing, Mather Air Force Base, CA 
U.S. Air Force Audit Agency, Norton Air Force Base, CA 
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APPENDIX J: REPORT DISTRIBUTION 

Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel) 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation) 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

Comptroller of the Department of Defense 

Defense Management Report Implementation Coordination Off ice 


Department of the Army 


Secretary of the Army 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial Management) 

U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans 
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command 
U.S. Army Aviation Center 
Auditor General, U.S. Army Audit Agency 

Department of the Navy 

Secretary of the Navy 
Commandant of the Marine Corps 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) 
Headquarters, United States Marine Corps 
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Air Warfare) 
Chief of Naval Education and Training 
Chief of Naval Air Training 
Auditor General, Naval Audit Service 

Department of the Air Force 

Secretary of the Air Force 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management 

and Comptroller) 
Aeronautical Systems Division 
Headquarters, Air Training Command 
Headquarters, Air Force Logistics Command 
Auditor General, Air Force Audit Agency 
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APPENDIX J: REPORT DISTRIBUTION (cont'd) 

Other DoD Activities 

Director, Defense Logistics Agency 
Director, Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 

Non-DoD Activities 

Off ice of Management and Budget 
U.S. 	General Accounting Office, NSIAD Technical Information 

Center 

Congressional Committees: 

Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Appropriations 
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations 
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, 

Committee on Government Operations 
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PART IV - MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management 
and Personnel) 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
(Tactical Warfare Programs) 

Deputy Comptroller of the Department of Defense 
(Program/Budget) 

Department of the Army 
Department of the Navy 
Department of the Air Force 
Audit Response to Navy Comments 





comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense(Force 
Management and Personnel) 

e. " 	 ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 	 C> C 20301·'000 

DEC 3 0 1991 
,.ORCC MANAGCMCNT 

AND ~ERIONNCL 

M:MORANDUM FOR THE NSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: 	 FM&P Comments on the Draft Report on the Auctt of Acquisition of Common 
Aircraft for Navy and Air Force UndergraciJate Pilot Training (Project No. 
1AS«X'.>1) 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft report. It has provided a 
number of useful insights into several important undergraduate pilot training issues. While my 
detailed oomments on each of the proposed recommendations are attached, I would like to 
highlight three specific issues: the DoO Trainer Aircraft Masterplan, fixed-wing training for 
Navy and Marine Corps helioopter pilots, and oonsolidating Navy and Army helioopter training 
at Ft Ruc:Ker, Alabama 

Iagree with the report's recommendation to update the DoO Trainer Aircraft 
Masterplan This is dearly an important need. Ialso agree that heliooptertraining should be 
ad:iressed in the Masterplan Doing so might help us resolve some helicopter training issues 
that have gone unresolved for many years. Please note, however, that the Department has 
already adjusted many trainer aircraft programs in response to the current drawdown and is in 
the process of adjusting further. Therefore, I would caution against recommending that we 
stop or delay programs until the Masterplan can be updated. The oosts of such actions could, 
in some cases, outweigh the benefits we achieve. 

The report's recommendations to eliminate fixed-wing training for Navy helicopter 
pilots and to oonsolidate Navy and Army helicopter training at Ft. Rucker are appealing. From 
an analytical perspective, however, the report does not provide sufficient rationale to allow me 
10 support either proposal Although Ihave not CX>nO.Jrred with your proposals, Ihave 
recommended that you call for a study that would give us the background to make such 
decisions. I encourage and support your efforts to continue pursuing a solution to these 
difficult issues. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment Please feel free to contact me or my 
Slaff should you have any questions My point of contact is Major Tom Lorimer at x59425. 

Attachment 
As stated 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

FM&P Comments on Recommendatioos Proposed 

by the DoD IG Audit Report on the Acquisition of Common Aircraft 


for Navy and Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training 


Rccommvytarinn #I.· We recommend thal the Under Secretary ofDefense for 
Acquisition and the Secretaries of the Military DeparnMnts prepare a new 
Departrraent efDefense Trainer Aircraft Masterplan thal.· 

a. Recognizes decreased Service Q1UWQJ Wldergraduate pilot training rates 
and ongoing aircraft modifications Uy reducing planMd numbers o/Tanlcer-Trans
port Training System aircraft, Joinl Primary Training System aircraft, Bomber
Figluer Training System Aircraft, and T 45A aircraft, as indicated in Appendix E. 

FM&P Ca1m;nts: Partially concur. 

We agree that the existing Department of Defense Trainer Aircraft Masterplan 
needs updating. We-like the Services-view the Mastcrplan as a strategy document 
rather than a purchasing plan. OSD and the Services have already adjusted to the 
current drawdown, decreasing the nwnber of aircraft they intend to purchase, 
delaying some new aircraft programs and cancelling others. The Department has not 
relied exclusively on specific nwnbers of aircraft and exact timeframes outlined in 
the Masterplan. but has used the Mast.erplan as a reference point for making 
decisions and adjustments. 

b. Ex.amines the quality and adequacy ofundergraduate pilot training, 
defines existing and anticipated training deficiencies, demonstrates how new 
repliJcemenJ aircraft will enhance training effectiveness, and provides cost-benefit 
analyses to economically justify acquisition ofreplacement aircraft. 

FM&P Qa111pg: Ccncur. 

c. Addresses Army trainer aircraft replacemen1 requirOMnts. 

FM&P Ca1ane1ns: Concur with c:omments. 

Pase 1of8 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

Ideally the updated Trainer Aircraft Mastcrplan should address all the 
Services' trainer aircraft needs. We would point out, however, that the Anny is 
beginning to purchase the New Training Helicopter (N'IH). We suggest that the 
NTH (and its replacement, if applicable) be included in the next revision. 

RccP"VM?dqrjpn #2.· We recomme'flll that the Secretary ofthe Navy further reduce 
the T-15A requirements and maJce appropriate increases in the Joint Primary 
Aircraft Training System aircraft requirements, when changes are made to the 
Navy's syllabus as a result of the Navy Primary Aircraft Training System Concept 
Study. 

FM&P Cougoqtts : Concur with comments. 

As have the other Services, the Navy has already reduced its trainer aircraft 
requirements. Structural changes in Navy training philosophy may drive further 
adjustments. As per our earlier comments regarding the intended use of the 
Masterplan, it is not desirable to delay implementation of the Mastcrplan's strategy 
while fine-tuning the numbers. 

Rccamm<ndariQn #3.· We recommend that the Secretary ofthe Air Force defer 
plannedprocurements ofthe Bomber-Fig~r Training System and Tanker-Transport 
Training System ifPACER CLASSIC modification.funding is continued/or the 
T-38 aircraft. 

FM&P Comments : Partially concur. 

Wc have no objection to the Air Force's decision to continue with the PACER 
CLASSIC rnodific:ations and defer the Bomber-Fighter Training System until 
pocential follow-on modifications of the T-38 can be evaluated. We do not concur 
with delaying the Tanker-Tramport Training System. (See discussion for Recommen
dation #S.) 

Pqe 2 of 8 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

Rcc?W"""bo'an #4.· In the event thal planned procurements of the Bomber
Fighler Training System proceed as planned in the Masterplan, we recommend that 
the Secretary ofthe Air Foret ttrminalt PACER CLASSIC modijicationfanding 
for the T-J8 aircraft. 

fM&P Coc111cg : No longer applicable, since the Air Force bas decided to 
continue the PACER CLASSIC program. See # 3 above. 

Recqmmrndqtjpr #5.· Wt recommend thal the Comptroller ofthe Department of 
Defense withhold Tanker-Transport Training System program funding pending the 
T-J8 aircraft PACER CLASSIC modification decision hy the Air Force. 

fM&P Coc141gis : Do not concur. 

The Tanker-Trmspon Training System (T-1) is not related to the T-38 PACER 
CLASSIC modification or the proposed replacement for the T-38, the Bomber
Fighter Training System. Both of those aircraft suppon the fighter/bomber track of 
Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training (SUPT), while the T-1 is exclusive to the 
multi-engine track of SUPT. The current Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) 
cuniculwn attempts to satisfy diverse and sometimes comr3dictory requirements. 
Multi-engine pilots, for example, are taught acrobatics, which are skills they will 
never use in perfonning their flying mission. From a training perspective, the new 
SUPT is an important evolutionary step over the previous UPT-after track selection, 
all training can be specifically geared to mission requirements. The T-1 is a 
necessary prerequisite for implementing SUPT as scheduled in June of 1992. 
Finally, the procurement program for the T-1 is irreversibly underway-43 aircraft 
have already been purchased and the first T-ls will be delivered next month. The 
size of the order bas already been reduced to conform to the drawdown, and further 
reviews and adjustments are possible through FY 199S in the normal program and 
budget review processes. 

Page 3 of 8 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

bmmmcryfgg·pn #I: Cancel plans to acquire the Enhanced Flighl Screener. 

fM&P Ca111c15 : Do not concur. See discussioo for Rccommendatioo #2 below. 

RecP"lmrltdqdan #2.· Before approving Statements ofNeed for training aircraft, 
re.quire that all alternatives have been analyzed, as required by Directive 5000.1 
and thtu the economic analyses were made in accordance with Instruction 7041.3. 

FM&P Coo11cr4S : Concur with comments. 

Recommendations #1 and #2 appear to be c:ontndictory: the Draft Audit 
faults the Enhanced flight Screener (EFS) acquisitioo process for not having an 
economic analysis but recommends cancellation before one can be campleted. 
FM&P supports having the services adhere to Directives md lnsttuctions, but 
recogniz.es that portions of the EFS dccisioo were not bandied as formally as 
necessary. Nevertheless, FM&P believes that an economic analysis should serve as 
the basis for making a go/no-go decision on the EFS. The Air Force has recently 
completed a certified economic analysis, and the payback period (7.S years) ar"" 
to be acceptable. 

Philosophically, FM&P understands the Air Force's desire for a new flight 
screener. The more sophisticated training airframes c:oming into the inventory 
(JPATS. BFTS. or a modified T-38) will make undergraduate pilot ttaining more 
difficult for prospective students. Further. shrinking resources will increase the 
benefits of avoiding wash-outs or identifying marginal flying candidates early in the 
training pipeline. The increased performance of the EFS improves the Air Force's 
ability to make "predictive" selection decisions. It should also be noted that flight 
screening is not intended to teach flying skills but rather to present stuck .vith 
unfamiliar flying situations and tasks, and wess their ability to learn. An ac:robatic 
aircraft like the EFS can offer challenges to all students, even those who already 
have some flying experience. The cunent screener is limited in this regard. 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

The DoD JG repon faults the Air Force for not evaluating alternatives and 
suggests that "simple 'desk top' flight training simulators ... [are] a cost effective 
alternative for reducing UPT attrition." The repon cites a single 197S Air Force 
study ("HASTY BLUE") wb.icb claimed amitioo could be reduced by extemive 
pound-hued pre-testing, without any flight screening al all The Air Force already 
U1CS portions of its Air Force Officer Qualifying Test to screen its flying applicants. 
In addition, the Air Force plans c:ondnue to implanenl the PORTABATpsyc:ho-mo
aor testing system. It is not clear, however, that these ground-based alternatives or 
the procedures suggested in the "HASTY BLUE" study are adequate substitutes for 
hands-on in-flight screening, which can idmtify problems with air sickness, 
apprehension, and studem desire. 

The recommendation to tenninate fixed-wing trainin& for Navy and Marine 
Corps helicopter pilots and to consolidate all Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training (UHPT) at Pt. Rucker remain coocepcually attractive proposals. None of the 
malyses that address these issues, however, bas provided sufficient information to 
support a decision~ither positive or neptive~ either proposal. FM&P would 
suggest that an objective comprehensive study be conducted by ID independent 
organization to provide the Deputy Secretary the information he needs to decide on 
the DoD JG and Ccmpcroller recamnendations 

The analyses submitted, while providing useful insights, have made faulty 
asswnptions, did not consider a full range of alternatives, attempted to compare 
dissimilar programs, or did not include a oomplete picture of costs and benefits. For 
example, in order to decide if fixed-wing tra.inin& should be pan of the Navy's 
UHPT, we need to understand why Navy training is, and should or should not be, 
different than that provided to Air Force and Army helicopter pilots. We should 
also determine if the reasons for providing fixed-win& training to Navy pilots could 
be satisfied by adopting alternative, possibly leas expensive, programs-such as using 
screening programs similar to those used by the Army and Air Force. We might also 
want to consider comractin& for civilian imtrudon to provide fixed-win& training. 

A comprehensive study should examine opportunities for redesignin& beliCCJl>
aer trainin& programs-for both Anny and Navy. It should consider bavina a core 
cwriculum that incorporates the common elements of all military helicopter training. 
It should alJo highli&ht legitimate service-unique requiremema that could then be 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(contlnued) 

examined and costed separately. In addition. such astudy' should address the 
possibility of using a conunon training helicopter, such u a modified version of the 
Anny's New Training Helicopter (NTH). None of the arguments provided to date 
bas adequately addressed these concerns. Additional conunents specific to each of 
the recommendations are provided below. 

Rcccmvncndqrjqn #I: We recommend that IM Deputy Secretary ofDefense 
approve the Defense Management Report 962 proposal to eliminate thefi:ud-wing 
training requirement/or Navy and MariM Corps helicopter .stuMnts. 

fM&P Cq111oa: Do not concur. 

The Navy uses initial fixed-wing trainina in ita Undergraduate Pilot Training 
Program to serve two buic functiom: fint. to facilitate screening ofpotential pilots 
into jet, propeller, and helicopter pipelines; and second. to provide initial skill 
aaining in low-cost aircraft. 

The Navy argues that initial fixed-wing screening lowers future smdent 
aarition rates in the more-costly portions of advanced flight training, and (implicitly) 
contributes to reduced pilot training accident rates. Flying-hour costs for 1he Navy's 
T-34C fixed-wing trainer are approximately one-dlird lea lhln those oflhe m-S7 
training helicopter and 70 permit leu than dlOle of the Army's UH-1 ttaining 
helicopter. It is not clear, however, that alternative less~xpensive screening 
techniques could not produce the same raultl. 

The Navy further quea that fixed.win& training allows belicopter pilou to 
rotate through billets requirina fixed-win& skills subsequent to lheir fint operational 
helicopter pilot tour. While less 1han 2 percent of Navy helicopter pilocs transition 
to a fixed-wing career designator, on average 13 pen:ent fill fixed-win&-designated 
flying billeta at any givm time. Under cum:nt Navy helicopter pilot career 
manaaemmt policies, over half of die Navy's helicopter pilocs could be uaigned to a 
fixed-wing-designated flyin& billet over a 20-year career. The Navy Im failed to 
make a convincin& cue that 1hese needa are sufficim to iequire fixed-wing training 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

for all helicopter pilots. Further, alternative ways to fill these fixed-wing-desig
nated billets were not addressed. 

The DoD JG Draft Audit indicates that costs of $SOM per year could be saved 
by eliminating lhe full 27 weeks of fixed-wing training provided to undergraduate 
helicopter pilots. Over70 oftbc Navy's T-34C fixed-wing flight hours directly 
suppon helicopter flight training requirements. Elimination of fixed-wing training 
in the T-34C, however, would likely require increased flying hours in the more 
expensive Tii-S7 and could increase the number of Tii-S7's ftiQUired. 1be DoD 1G 
Draft Audit offers no analysis to substantiate this reduction. To accept this recom
mendation, we would have to assume that the Navy is c:um:ntly overtraining its 
prospectivebelicopterpilots. 

The DoD JG Draft Audit also reported a one-time cost avoidance of about 
StiOOM to replace lhe T-34C based on lhe current Joint Primary Aircraft Training 
Sysami (JPATS) Maslerplan. The audit did not mention that JPATS funds directl) 
associated with the UHYI' trainer would not be obligated until FY 2001. Also, the 
audit did not recognize that the services have already taken sip.ificant reductions 
based oo current drawdown plans. 

flglingD 

RE.DCA11NG1HENAVY'S ~GRADUA1EHEUCOPim 
ftl.DI"llWNING FROGRAM 

Rccommpulation #I.· We recownd thal tM Deputy Secretary ofDefense 
approve the Defense Management Report 962 proposal to consolidate all Under
gradwue Helicopter Pilot Training at the Amsy Aviation Cenur at Fon Rucker, 
Alabama. 

FM&P Cq1g1pq: Do not concur. 

The DoD IO Ord Audit propoeea comolidlticm m Anny and Navy Under
paduate Helic:opCer Pilot Training (UHP1j al Pt. Rucker, AJabama hued on two 
factors: first. improvemena of military and civilian fli&ht safety; and aecoad, 
reduction of costs by as much u S13.2M annually. 1be comolidatioo would reduce 
fli&ht operations demit)' al Whitin& F'ldd, Florida CODln'buting to improved flight 
safety. On the other hind. the Navy argues that there would be increased conges
tion at Pt. Rucker with a potential reduction in flight safety there. 
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Comments from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Force Management and Personnel)(continued) 

The DoD JG Draft Audit's estimates ofcost savinp due to comolidation were 
bued on comparing 22 weeks of Navy flight instruction in the 1ll-S7 training 
helicopter with 20 weeks of flight instruction in the Anny's UH-1 helicopter trainer. 
The comparison ianores the f1et that the Navy training is longer by two weeks (10 
percent ) and includes 34 more flying hours (approximately 30 percent). The 
postulated savings, therefore, are achieved by assuming a reduction in Navy 
training. Costs of relocating Navy's 1ll-S7 aircraft and associated simulators were 
also not addressed. 
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Comments from the Deputy Director of Defense Research 
and Engineering (Tactical Warfare Programs) 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF 
DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·3030 

11 NOV 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: 	 Audit Report on th• Acqui•ition of Common Aircraft 
for Navy and Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training 

Since the Departllent of Def•n•• •ubaitted the DoD Trainer 
Aircraft Ma•terplan to con«Jr••• in 1989, th• Navy and Air Force 
force •tructure ha• been reduced and aviation career proqr... 
have been enhanced, which have iapacted the Service•' under
qraduate pilot training requinment• for fixed-wing aircraft. 
We aqr•• with your audit report reco..endation that the Trainer 
Aircraft Ma•terplan •hould be updated to aore accurately reflect 
these change•. 

The current Maaterplan, however, i• •till valid a• a 
conceptual plan tor tixed-winq pilot training becau•• it meets 
our objective to provide th• DoD •trateqy for joint-service
acqui•ition of fixed-wing aircraft training •Y•t•••· It has been 
the basis to implement dual-track Specialized Undergraduate Pilot 
Training (SUPT) in th• Air Force--to airror th• Navy process-
enabling the future acqui•ition of a coamon primary trainer, 
Joint Primary Aircraft Traininq System (JPATS), for both 
Services. The Air Force•• acqui•ition of the Tanker-Transport
Training Sy•tem ('l'TTS) wa• the fir•t •t•p in iaplementinq SUPT. 
This proqraa •hould not be •topped, a• you have •UCJCJ••ted. 

The DoD Trainer Aircraft Ma•terplan could be updated next 
year concurrent vith th• Service•' POM 94 plan• •o that any
further force •tructur• changes could be accounted for in a 
revised plan. Tb• aa•t•rplan could al•o addre•• helicopter
traininq as well a• fixed-winq training. Conceptually, we do 
not expect the updated aa•t•rplan to change our •trateqy over the 
next 10 years in the acqui•ition of f ixed-winq trainer aasets-
'l'TTS, JPATS, and T-45. A8 part of the annual budget review 
process and proqraa ail••tone review•, quantiti•• and •chedule• 
of th••• proqr.._ have been adju•ted periodically to reflect 
change• in requir..ent•, which i• the appropriate aechani••· 
Th• aasterplan i• not intended to be a procJr...ing docuaent and 
update• •hould only be nec•••ary when •iCJl\ificant chanq•• occur. 

co..ent• on your recoaaanclationa in Part 11 of th• audit 
report are attached. 

11!!~ 
Deputy Director 
(Tactical Warfare Proqraaa)

Attacluaent 
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Comments from the Deputy Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering (Tactical Warfare Programs)(continued) 

Detail Comments on DoD IG Draft Audit Report Recommendations for 
Part IIA. Department of Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft Maaterplan 

Recommendation 1. 

We recommend that the Onder Secretary of Defenae for 
Acquiaition and the Secretariea of the Military Department• 
prepare a new Department of Defenae Trainer Aircraft Kaaterplan 
that: 

a. ReCOIJflizea decreaaed Service annual undergraduate pilot 
training rate• and ongoing aircraft aodificationa by reducing 
planned number• of Tanker-Tranaport Training Syatem aircraft, 
Joint Primary Aircraft Training Syatem aircraft, Bolllber-Fighter 
Training Syatem aircraft, and T-45 aircraft, as indicated in 
Appendix E (attached) . 

b. Examines the quality and adequacy of undergraduate pilot 
training, defines existing and anticipated training deficiencies, 
demonstrates how new replacement aircraft will enhance training 
effectiveness, and provides coat-benefit analyaes to economically 
justify acquisition of replacement aircraft. 

c. Addreaaea Army trainer aircraft replacement requirements. 

OSD(A) Comments: Partially Concur 

a. Any updated DoD Trainer Aircraft Masterplan would 
recognize and uae the latest revised requirements established by 
the Services. The numbers in Appendix E may not be appropriate 
when the masterplan ia updated, which is expected to be in 1992, 
because force structure and other changes are still ongoing in 
DoD, and are expected to be further addreaaed in POM 94. It is 
important to underatand clearly that the purpoae of the 1989 DoD 
Trainer Aircraft Maaterplan waa to provide a strategy for joint
Service acquisition of fixed-wing aircraft training ayatems in 
the future, and ahould not be conaidered a programming document. 
Naturally, the information in the plan, when created or updated, 
should be the aoat accurate data available. 

b. An updated DoD Trainer Aircraft Kasterplan would conaider 
each of the itema noted by the IG during the generation of the 
plan. Th••• atudiea, analyses and trade-offs would be required 
in order to provide the underpinning necessary to obtain a DoD 
approved plan. There would be a limit, however, to the amount of 
information and level of detail actually contained in the plan in 
order to not degrade it• effectiveness and utility. 

c . Addreaaing the Army trainer aircraft requirements, aa 
well aa the Navy and Air Force rotary trainer aircraft needs, 
expands the acope of the DoD Trainer Aircraft Naaterplan, which 
addreaaed fixed-wing trainer aircraft only. Consolidation of 
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training aasets and faciliti•• might alao be considered in any 
future masterplan in order to arrive at the most cost-effective 
plan to accomplish undergraduate pilot training. 

Recommendation 2. 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy further reduce 
the T-45A requirement• and make appropriate increaaea in the 
Joint Primary Aircraft Training Syatem (JPATS) aircraft 
requirementa, when changes are made to the Navy's syllabuses as a 
result of the Navy Primary Aircraft Training System Concept 
Study. 

OSD(A) Comments: Partially Concur 

JPATS is expected to increase the performance capability of 
the existing primary aircraft training system and, therefore, 
offers the potential to expand its curriculum coverage. However, 
until all concept studies are completed and an aircraft is 
selected from the wide variety of aircraft proposed, the 
magnitude of training curriculum shifts between the primary 
trainer and the T-45 intermediate trainer can not be quantified. 
In addition, th• T-45 aircraft may be able to accomplish 
additional training requirements now allocated to the Fleet 
Replacement Squadrons (FRS) which should provide corresponding 
cost savings. Changes in T-45 procurement requirements should 
consider curriculum changes in both JPATS and FRS training 
capabilities before the T-45 procurement program is adjusted. 

Recommendation 3. 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Air Force defer 
planned procurements of the Bomber-Fighter Training System (BFTS) 
and Tanker-Transport Training System (TTTS) if PACER CLASSIC 
modification funding is continued for th• T-38 aircraft. 

OSD(A) Comments: Partially Concur 

Concur in deferring the planned procurement of the Bomber
Fighter Training System until it is necessary, based on the 
service life of the T-38 aircraft--assuming PACER CLASSIC is 
completed as planned--and updated requirements and performance 
capabilities are definiti&ed for BFTS. 

However, procur...nt of the Tanker-Transport Training System 
should not be deferred. TTTS was a vital part in implementing 
the Trainer Aircraft Masterplan strategy and in enabling 
Specialised Undergraduate Pilot Training (SUPT) to be used in the 
Air Force. TTTS will relieve pressure on the T-38 fleet, and 
with the PACER CLASSIC modification, the T-38 service life has 
been extended. We are in the third year of TTTS procurement of 
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191 aircraft; 43 aircraft have been procured through FY9l, and 
FY95 complete• the buy. Deferring procurement of TTTS now in the 
middle of production until it• requirements are updated would not 
be viae. If it ia found that fever TTTS aircraft are required-
the requirement ia reviewed annually in the budget review cycle-
time ia available to delete aircraft from the end of the program, 
which ia the economical ..thod to reduce procurement programa. 

~ecommendation 4. 

In the event that planned procurement• of the Bomber-Fighter 
Training System and Tanker-Transport Training System proceed as 
planned in the Kasterplan, we recommend that the Secretary of the 
Air Force terminate PACER CLASSIC modification funding for the 
T-38 aircraft. 

USO(A) Comments: Partially Concur 

The procurement of TTTS and the T-38 PACER CLASSIC service 
life extension program (SLEP) need to both continue at the 
present time as planned to provide for Specialized Undergraduate 
Pilot Training in the Air Force and to ..et their training needs 
past the turn of the century. However, the BFTS, TTTS, and T-38 
SLEP programs should be reviewed as a package and each program 
adjusted as necessary to best meet the expected future under
graduate pilot training requirements. 

~ecomrnendation S. 

We recommend that the Comptroller of the Department of 
Defense withhold Tanker-Transport Training System program funding 
pending the T-38 aircraft PACER CLASSIC modification decision by 
the Air Force. 

USO(A) Comments: Do Not Concur 

Aa previoualy atated, the TTTS and T-38 PACER CLASSIC SLEP 
program• need to continue aa planned. We expect to review these 
programa, along with the Bomber-Fighter Training Syatem, to 
determine the appropriate adjuataenta which ahould be made to 
each program, baaed on recent force atructure reduction• and 
future undergraduate pilot training needa. Withholding TTTS 
funding ahould not be tied to whether or not the Air Force 
conduct• th• T-38 PACER CLASSIC aodification. 
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Detail Comments on DoD IG Draft Audit Report Recomnendations for Part 
IIC. P'PVtMnt of Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft M&stemlan 

be!'!""'ndltion l. 

We recoanand that the Deputy Secretary of O.fenae approve the 
Defense Management Report 962 proposal to eliminate the fixed-wing 
training requirement for Navy and Karine Corps helicopter students. 

USP <A> CO"P'nt s : Do Not Concur 

The claim that the Navy's "undergraduate helicopter pilot 
training (UHPT) i8 neither cost-effective nor an efficient uae of 
training time" ia not substantiated based upon the current operating 
costs of the Navy'a T-34C and 'l'H-57C training aircraft. The Navy's 
cost per flight hour in the T-34C ($171) ia over $50 less than the 
TH-S7C ($224) which is only 31' of the Azmy'• current cost per flight 
hour in the UH-lH helicopters ($703). Th• Navy' a T-34C cost per 
flight hour in the primary phases of UHPT ia only 24' of what the 
A.t1ny's cost per flight hour is in the UH-lH for comparable OHPT 
primary training. 

There is a significant difference in training and operational 
philosophy between the Services with reqard to the skills that are 
necess.ary to fully train a helicopter pilot. This is primarily clue 
to the major differences in their operational environments. Navy and 
Marine Corps helicopter flight crews primarily operate in the mari
time and amphibious assault environment from a wide variety of 
surface combatants and with fixed wing strike, strike support and 
maritime patrol aircraft. The flight skills that naval helicopter 
pilots learn during the first stages of underqrac:luate flight training 
give them valuable experience which enables them to be more fully 
inteqrated into combined fixed wing and rotary wing naval operations 
plus joint operations. 

Contrary to the conclusion reached in this section of the DoDIG 
report, Navy and Karine Corps rotary wing pilots do fly a variety of 
fixed wing plua rotary wing aircraft during a full military career. 
The fact that naval rotary wing pilots are "unrestricted" allows the 
Sezvicea more latitude in assigning them based on the needs of the 
Navy and Karin• Corps. 'llhile acme naval helicopter pilots only fly 
helicopters after completing OHPT and prior to leaving active duty at 
the end of their obligated service, many naval helicopter pilots 
ac:hiev. aircr~t commander designations in a variety of fixed wing 
aircr~t. The DoDIG's draft report which states the "fixed wing 
training of undergraduate helicopter atud9nts is not coat-effective 
becauH less than 2 percent of the qrac:luatea transition to fixed-wing 
operational aircraft" ia not an analytical conc:luaion based upon 
fact, but rather a judgement made by skewed analysis of available 
data. Bureau of Naval Personnel records refute that DoDIG statement, 
although the Navy and Karine Corps do limit the number of pilots who 
transition from rotary wing tactical aircraft to fixed ving tactical 
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aircraft. Transitions from th• helicopters to fixed wing tactical 
airplanes are limited by the Services •inc• it is difficult for a 
pilot to achieve full tactical proficiency in a different COlll!IUnity 
when he or ah• tran•itions at the mid-point in his/her career. The 
Bureau of Naval Per•onn•l'• policy i• meant to enaure that these 
carefully selected pilots r9111ain prcaotabl• and competitive for 
•election for aviation coaaand. '1'he 9111all number who are given 
lengthy transition training are uaually graduates of a Test Pilot 
School where test pilots fly a variety of aircraft ranging from 
gliders to tactical fixed and rotary wing aircraft. Examples of Navy 
helicopter pilots who fly both fixed and rotary wing aircraft include 
the fact that over 30\ of the Navy'• primary fixed wing flight 
instructors in the fixed wing T-34C (68 of 224 in V'l'-2, 3, 6, 27) are 
helicopter pilots. In tho.. •ame four Navy primary fixed wing 
training •quadrons, 45\ of the T-34C flight instructor• are Navy or 
Marine helicopter pilot• (161 of 361 Navy/OSK: in8tructon) . Navy 
personnel records confirm that there are presently 3,540 Navy heli 
copter pilots and of tho•• 3,540, •cme 874 are assigned to flying 
billets ashore where they fly both fixed and rotary wing aircraft. 
Of the 874 Navy helicopter pilot• aa•igned &8hore to flying billets, 
468 are currently as•igned to non-helicopter designated flying 
billets. Almost 70\ of the flying billet• at Naval Air Stations in 
CONUS and overseas (151 of 220 fixed wing shore billets for second 
tour aviators) are filled by helicopter pilot• who fly both fixed 
wing and rotary wing aircraft. If these •tation pilot• were only 
qualified to fly only one type of aircraft, either additional pilots 
would have to be assigned to these shore billets or prospective 
station pilots would have to undergo extenaive flight training to 
become qualified to fly another type of aircraft. Navy helicopter 
pilots now, for example, recei.,. only four weeks of familiarization 
training in the c-12 model turbo-prop• enroute to flying billets at 
Naval Air Stations. That i• achievable because all Navy helicopter 
pilots receive a minimum of 92 flight hours in the fixed wing T-34C 
during their total of 208 flight hour• du.ring OHPT. Elimination of 
undergraduate fixed wing flight training for naval helicopter pilots 
would significantly restrict follow-en as•ignments of naval helicop
ter pilots to billets requiring both fixed wing and rotary wing 
flying skills du.ring an era when 37' of all Navy pilots are helicop
ter pilots and cost more to maintain "re8tricted" aviator•. 
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Ottail Coanenta on DoD IG Draft Audit Report Recoamendationa for Part 
IID. I>eJ?u+l!l!!nt of Dtfenst 1989 Trainer Aircraft M&•terplan. 

bcS!!!!!ftndltion 1. 

We recomnend that the Deputy Secretary of Defense approve the 
Otfense Management bport 962 propo1al to consolidate all Doc Under
graduate Helicopter Pilot Training at the Army Aviation Center at 
Fort Rucker, Alabuia. 

USP <Al Ct'!!!!!ftnts; Partially concur. 

Prompted by the CoCIG'• investigation on rotary wing flight 
training and the 1990 CMRC 962, the Navy's Chief of Naval Education 
and Training propoaed on July 2, 1991, that the Inter-Service Train
ing Review Organization (ITRO) form a task group of aubject-matter 
experts from all of the Services, jointly chaired by Army and Navy 
representatives. The task group's charter was to review the poten
tial for and ramifications of inter-Service training of undergraduate 
helicopter pilot training (UHPT) . 

On July 25, 1991, an ITRO Task Group commenced a two-phase study 
which included: 

• 	 Phase I (Facilities/CUrriculum) . This portion of the study was 
conducted jointly by members of all Services at Fort Rucker, 
Alabuia. This phase concluded with a recommendation to conduct 
cost analysis on two options, which would satisfy all Services' 
UHPT training requirements. 

• 	 Phast II (Cost Analysis). Thia phase was conducted by members 
of all Services at the Army's Training and Doctrine Comnand 
(TRADOC) Headquarters at Fort Monroe, Virginia. 

The ITRO Tuk Group completed their study on September 27, 1991. On 
October 25, 1991, an Inter-Service Training Review Organization 
Executive Board MHting vaa held in San Dieqo. A joint Army/Navy 
briefing team presented a detailed facilities/cirriculua/cost analy
sia briefing on Phase I and II to the three-star flag ~fficer Execu
tin Board. Based upon the joint Service study r.aults, the Task 
Group concluded that it is not econcmically feasible to consolidate 
the Army and Navy UHPT proqrama. Their r.comnendation was not to 
pursue Phase III (Implementation) initiati'V9s. All ITRO IDMlbera 
unanimously concurr.d with the r.commendation of the Tuk Group and 
agreed that consolidating Army and Navy tJHPT would not satisfy 
individual Service-training objectives nor provide cost efficiencies. 

The IftO cost analysis teu evaluated the current operating 
costs of the Services' training helicopter• and trainers. In order 
to reduce its operating coats, the Army is currently planning to buy 
or lease a New Training Helicopter (NTH) to replace the Vietnam-era 
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UH-lR helieoptera at Fort Rucker. The Navy, on the other hand, does 
not need to procure any additional training helicopters to replace 
the 'l'H-57C until the year 2005. 'l'be Army ia proceeding through the 
acquisition and budget proceaa to det•nline the moat coat-effective 
and affordable alternative to aatiafy their NTH requirements with 
available resources. 'l'be Army baa already issued a ~·at For 
Proposal (R!'P) from industry. Although thi• ia an Army N:.AT III 
program that ia planned to be a Non-0.veloi:-ntal It• (NDI) , there 
appears to be an opportunity to reduce total acquiaition coats to 
both the Army and Navy. Coat aavinga are probable by including in 
the 000 Trainer Aircraft Kaaterplan an analyais of theae options: 

1. If the Army decides that the moat coat effective acquisi 
tion, near-term alternative for the NTH ia le..ing a training air 
craft at Fort Rucker, 000'• purcbaae of a CCllllDOn joint primary
training helicopter platform could be deferred to coincide with the 
Navy's need to replace the 'l'H-57C in the year 2005. A joint 
Army/Navy/Air Force NTH program could be established to aatisfy the 
training needs of all Services. 

2. With the planned force level reductions in all of the 
Services, excess training capacity at the Navy's UHPT site at NAS 
Whiting Field ahould be evaluated as part of the 000 Trainer Aircraft 
Masterplan. 'l'be Navy currently trains a limited number of Army and 
Air Foree Special Operations units for operations aboard surface 
combatants. Pilot• ordered to tho•• Special Operations units would 
benefit from having completed UHPT with Navy, Marine Corps and Coast 
Guard helicopter pilots who are all trained by th• Navy at NAS 
Whiting Field. 'l'be Army's total NTH leasing costs ahould be lower 
than now expected if fewer helicopters are needed at Fort Rucker when 
a limited number of prospective Army pilots are sent to NAS Whiting 
Field for UHPT. 

OMRO No. 962 incorrectly implied that the Army is responsible 
for training Army, Air Force and all Allied nations' helicopter 
pilots. A number of foreign countriH aend their military flight 
students to the U.S. Navy'• tJHPT at NAS Whiting Field, Florida. 
Those nations specifically chooa• the U.S. Navy's proven undergradu
ate helicopter training program which produces the "unrestricted 
naval aviator" that each of thoae countries deairea for their ~ 
forces. Today Saudi Arabia, Spain, Italy, Germany and Denmark have a 
total of 59 student• enrolled in Navy OHPT. All coata associated 
with training the•• foreign students at NAS Whiting Field are fully 
paid by their respective government• through coat reimburaement. 
&ach year the Navy receive• more request• frOlll foreign governments 
for tJHPT quot.. than are available. Conaolidation of DOD undergradu
ate helicopter training at Fort Rucker would, in moat caaea, result 
in the•• foreign qovernmm\ts •ending their flight students to other 
countries which have a aimilar maritime helicopter pilot training 
program that provides basic fixed winq aeronautical akilla to th• 
prospective naval helicopter aviator. 'l'hoae maritime nations include 
the United Kingcka, Australia and C&nada. If consolidation of Army 
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and Navy tJKPT would occur, there would be a loss of the income 
deriv.d from the Navy'• traininq of tbeae foreign 1Jtud9nts. 

Since the ITRO, Army and Navy all cliaagree with the DMRD 962 
proposal to consolidate all initial entry helicopter training at Fort 
!tucker, plus the fact that ITRO'• colJt analyaia differs greatly from 
the P~E propoaed aavinga ahovn in DMRD 962, approval of the 1990 
DMRD 962 ia not recc:mnended at this time. 'l'be DOD Trainer Aircraft 
Maeterplan ahould, bo"9ver, be expanded to include Army and Navy 
helicopter training aircraft. 
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Comments from the Deputy Comptroller of the Department 
of Defense {Program/Budget) 

oma. OF 'THE COMP'T'ROIJ..I.R Of 'THE DEPARTM£Ni Of DEFENSE 

WASHINUTON. DC 20.JC>l·l IOO 

NOV /J IC''";' 

(Pr09ram/Budget) 

MEMORANI>UM l'OR DIRECTOR ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT DIRECTORATE, IG 

SOBJ!CTz 	 Audit Report on the Acquisition of Common Aircraft for 
Navy and Air Poree Undergraduate Pilot Training
(Project No. lAS-0001) 

In his decision on DMRD 962, the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
indicated that aome of the iaaues in the DMRD ahould be explored
further. The iasues of eliminating fixed wing training for Navy
helicopter and combining Navy and Army undergraduate helicopter
training should be referred to the Secretary of the Navy for 
further review. 

Comments on the remaining findings and recommendations 
contained 	in the subject audit report are attached. We are 
providing 	comments only on those recommendations and findings
with which we disagree. 
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COMMENTS ON FINDINGS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS 

ON ACQUISITION OF COMMON AIRCRAFT FOR NAVY 

ANO AIR FORCE ONOERGRAOOATE PILOT TRAINING 


Finding: The IG found that the FY 1989 Trainer Aircraft Master 
Plan did not support the quantity and timing of Navy and Air 
Force replacement trainer aircraft planned for the next 25 
years. The plan doea not recognize force structure reductions, 
increased pilot active duty obligations, and improved pilot
selection procedures. In addition, the IG found that the Air 
Force required 161 Tanker-Transport Training System T-lA 
aircraft rather than the 211 included in the Trainer Aircraft 
Master Plan. 

Comptroller Position: Partially concur. The Training Plan 
accurately reflected the aaaeta necessary to aupport the 
Department'• pilot training required at the time of its 
preparation. While the IG finding is correct that aome training 
rate aa1umptiona included in the Plan are no longer valid, the 
IG fails to note that the training plan ia a guideline only.
Several adjuatmenta to planned acquiaition objectives have 
already been made to accommodate the changing force structure, 
moat notably the reduction in planned procurement of the Tanker
Tranaport Training System (T-1). 

Procurement requirements for the T-1 will be continuously
assessed as part of the budget review. The T-1 acquisition
objective was reduced from 211 to 191 aircraft during the 
PY 1992/93 budget review. The IG recommendation to reduce the 
T-l program by an additional 30 aircraft was not supported by
training rate analysis conducted at that time1 however, further 
declines in training rates aight justify truncation of the 
program. Near term reduction• are inadvisable because the 
budgeted annual T~l procurement• are required to fully support
initial tanker and tranaport training aquadrons. 

Recommendation: The IG recommends that a new Department of 
Defenae Trainer Aircraft Master Plan be prepared. 

Comptroller Position: Ron-Concur. The Master Plan ia not a 
recurring requirement but ia prepared periodically at the 
request of Congreaa. The plan ia a guideline only. The number 
of aircraft to be purchased and the tiaing of procurements is 
reviewed and adjusted to reflect changing requirements during
the program, budget, and acquiaition revieva. A new Maater Plan 
ia not required for internal DoD uae. 

Recom11endation: The IG recommend• that the Secretary of the Air 
Poree defer the planned procurement of the Tanker-Tranaport
Training System if PACER CLASSIC llOdif ication funding is 
continued for the T-38 aircraft. In addition, the IG 
recommended that the DoD Comptroller withhold Tanker-Transport 
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Training System (T-1) program funding pending the T-38 aircraft 
PACER CLASSIC modification decision by the Air Force. 

Comptroller Position: Partially concur. The PACER CLASSIC 
program referenced by the IG has been significantly reduced from 
a $700 million effort to one under $100 million and is now 
focused on cockpit avionics changes only. Therefore, the 
concern of the IG over possible duplicative training investments 
in the PACER CLASSIC modification and the T-l has already been 
resolved. 

It should be noted that the Air Force is pursuing the T-1 
procurement to institute a two-track specialized pilot training 
program similar to that used by the Navy. The T-38 aircraft 
provides training in a small high performance fighter, and does 
not provide the training required for a student destined to fly
larger multi-engined tanker and transport aircraft. The T-1 
will allow the Air Force to tailor its pilot training to the 
student's needs. In addition, by mirroring Navy procedures, the 
Air Force will be in a better position to enter into joint 
procurements in the future such as the planned Joint Primary
Aircraft Training System, a replacement for both the Navy's T
34C and Air Force's T-37 aircraft. 

Recommendation: The IG recommends that the Navy reduce the 
number of T-45A aircraft to be procured from 300 to 258 based on 
reductions in force structure and improved pilot selection 
procedures. 

Comptroller Position: Partially concur. While the IG is 
correct in its conclusion that revised training requirements
will result in fewer T-45's being needed, the Navy estimates 
that 32 aircraft, not 42 as recommended by the IG, can be 
reduced from the program. Also, the Navy has recently
determined that it will replace the T-2 and the TA-4 aircraft 
with T-45's for E-2, C-2, and Naval Flight Officer training. As 
a result of this new requirement, 44 additional T-45 will have 
to be procured. The total requirement for T-45 aircraft, as 
approved by the Defense Acquisition Board on June 26, 1991, is 
now 312 (300 less 32 plus 44). This requirement will 
undoubtedly change several more times over the course of the 
next several years, and appropriate changes will be made to the 
later years of the procurement program (currently scheduled to 
be complete in the 2001). No FY 1992-1997 savings will be 
realized even if the procurement requirement is again revised 
downward. 
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· 	 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY (' '\ 
,/ O,,ICE OF THE DEPIJTY CMl£f Of STAFF FOR OPERATIONS AND Pl.ANS 

\~J. WASHINGTON, 0C 2031().(H()O l j 
~ 	 \ ~ ie ~~"0' 	 2 9 OCT 1991 ·"-.,_,;· 

FOR 	 THE INSPECTOR. GENER.AL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ATTN: 
ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT BRANCH, 400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE, 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-2884 

SUBJECT: Audit Report on the Acquisition of Consnon Aircraft for 
Navy and Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training
(Project No. lAS-0001) 

l. Reference memo, SAIG-PA, ll Sep 91, Subject as above, with 
draft report (Encl l). 

2. Of the four findings presented in the subject draft report,
only Finding A and Finding D merit comnent. Others are Navy and 
Air Force specific. 

3. Finding A - Department of Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft 
Master Plan. 

a. The above plan was focused on Navy and Air Force systems
and did not include the Army. However, since completion of the 
report, the Army has taken initiatives to replace some of the 
UH-1 training helicopters at Fort Rucker with less expensive
corrrnercial aircraft, thus avoiding costs associated with the 
UH-1. 

b. concur with the report conclusion and recomnendation for 
corrective action provided that progress on the current Army
initiative is not impeded in any way. This is a prudent course 
of action as all cost-benefit analysis to economically justify
the Army replacement aircraft has been completed. 

4. Finding D - Relocating the Navy's Undergraduate Helicopter
Pilot Training Program. 

a. The response to this report remains unchanqed from the 
Army response to DMR 962 which supports the consolidation of all 
helicopter pilot training at the Army Aviation Center at Fort 
Rucker, Alabama. 

b. Concur with the report conclusion and rec011111endation for 
corrective action as long as resources are provided to the .Army 
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DAMO-TRO 
SUBJECT: 	 Audit Report on the Acquisition of Common Aircraft for 

Navy and Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training 
(Project No. lAS-0001) 

to train the student load and the load does not exceed the 
schools capacity to train. 

5. HQDA, 	 DAMO-TRO POC LTC 

Encl 

CF: 
DAMO-ZQ 
SAIG-PA 

2 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) 

WASHINGTON, DC 20350-1000 

)EC 2 0 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ASSISTANT INSPECTOR 

GENERAL FOR AUDITING 

Subj: DRAFT REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF ACQUISITION OF COMMON 
AIRCRAFT FOR NAVY AND AIR FORCE UNDERGRADUATE PILOT 
TRAINING (PROJECT NO. lAS-0001) 

Ref: (a) DODIG aemo of 10 Sap 1991 

Encl: (1) DON Response to Draft Audit Report 

The Department of the Navy response to reference (a) is 
provided at enclosure (1). 

~~A~ 

Copy to: 
NAVINSGEN 
NAVCOMPT (NCB-53) 
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Department of the Navy Re1pon1e 

to 

DODIG Draft Report of Septeaber 10, 1991 

on 

Acquisition of Coaaon Aircraft for Navy and Air rorce 

Undergraduate Pilot Training


Project No. lAS-0001 


rinding A: 

Because of significant events after publication and aodifications 
aade to existing trainer aircraft, the Maaterplan did not provide
aound justification supporting the quantity and tiaing of Navy and 
Air Force replaceaent trainer aircraft planned for the next 25 
yeara. Continued adherence to the Maaterplan will result in the 
procureaent of 351 exceaa replaceaent aircraft coating $2.6 billion 
and the preaature delivery of 417 replaceaent aircraft. 

Recoaaendation A-1: 

We reco..end that the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and the Secretaries of the Military Departaenta prepare a new 
Departaent of Defense Trainer Aircraft Maaterplan that: 

a. Recognizes the decreased Service annual undergraduate
pilot training ratea and ongoing aircraft aodificationa by reducing
planned numbers of Tanker-Transport Training Syatea aircraft, Joint 
Priaary Aircraft Training Syatea aircraft, Boaber-righter Training
Syatea aircraft, and T-4SA aircraft, aa indicated in Appendix !. 

b. Exaainea the quality and adequacy of undergraduate pilot
training, defines existing and anticipated training deficiencies, 
deaonatratea how new replaceaent aircraft will enhance training
effectiveneaa, and provides coat-benefit analyses to econoaically
justify acquisition of replaceaent aircraft. 

c. Addr••••• Aray trainer aircraft replaceaent require
aenta. 

DON Position: 

la. Partially concur. Departaent of Defense Trainer Aircraft 
Maaterplan auat be updated to include the aoat recent data on 
training requireaenta and production rates. Appendix E of the 
DODIG audit, however, does not reflect the aoat current inforaation 
and therefor• should not be used aa a reference point. 

1 
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lb. Do not concur. The Trainer Maaterplan aervea as a planning
docu•ent not a prograaaing docu•ent. To build and maintain a 
docu•ent of the detail outlined in the audit would only add another 
layer of beauracracy to a lengthy procureaent proceaa. Maintain 
the Train~r Maaterplan aa a long range planning docuaent with 
periodic updates tied to the POM proceaa. 

le. Concur. 

Reco..endation 2: 

We reco..end that the Secretary of the Navy further reduce the 
T-45A requireaenta and aake appropriate increaaea in the Joint 
Priaary Aircraft Training Syatea aircraft requireaenta, when 
changes are aade to the Navy'• ayllabuaea aa the result of the Navy
Priaary Aircraft Training Syatea Concept Study. 

DON Position: 

2. Partially concur. The Navy haa reduced T-45 aircraft require
aenta by 32 units froa the DOD Trainer Kaaterplan. OPNAV with 
NAVAIR aaaiatance will respond to future adjuataenta proapted by
pipeline expansion opportunities revealed by in-progreaa JPATS 
atudiea. However, the current T-45 aircraft procureaent plan 
repreaenta an accurate picture of prograa requireaenta. 

Finding C 

The Navy requireaent that helicopter pilots receive fixed-wing
training before they receive undergraduate helicopter pilot
training (UBPT) ia neither colt-effective nor an efficient u1e of 
training tiae. Fixed-wing training of undergraduate helicopter 
atudenta ia not co1t effective because l••• than 2 percent of the 
graduates tranaition to fixed-wing operational aircraft. !liai 
nating the fixed-wing training requireaent would enable the Navy to 
reduce UBPT co1ta by $300 aillion over the 6-year Future Year• 
Defense Prograa, avoid one-tiae aircraft replaceaent co1ta of about 
$600 aillion, and reduce the length of the UBPT program by about 27 
weeks. 

Reco..endation C 

We recoaaend that the Deputy Secretary of Defense approve the 
Defen1e Kanageaent Report 962 propo1al to eliainate the fixed-wing
training requireaent for Navy and Marine Corps helicopter atudenta. 
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DON Poai ti on: 

Do not concur. The u. s. Navy'• UBPT training continuua i• not 
unique. Other aaritiae power• like the United lingdom, Auatralia 
and Canada have aiailar prograaa that provide baaic fixed-wing
aeronautical akilla to a proapective helicopter aviator prior to 
apecific helicopter flight training.

A NAVAUDSVC audit of the Navy'• undergraduate flight
training prograa (No.90-0013) to deteraine whether undergraduate
flight training waa effective in producing the quality and aix of 
pilot• and flight officer• needed to ultiaately ataff fleet aquad
rona concluded that there •were no probleaa with the Undergraduate
Flight Training Prograa, which produce• the quality and aix of 
pilot• and naval flight officer• needed in the fleet.• 

The objective of fixed-wing training in the priaary atagea
of akill developaent ia not to provide tranaition opportunity for 
Naval Aviator•. Fixed-wing training ia an integral part of the 
overall pilot training continuua. It'• eliaination would be at the 
expenae of aviator quality and aafety. Additional flight hour 
training in aoae platform would then be required to enaure training
requireaent• and learning objective• are aet. The T-34 i• the 
leaat expenaive training platfora the Service• have to offer. The 
T-34 provides a unique expoaure to out-of-control and aerobatic 
flight regiaes resulting in greater situational awarenesa, 
confidence and ability to recognize aarginal flight aituationa. 
Fixed-wing training allow• for increased personnel distribution 
flexibility, lower attrition, a standard for pipeline aelection, 
sea/shore rotation opportunities and e1tabli1hed career path• for 
helicopter Naval Aviators. 

The Inter1ervice Training aeview Organization (ITRO)
Steering Coaaittee coaaiaaioned a study to review the potential for 
further interservice training of UBPT. An exhaustive curriculum 
coapari1on and coat analy1ia was coapleted by a coabined task force 
of Aray, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force aubject aatter experts.
The conclusion was that eliaination of fixed-wing training and 
aubaequent consolidation of UBPT i• not econoaically feasible at 
this tiae. 

Projected acquisition prograaa coaplicate the i11ue. Before 
an irreversible decision 11 rendered, a top down study of the 
Services' curricula a1 well a1 procureaent effects on co1t1 and 
alternatives auat be coapleted. 
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Finding D 

Resources dedicated to training UBPT pilots were not being effec
tively used. Thia condition occurred because the Aray and Navy 
were each operating a training facility. Relocating the Navy'•
UBPT prograa to the Aray Aviation Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama, 
would relieve ground and air traffic congestion at the Naval Air 
Station at Whiting Field, Florida, and eliainate innefficiencies 
associated with aaintaining separate Aray and Navy UBPT facilities. 
Relocation of Navy UBPT would iaprove ailitary and civilian flight
safety and provide coat avoidance savings of as auch as $79 aillion 
over the 6-year Future Years Defense Prograa. 

Recoaaendation D 

We recoaaend that the Deputy Secretary of Defense approve the 
Defense Manageaent Report 962 proposal to consolidate all DoD 
Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training at the Aray Aviation Center 
at Fort Rucker, Alabaaa. 

DON Position: 

Do not concur. The Assistant Secretary of Defense has stated, "I 
do not concur with consolidating DoD Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training.• Be continues in his response to the Coaptroller on this 
issue, •At present, the Navy prograa is well equipped, aeeta Navy
atandarda, and requires no inveataent. DoD UBPT i• already consol
idated into two prograaa (Aray/Air Force and Navy/Marine Corps/
Coast Guard) that fully aeet the requireaenta of each of the 
Services." 

The audit's position that relocation is warranted because of 
ground and air traffic congestion, flight safety and inefficiencies 
is incorrect. The issue of congestion and safety was substantiated , 
fro• Near Rid-air Collision Report• (NRCR) and an unpublished,
NATS 2020 docuaent. The Naval Safety Center adviae1 that reported 
near aid-air colli1ion1 were not an accurate indicator of flight 
safety a1 it relate• to production rate• because of factor• like 
visual di1tance perception (poor during early training stages)
influence reporting. It'• iaportant to note that T-34 and TB-57 
operations at NAS Whiting Field do not 1hare airspace. Only 58 of 
the 323 (18\) NMCR'I over a four year period involved helicopters.
Thia does not con1titute a level of congestion that deaanda a total 
pipeline relocation. NAS Whiting Field'• safety record stands on 
it1 own aerit. CNATJtA'• UBPT cuaulative accident rate fro• rY-78 
through FY-91 i• an unparalleled .47. 

Training efficiencie1 are overstated. Currently the 
taxpayer pay• $11,000 aore for the Aray to train its winged heli 
copter aviator than for the Navy to train it• rotary qualified
Naval Aviator. The Interaervice Training Review Organization
(ITRO) Steering Coaaittee coaaiaaioned a study to review the 
potential for further interaervice training of UBPT. An exhaustive 
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curriculu• coapari1on and coat analy1i1 va1 coapleted by a combined 
ta1k force of Aray, Navy, Marine Corpl and Air rorce 1ubject aatter 
expert1. The conclu1ion va1 that eliaination of fixed-wing
training and 1ub1equent con1olidation of UBPT wa1 not economically 
feasible. The taxpayer will pay a one ti•• coat of $18.7 aillion 
aa well aa a recurring coat of $32.9 aillion each year to eliainate 
fixed-wing training and aove Navy UBPT to rort Rucker, Alabaaa. 

s 
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UBPT HISTORY or ISSUBS 

l. The following i1 a chronoloqy of the UBPT con1olidation i11ues: 

o 	1970 Con1olidation of UBPT fir1t ,propoaed by the Bouie 
Appropriation1 Co..ittee. 

o 	1971 Defen1e 1taff atudy recoaaended con1olidation, but 
only the USAF cho1e to have Aray train it• heli 
copter pilot1. 

o May 74 	 GAO report recoaaend1 aove toward con1olidation. 

o 	Aug 74 ASD (MlRA) re1pond1 to GAO that con1olidation will 
be deferred pending ITRO 1tudy. 

o 	Mar 75 ITRO 1tudy concluded that UBPT con1olidation would 
be coat effective. 

o 	Dec 75 Prograa Budget Deci1ion (PID) 317 direct• con1oli 
dation of UHPT under Aray at rort Rucker in FY-77. 

o 	Jun 76 RAC recoaaend1 Navy retain UBPT - overturned by 
floor vote. 

o 	Jul 76 SAC recoaaend1 Navy retain UBPT - approved by 
floor vote. 

o 	Dec 76 PBD 248 directed con1olidation of UBPT at rort 
Rucker (1 Oct 77) and indicated revi1ed Aray 
1yllabu1 ahould 1ati1fy Navy requireaent1. 
!1tiaated 1aving1 of $45.5M (FY-78 to 82) not tied 
to ba1e cloaure. 

o 	Jan 77 DoD FY-78 budget reque1t again aupported conaoli 
dation. Navy planned to eonaolidate l Oct 77. 

o 	Aug 77 Con9re11ional action again deferred UBPT con1oli 
dation in rY-78 adding, " ••• no reali91Ulent of 
advanced Navy training ba1e1." 

o Jan 78 	 FY-79 budget again 1upported UBPT eonaolidation. 

o 	Oct 78 Congre11ional action deferred UBPT con1olidation 
in rY-79. 

o Dec 78 	 SICNAV announced Navy would consolidate UBPT. 

o Jan 79 	 rY-80 budget reflect• UBPT consolidation. 
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o 	May 79 Joint undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training
Consolidation Plan developed by Chief of Naval Air 
Training and Coaaanding General, U.S. Aray 
Aviation Center 1ubaitted for approval. Navy UBPT 
1tudent1 to begin training at rort Rucker on 7 Jan 
80 and Navy UBPT to terainate at NAS whiting on 30 
Sep 80. 

o Sep 79 	 Bouie voted 244-131 again1t con1olidation. 

o 	Nov 79 Senate concurred with non-consolidation when 
aaendaent to conaolidat• wa1 withdrawn for lack of 
1upport. 

o 	Jan 80 FY-81 budget did not propo1e con1olidation but 
al10 did not include any requeat for the aaaets 
identified by S!CNAV a1 nece1aary for Navy to 
continue helicopter pilot training. 

o Jan 81 	 rY-82 budget propo1e1 con1olidation. 

0 1981 	 Congress rejected con1olidation effort and 
directed Navy to purcha1e T-34C'I and TB-57's to 
1upport helo training. 

0 1983 	 Sen Goldwater urges S!CD!F to con1olidate helo 

training. 


0 1985 	 Sen Goldwater again urges S!CD!F to consolidate 

helo training and SASC directed GAO to examine 

consolidation. Conclu1iona pre1ented 1 Feb 85 

did not aupport conaolidation and reco..ended 

againat. 


0 1988 	 Senate Appropriation• Bill reque1ted SBCNAV to 

report on applicability of Aray llultitrack 

Training 1y1t•• to Navy/llarine Corp• UBPT. 


o Sep 90 	 Defen1e llanageaent Report Deci1ion No. 962 1tated, 
•There are aajor opportunities for iaproving the 
way in which ailitary training ia aanaged."
Propoaed aanageaent iaproveaent in two area1: 
conaolidation of initial entry helicopter training
and increaaed efficiency in aana9eaent of 
re1ource1 u1ed for undergraduate pilot training. 

o 	Nov 90 The Deputy Secretary approved the Service eatiaate 
on the DM!t 962, but noted that •there are 10•• 
idea1 worth exploring here.• Be therefore 
reque1ted the Service lecretariea, in conjunction
with ASD(FM•P), atudy the po11ibilitie1 and report 
back to hia by 1 February 1991. 
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The following reclaaa is provided in response to the draft 
Report on the Audit of Acquisition of Coaaon Aircraft for Navy and 
Air Force Undergaduate Pilot Training, Project No. lAS-0001 pre
pared by the Office of the Inspector General Departaent of Defense: 

General Coaaenta: 

Significant changes in force strengths and training infra
structure have rendered the DoD 1989 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan 
out of date. Additionally the Navy's draft •Naval Aviation 
Training Systea1 2020" docuaent is inaccurate and requires a 
coaplete update before any aeaningful reference should be e1tab
l i1hed. Conclu1ion1 that use these docuaent1 do not reflect 
present conditions or on going initiatives. 

Specific Co..ents: 

Finding A. Departaent of Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft 
Ma1terplan.-- --- 

The DoD 1989 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan is a guideline. It 
provides a broad concept of strategy for future acqui1ition1 of 
training aircraft. The acquisition of training 1ystea1 and 
platforas is defined by the e1tablishaent of requireaenta and a 
very coaplicated process of evaluation, study and procureaent.
Concur that the Maaterplan ia outdated and needs to be revised to 
reflect the current plans. 

The u. s. Navy'• procureaent strategy ia based on current 
requireaents and planning factors and will result in a buy of 268 
T-45 aircraft and 347 JPATS trainer aircraft. Thia represent• a 
decrease of 32 T-45 and 3 JPATS aircraft fro• the DoD Masterplan.

The UNFO training prograa has a aajor revision since the 
publication of the DoD Masterplan. Thia change, coupled with pro
jected curriculua expansion, has driven JPATS acquisition to the 
level of 347. The audit has overstated the excess aircraft, 
understated the requireaenta and has failed to consider curriculum 
and prograaaatic changes that took place during the tiaefraae of 
its review. The Navy is planning to its currently known require
aenta. 

Backlround. The Navy has reduced its annual pilot produc
tion froa 1 75 to an average of 1365 students per year through
1998. This decrease resulted froa actions taken to aeet 
endatrength goals and the new force structure. Increased Aviation 
Active Duty Service Obligations (ADSO) and iaproved pilot selection 
procedures have ainor iapacts on sustained pilot training rates. 
These aanageaent decisions are aore accurately related to 
endatrength and accession issues. 
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Force structure reductions. Projections of the future size 
of carrier Naval Aviation state ll active duty carrier airwings by 
rY-93 as the goal not 13 CVW'• as cited in the audit. 

Aviation Career Iaproveaent Act. Current obligations for 
students who successfully coaplete Naval Aviation training tracts 
are eight years for the jet pipeline and seven years for all other 
pipelines. The iapact of th••• recent adjustaent1 on attrition, or 
aore accurately retention, will not be apparent until the year 1996 
for the seven year obligation and the year 2000 for the eight year
obligation. This difference of four years between th• two dates is 
a result of the initial iapleaentation dates of the revised obliga
tions. Overall pilot inventory growth will be realized in those 
two transition years. Effects upon PTR and related requireaent1
will be considered and appropriate policy and aanageaent decisions 
and adjustaents will be iapleaented. Training attrition rates 
should not be affected. 

Pilot selection procedures. A Navy Coaaand Project Team 
(CPT) was established to exaaine the feasibility of incorporating 
coaputer based perforaance tests in assessing selection potential
of Naval and Karine Corps aviation candidates. The CPT aet 30 Jul 
91 and recoaaended a foraal progra• be initiated and approved.
Naval Medical Research and Development Coaaand has prepared a 
letter for program costing and initiation. Iapleaentation is 
expected for early CY-92. 

Aircraft Requireaents. Tab A outlines the reduction in 
planned T-45 aircraft acquisition as a result of force drawdowns 
and site selection decisions. In suaaary, the Navy has already
reduced T45 requireaent1 by 32 aircraft and JPATS requireaents by 3 
aircraft fro• Masterplan e1tiaates. Additionally, the audit'• 
revised requireaent1 for aircraft do not include those requireaents
for NFO training or recent curriculua changes. Navy projected
training production capability (which accounts for a surge of 10 
per cent) is based on a 1450 priaary student pilot capacity and a 
550 basic NFO capacity. T-45 training production capability is 
based on a 450 advanced jet student pilot capacity. Aircraft 
requireaents are calculated on an established procureaent aethod
ology and are continually adjusted for changes in planning factors. 
No further reduction• in the•• prograas can be realised without 
resultant shortfall• in •••ting future training requireaents. 

Quality and ade,uacy of trainin9. A priaary objective of 
the DoD 1989 Trainer A rcraft Masterplan was to outline a joint 
atrategy for poasible future joint acquisitions. It was not 
directed or intended to be a detailed blueprint for the aervicea' 
training prograa policies. By it• own account, the DoD Ma1terplan 
was •atructured to provide the ba1i1 for long range planning. It 
is not intended to be a pro9raaain9 docuaent.• It represents.~ 
iiiap1hot ln tlae'"fetirring to the then current prograa1 that were 
designed to ensure quality and adequacy of pliota, overcoae 
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existing and anticipated training deficiencies, improve training 
effectiveness, aodernize the aging trainer aircraft fleets and 
ainiaize acquisition and operation costs. The Navy has built on 
this plan by adjusting planned procureaent1 dependent upon force 
reductions and curriculum revisions. The alternatives and 
decisions referred to by the auditors are already the subjects of 
intensive and thorough studies that are 1y1teaic to the acquisition 
process. 

Aray trainer aircraft requireaent1. The Aray plans to 
acquire the New Training Helicopter (NTH) in the next two or three 
years. The NTH is le11 expensive to operate than the UH-1 and will 
generate overall savings for the Aray. The Navy, with a Service 
Life As1es1aent Prograa (SLAP), Service Life Extension Program
(SLEPI and aodification of its TH-57 costing $13.9M as outlined in 
NAVAIR'1 2015 study, plans to use the TH-57 helicopter until the 
year 2005. There would be a cost avoidance gained by aaintaining 
the current prograa1. The expense of acquiring an additional 100 
NTH aircraft earaarked for Navy training would be saved. This cost 
avoidance could aaount to anywhere fro• $30 aillion to aore than 
$100 aillion. 

T-45 training requireaent1. The Navy recognizes the value in 
shifting training fro• advanced, aore costly platforas, to lower 
perforaance, less costly ones, provided training requirements can 
be aet. It is now, and always has been one of the basis of need 
for Navy JPATS (NPATS) .•• to acquire a training system aore capable 
than the T-34C 1y1tea that will allow an economic tradeoff between 
the NPATS and the T-45TS. 

In order to deteraine the aagnitude of tradeoff, the Navy is 
conducting an Instructional Sy1tea1 Developaent (ISD) study of the 
pilot and NFO training continuum1. This study (not a concept study 
as the audit claias) is being overseen by the Naval Training 
Systeas Center under the cognizance of the Naval Air Systems 
Coaaand and in accordance with MILSTD 1379 series. The results are 
expected in August 92. 

Once the study results are proaulgated and analyzed, the 
Navy will deteraine the degree of training to be offset and aake 
adjustaents to training requireaent1 as necessary. 

Conclusion. 
The Masterplan needs a aajor revision to reflect the changes

in the prograas, plans and policies of the involved services. 
However, the Masterplan should not be so detailed that it restricts 
the processes already established to coapute aircraft requireaents, 
to establish training objectives, to project operational require
aent1, and to study alternatives to current inventory strategies. 
Established agencies and policies have already responded to each of 
the audit'• concerns despite the Nasterplan's antiquity. The Navy 
has already reduced the T-45TS aircraft acquisition to 268 units. 
Using this new baseline requireaent, the audit'• $630N estiaate of 
savings for the FYDP, then, is reduced by •480 aillion. Since the 
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current baaeline tar9et, 268 T-45'•• repreaent• the accurately com
puted requireaent not a aiaple ratio, the real aaving• i• zero. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

l. Partially concur. Individual prograaa have already accounted 
for the reduction of force• in calculating their requireaent1. In 
order to have a docuaent that reflect• real tiae planning factors, 
a aechani1a for continual updating would have to be proaulgated. 
Quality control and prograa analy1i1 are coaplex functions. They 
are continuously exaained by aany organizations and individuals. 
An undertaking to build a docuaent that ass••••• the entire train
ing continuua, its requireaent1, it1 quality, it• adequacy, it1 
deficiencies, it1 coat breakdown and it1 effectivene11 would pro
vide diaini1hing returns because of instant depreciation of the 
subject aatter without constant revision. 

2. Partially concur. The Navy ha1 already reduced T-45 aircraft 
acquisition• by 32 platfor••· OPNAV will reapond to future 
adju1taent• resulting froa JPATS 1tudie1 in pro9re11. However, the 
current T-45 aircraft procureaent plan i1 an accurate representa
tion of prograa requireaent1. It should not be further decreaented 
by the audit'• 1iapli1tic ratio analy1i1 which ignores prograaaatic 
changes in curricula and pipelines. 

3. N/A 

4. N/A 

5. N/A 
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Finding 8. This is an Air Force issue. 
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Finding c. Fixed-Wing Training of Navy and Marine Corps 
Helicopter Pilots. 

The u. s. Navy's UHPT training continuua is not unique.
Other aaritiae powers like the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada 
have siailar prograas that provide basic fixed wing aeronautical 
skills to a prospective helicopter aviator prior to specific
helicopter flight training.

Contrary to the finding of the audit, Navy undergraduate
pilot training is cost effective and it represents an efficient use 
of training tiae to produce a quality pilot to aeet Fleet require
aents. Fixed wing training in the T-34 is the aost econoaical •
training platfora in any service. It provides a highly desireable 
trainer for the developaent of required basic and instruaent flight
skills. lliaination of fixed wing training in UHPT requires com
aensurate hours in another platfora to provide coapensation for the 
1011 of T-34 flight hours. A total of 25.8 hours are saved because 
faailiarization is required in only one platfora vice two. Because 
of the higher operational costs of the Th-57, only $908 dollars are 
saved per student. However, the $5,544 fixed cost portion of the 
T-34 aaintenance contract aust be absorbed by other pipelines
raising net costs in the short tera to $4,636 per student. This 
analogy is priced in current year dollars. The overall effect is a 
aore expensive undergraduate training operation. Even if this 
o~tion were less expensive there are not enough additional TH-57 
a rfraaes to accoaaodate the additional flifht hour regulreaents.
The use of the UH-l for this additional tra nlng would cost two to 
three tiaes as auch as the TB-57 because of higher operating and 
contract expenses.

The ob ective of fixed win trainin 

ity for aviators. Priaary flight training ls designed to provide
Navy, USMC, USCG, and designated foreign national pilot candidates 
the skills and knowledge required to perfora basic flight aaneuvers 
and to control a single engine aircraft in contact or instruaent 
conditions. These fixed wing fundaaentals also fora the basis of 
selection for all Navy training pipelines. The two percent of 
graduates who eventually transition to fixed-wing operational
aircraft represents only a portion of the personnel distribution 
flexibility which results froa helicopter pilots having
undergraduate fixed-wing training. While rotary PTI accounts for 
42 per cent of the total priaary flight instructor requireaent1, 
over SO per cent of priaary flight instructor billets are filled by
helicopter pilots. Helicopter pilots are used as fixed wing
instructors .•• in larger quantities than are justified by the rotary
PTI requireaents. Additionally out of 220 fixed wing shore billets 
for second tour aviators, 151 are filled by helicopter pilots. In 
the event fixed wing training for helicopter pilots is eliainated, 
there would be a shortfall of fixed wing aviators to aeet NAS, NIC 
and instructor pilot requireaent1. Therefore fixed wing training, 
at an additional cost of $4.S aillion a year, would be nece11ary to 
•••t these shortfalls. 
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Eliaination of fixed wing training ha• an inherent unquanti 
fiable quality lo•s of training and an attendant philo•ophy change
for Naval Aviation policy:

-lo•s of fixed wing training will ••v•rely limit the 
helicopter pilot'• expo•ure to out-of-control and aerobatic flight
re•ulting in •o•e lo•• of ability to recognize aarginal flight 
•ituations/loss of •ituational awarene••· 

-the •tandard for pipeline •election is fixed wing training.
Helicopter pilot requireaent• are filled by thi• systea of 
•election. Direct acces•ion fro• college rank• to helicopter
training will i•pact NRC'• ability to •••t fleet requireaents.

-since those •tudents who do not aeet fixed wing/jet liaits 
and quotas for selection will not have a helicopter option, 
attrition will ri•e in priaary training at a cost. 

•helicopter pilot•' career paths will be significantly
altered. 

-sea/Shore rotation patterns will require significant
adjustaent to provide relief from constant 1ea duty and to provide 
career opportunity. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. 
The audit assuaes that training received in the T-34 is non

es•ential and would not be integral to a strictly rotary curricu
lua. Thi• is a false •••uaption. Basic skill• and in1truaent 
training would be included in a revi•ed training tract to aeet the 
•tated requireaent• of the current syllabu•. Tab a illustrates the 
costs of a TH-57 pipeline versus the current T-34/TB-57 pipeline.
The net additional co•t per •tudent would be $4,636. However, 
there are not enough TB-57 aircraft to provide for the additional 
airfraae requireaent•. 

The audit has inaccurately and inadequately coapared the 
curricula of the two services. Thi• audit ha• taken a 1egaent of 
the Aray'1 curriculua and coapared it to a auch larger 1egaent of 
the Navy'• curriculua. When consolidating two portions of di11ia
ilar training tracks, it i1 e11ential to look at the terainal 
objectives of the reduced training track to 1ee what au•t be added 
to it to aeet the ai1•ion requireaent• of the final product. It 
then becoae• apparent that a coapari1on of the total syllabi objec
tive• leading to a designated aviator i1 critical. Failure to aeet 
1yllabu1 objectives aean1 training requireaent1 au1t becoae a part
of the higher cost Fleet Readine1• Squadron'• training re1pon1ibil 
ity. Studies indicate an additional 37 flight houri au1t be added 
to the Aray IERW and OB-58 tracks to aeet OPNAV in1truaent and 
training requireaent1 for designation a1 a Naval Aviator. Tab c 
and D refer. 

Navy's Re1~on•e to the DMR 962 Propo•al. The Navy'•
re•pon•• to DMR 9 2 reaaina a valid reclaaa. 
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Instrument trainin~. There are abundant OPNAV and CNATRA 
publications and instruct on1 that define the in1truaent and flight
•kills necessary for Navy inatruaent qualification and Naval 
Aviator designation. The audit does not adequately define the 
additional flight hour requireaenta necessary to aeet Navy stan
dards. Actually, it does not acknowledge any apecified increase of 
hours at all, only that it felt the Navy'• eatiaate waa overatated. 
Navy training philoaophy ia a building block approach. Repetitive 
events are eaaential to reinforce learning and are inherent part•
of any training proceaa. They are eapecially critical at early
stage• of training where akill atrophy ia ao apparent if events are 
not constantly practiced. 

Instructor pilota. Instructor pilot requireaent is a direct 
function of pilot training ratea. The Aviation Career Iaproveaent
Act (ACIA) and force reductions aainly effect the atrike pilot
pipeline and only aggravate the instructor aanning i11ue. The 
shortfall of fixed wing pilots to cover the inatructor and shore 
requireaent1 ii being aet by rotary pilota. 

Marine Corps pilots. The Marine Corp• Tranaition/Converaion
Prograa continues to be extreaely cost effective and provides a 
aeana of balancing 1hortage1 in different aircraft coaaunitie1. In 
rY-92, the Marine Corps will be transitioning 18 rotary wing pilots 
to strike coaaunitie1. These are aecond tour aviators who will be 
able to fill specific coaai11ioned year group deficiencies in fixed 
wing coaaunitie1. No other prograa could provide this type of 
flexibility and cost effectiveness. 

V-22 •osprey• training. The Marine Corpa reaain1 hopeful
that the v-22 prograa will receive production and deployaent from 
the Secretary of Defenae. ruture Oaprey pilot• will priaarily be 
helicopter pilots who will require fixed wing training. Marine 
Corps VSTOL requireaent1 will constitute about one half of the 
future rotary wing/VSTOL PTR requireaent. 

Increased helicopter training flight hours. There is a fal 
lacy in coaparlng Aray core training to overall Navy undergraduate
helicopter training. Much of the training conducted in Navy advan
ced helo training i• coaparable to the Aray'• aultitrack, profe1
1ional developaent pipelines. The DMRD report no. 962 acknowledges
that the entire Aray IBRW prograa include• the aulti-track training 
prograaa. 

A thorough coapariaon of both 1ervice1' 1yllabu1 requir•
aenta waa conducted by an ITRO atudy group. A aeparate detailed 
coat analy1i1 accoapaniea thia coapariaon. In order to aeet Navy
terainal learning objectivea, training requireaenta and inatruaent 
1tandard1, 37 hours would need to be added to the Aray'• core and 
OB-58 track. This would enaure no quality degradation of the cur
rent Naval Aviator; however, it would be a aore expenaive training
pipeline than the preaent Navy production pipeline. 
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Because o exceaaea n p ot nventor ea, t e A r Force recent y
has stated intentions to suspend its Aray quotas in favor of using
these excess fixed wing aviators to aeet helicopt•r pilot require
aents. When inventories warrant the Air rorce plans to return to 
its current UBPT prograa.

In a Meaorandua for the Departaent of Defense Coaptroller
fro• the secretary of the Air rorce dated 7 October 1990, it va1 
stated that •Aray a11et1 have not always been 1ufficient to •••t 
our progra..ed needs. The addition of Navy training at Port Rucker 
would only place additional deaanda on Aray aaaets and could 
degrade Ar training.• 

Potential Benefits of eliainating the Navy Fixed-Wing 
Training Requireaent for Helicopter Pilot. The audit coapares
apples and oranges without redre11ing requisite coapensation. It 
has auaaarily reduced the Navy'• helicopter pilot training syllabus
without regard to requireaents or terainal objectives, thereby
eliainating 47 hours of valuable instruaent tiae and 20 hours of 
flight tiae that builds basic skills, aeronautical aptitude and 
situational awareness. 

The audit recognizes neither the iaportance of the skills 
attained in fixed-wing training in the Navy pipeline nor the 
differences in the training tasks and the terainal objectives of 
the services' aiasiona. It ha• already been stated that elimina
tion of the T-34 training with the coaaenaurate increaae in rotary
hours cannot be supported by the TB-57 aircraft inventory.
Therefore, any speculated coat savings would be hypothetical.

The JPATS aircraft coat i1 overstated. The Navy's TOR 
places a ceiling price of $2.97 (FY-89 dollars) aillion per
aircraft on the JPATS procureaent. Aaauaing fixed wing training is 
eliainated, the cost avoidance i• still overstated by $243.6 
aillion. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION POR CORRECTIVE ACTION. 
Do Not Concur. 
The Interaervice Training Review Organization (ITRO)

Steering Coaaittee coaaissioned a study to review the potential for 
interaervice training of UBPT. An exhaustive curriculua coaparison
and coat analysis was coapleted by a combined taak force of Aray,
Navy and Marine Corps subject aatter experts. A line by line task 
analy1i1 wa1 conducted to identify those terainal objective• that 
would be eliainated if fixed wing training for UBPT was cancelled. 
Without coaproaising the quality of the graduate, a 1yllabu1 wa1 
developed that wa1 1olely coapriaed of helicopter training air 
craft. Tab D refer1. 

The DoD IG audit ha1 barely 1cratched the surface of the 
issue of eliainating fixed wing training fro• the undergraduate
helicopter pilot training curriculua. The priaary objective of 
fixed-wing training i1 to develop basic flight 1kill1 and qualifi 
cations leading ultiaately to designation as a aaritiae Naval 
.Aviator. Any conclusion that existing curriculua (which a recent 
NAVAUDSVC audit has validated as aeeting requireaents) can be 
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eliminated should include iapact statements or alternate aeans of 
attaining the established requireaents.

The additional benefit of using helicopter pilots in fixed 
wing billets results in a cost effective aanpower distribution 
flexibility.

The audit failed to consider the following as well: 
- current Navy helicopter inventory will not support 

additional hours required with lo•• of T-34 training. 
- decreased product value resulting fro• eliaination of 

fixed-wing training without added helicopter hours to aeet 
requireaenta. 

- accession probleas in •••ting nuabers of qualified appli 
cants volunteering for Navy prograa. 

- Navy philosophy of requireaenta for a strong inatruaent 
oriented, independent thinking, Maritiae Aviator versus Aray
philosophy of a strong visual oriented, battlefield structured Army
Aviator. 

- additional fixed-wing PTR to coapenaate for shortfall 
created by helicopter pilots not possessing a fixed-wing qualifica
tion or the additional expense to go back and qualify nearly 60 
helicopter pilots per year in fixed-wing aircraft. 

- retention and attrition affects. 
- career patterns for Navy helicopter pilots. 

Finding D. Relocating the Navy's Undergraduate Helicopter
Pilot Training Program.

An exhaustive ITRO cost analysis study concluded that aoving
the Navy's UBPT prograa to rort Rucker i• not econoaically
feasible. ror an option that includes rinding c and rinding D of 
the DoD IG audit, the taxpafer will pay a one tiae coat of $18.7 
aillion as well a1 a recurr ng cost of $32.9 ai!Ilon each year to 
eliainate fixed wing training and aove the Navy's helicopter
training o~eration1 to Fort Rucker Alabaaa. 

A 1§85 GAO audit reported that, 1A consolidated UBPT program
would require over 150 percent of Fort Rucker'• UBPT capacity
during the fiscal years 1985-1990.• A coaprehen1ive study of the 
production capacities and air apacea of Whiting Field and Fort 
Rucker Air Field au1t be conducted. AICUZ and II atateaent1 should 
be included. 

The training capacity of Fort Rucker is stated to be 2400 
students. Thi• is twice the aise of the Aray•1 projected training 
rate of 1200 for FY-94. A coat savings would be realized if the 
Aray•1 training infrastructure at Fort Rucker was downaised to 
accoaaodate current production. Consolidation would result in 
significant increases in ground and air traffic con9e1tion at Fort 
Rucker. Relocation of Navy UBPT to the Aray Aviation Center at 
Fort Rucker, Alabaaa would reduce aoderate airspace loading at the 
Whiting facility at the expense of increased congestion at Fort 
Rucker. 
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The audit's position regarding Whiting Field's safety status 
was overstated and contained references to an unpublished "Naval 
Aviation Training Systems 2020" docuaent. This training appraisal
publication was not foraalized because of the errors and inaccura
cies in its text. A aore accurate account of training capacity was 
detailed by a Naval Facilities Engineering Coaaand study conducted 
at NAS Whiting Field during rY-87 when training rates were 15 
percent higher than FY-91 rates. 

Cost analysis of the current services' training tracks 
clearly justifies aaintaining the atatua quo. lven with a greater
tiae-to-train and aore flight houra, the Navy'• undergraduate
helicopter training program coats $11,000 per graduate le11 than 
the Aray's. This translates to a cost 1aving1 of $6.38M per 
year and is te1tiaony to the Navy's effective, cost efficient 
training program. 

DISCUSSION or DETAILS 

Background 

Previous reviews. References to previous reviews are not 
helpful In evaluating the effectivene11 of the current consolida
tion isaue. Training goals and requireaent1 aa well a1 aircraft 
procureaents (present and planned) have significantly changed the 
infrastructure and curricula which support the services• training 
prograas. Current proposals auat be evaluated on today's programs
and toaorrow•s plans, not yesterday's plana. 

DMR 962. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (FM•Pl in a 
Memorandum for Coaptroller dated 4 October 1990 stated that "At 
present, the Navy prograa i1 well equipped, aeeta Navy standards 
and requires no investaent. DoD UBPT ia already consolidated into 
two programs ..• that fully aeet the requireaenta of each of the 
aervicea. The aaving1 estiaated in this DMRD alternative are not 
large enough ..• to warrant resurfacing thia iaaue.• The Under 
Secretary of the Navy provided pertinent coaaenta in his Meaorandum 
for the Comptroller, Departaent of Defense of 5 October 1990. Be 
aaid, •contrary to the proposal on helicopter training consolida
tion, the Navy's requireaent for all pilots to receive fixed wing
training is both eaaential and coat effective.• The Departaent of 
the Navy in its reclaaa to PBD 962 provided conclusive evidence 
that thia Defense Manageaent Review contained only a superficial 
arguaent for consolidation and neglected aajor iapacta and 
considerations. In fact, a recent independent ITRO cost analysis
atudy revealed that •it ia not econoaically feasible to consolidate 
the Navy and the Aray UBPT prograa1 ••• •. 
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Air Safety Concerns. To suggest that the number of near 
aidair collision reports has a direct correlation to safety aiahaps 
or safety restrictions ia preauaptuoua. More correctly these 
report• indicate the safety awareness instilled in proaiaing young
aviators by emphasizing the early foraulation of an attentive, 
active lookout doctrine. Naval Safety Center personnel advised 
that reported near aid-air collisions were not an accurate 
indicator of flight safety when related to pilot training rates 
because aany factors, such aa an individual'• visual perception of 
distance, influence pilots filing report• of near aid-air 
collisions. The data indicate• that during periods of declining
training rates, reporting increased. Also, during a period when 
training decreased by five percent, the reported near aid-air 
collision• decreased by 39 percent. This suggest• that there i• 
not a correlation between NMCR and training rates and that aaybe
another force besides congestion aay be affecting aid-air collision 
reporting •.• like awareness or coaaand eaphaaia on safety issue• and 
reporting.

It's iaportant to note that the T-34'1 and TB-57'• at 
Whiting Field do not share airspace. Consequently, an evaluation 
of purely TH-57 related NMCR'• i• a valuable indicator of the true 
congestion of helicopter operating environaent at NAS Whiting. Of 
the 323 reports citing near aiaaea, 58 (18 percent) involve 
TH-57'•· Although indicative of a situation that warrants contin
ued attention, this hardly constitute• a level of congestion that 
deaand1 a total pipeline relocation. 

The Naval Facilities Engineering Coaaand conducted a study
of training capacity at HAS Whiting Field during FY-87 when 
training rates where 15 percent greater that FY-92. It indicate• 
that the fixed wing training capacity of NAS Whiting Field ia 
underutilized. Therefore relocation for reason• of congestion i• 
not valid. In reality this proposal will take two prograaa exe
cuting at safe operating levels (Navy at anywhere froa 33 percent
of optiaua capacity for acrobatic airspace to 70 per cent for opti 
aua capacity for recoveries and the Aray at approx SO per cent of 
training capacity) and produce an infrastructure operating at 
greater than 80 percent of training capacities.

The draft copy of the •Naval Aviation Training Systea 2020• 
waa not published because it was out-of-date and contained inaccu
rate data and erroneous inforaation. It was prepared in 1989 and 
does not represent the Navy's current operation nor its future 
plans. 

Physical Plant at Fort Rucker. Fort Rucker has excess 
training capacity in airspace, acadeaic facil~tiea, baae field• and 
stage fields. There reaaina aoae questions as to the aaintenance 
facilities, airspace capacity, inatruaent training facilities, 
flight briefing spaces, personal vehicle parking availability,
TB-57 siaulator/CPT space UOPB/UEPB occupancy levels, and Navy
unique support such aa Personnel Support Activity, aedical flight 
surgeons, fair share ATC, firefighting and FAA liaison. Quality of 
life is a aenaitive and hard to quantify i11ue, yet it ii obvious 
that the Navy would be asked to give up favorable quality
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of life points to acco..odate this consolidation. Additionally the 
Secretary of the Air Force in their re1pon1e to the DMRD 962 
expre1sed concern that •Ar•y a11ets have not alway• been 1ufficient 
to •eet our progra..ed need1. The addition of Navy training at 
Fort Rucker would only place additional de•and1 on Ar•y a1set• and 
could degrade Air Force training•. 

Navy'• ae1pon1e to DMR 962. The Navy'• reclaaa to DMR 962 
is a factual, consistent representation of the issue. It has a 
•i•ilar conclusion to the latest GAO study in 1985 and was 
substantiated by a recent in-depth coat analysis study conducted by 
an ITRO 1ubco..ittee. 

TH-57 trainer helicopter. Th• Aray OH-58 helicopter is not 
a co•panion aircraft to the Navy'• TB-57C helicopter. rort Rucker 
auat expand current aaintenance contracts to handle any proposed
curriculua involving UH-1 and TH-57 aircraft1 however, it would be 
at an increased coat fro• the current Navy contract. The audit's 
approach focused on feasibility and failed to cover the full scope
of costs of a consolidation. It neglected to cover adainistrative 
coats, •i•ulator requireaent1, curriculua adju1t•ents, and aoat 
i•portantly aaintaining the current quality of the end product, the 
winged aviator. 

Helicopter Landing Trainer Barge. Concur. However, BLT 
events conducted in Pensacola operations area would add unnecessary
transit hours for the student and instructor, as well as TAD 
funding for the LS!'a and HCO'•· 

Safett concerns. Mid-air collision reporting is the result 
of iapleaent ng safe operating practices and do not represent
un1afe conditions. It is incorrect to a1auae that nuabera of 
reports autoaatically reflect an unsafe 1ituation. 

Congressional action. Becau1e consolidation will not be 
coat effective, it i1 hoped Congre1a will continue to view thi1 
issue unfavorably. 

Cost Avoidance SavinJ•· The audit is incorrect in a11uaing

that consolidation viii rea iae cost avoidance froa econoaie• of 

scale. Without base closure or facilities shutting down, shifting

training sit•• and assets results in additional costs and 

inefficiencies. The cited aethod of contract instruction does not 

consider the resulting quality of the graduate nor the lo•• in 

•fleet ready rooa experience• gained froa association with pro
fessional ailitary instructors. Attrition for UBPT was overstated 
by six percent. The aajority of the Navy's attrition takes place
in the fixed wing T-34, a aore cost effective platfora than any of 
the Aray helicopter1. A true coaparison of the training and terai
nal learnin ob ectives reveals that the Ara '• cost to the 
taxpayer per w nfe e copter ! ot 1 aore t an t e 
Navy's cost forts winged Nava Aviator, spite of 16 weeks less 
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Consolidation of Navigator Training Within DoD. Concur. It 
•ust be noted that this consolidation Involved ••all student nua
ber1 and did not involve aircraft •aintenance contracts, aircraft 
•oveaent or aajor training philosophy decisions. Further, short
falls, if any, in the consolidated Nav training can be aade up at 
no cost in the VP FRS. suppleaental NFO training can occur while 
pilot training i• being conducted. · 

Conclusion. 
Do not concur. 
Whiting Field's safety record stands on its own •erit. 

CNATRA'1 .47 accident rate in helicopter training froa FY-78 to 
FY-91 i1 enviable. The Navy/Marine Corp• rate for the saae tiae 
period i1 4.09 and the Ar•y'1 TRADOC rate i• .74. Thi• low record 
for the Navy's training i• indicative of a strong coaaitaent to 
safety a1 evidenced by an involved, active prograa in repor~ing 
near aid-airs. If anything, relocation will produce a congested,
high density training environaent at Fort Rucker with a definite 
concern for safety. Due to lower co1t1 of aaintenance contracts 
and operating expenses of the T-34 and the TB-57, there are no coat 
efficiencies associated with a 1iaple relocation of training to 
Fort Rucker. However, there i• a real coat increase to relocate. 

RECOMMENDATION FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION. 
Do not concur. 

Thia proposal to consolidate all DoD UHPT at Fort Rucker, Alabaaa 
i• not econoaically feasible and would result in an irreversible 
quality and surge capacity decreaent. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TME AIR FORCE 

HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 


WASHINGTON DC 


e& DEC 199~ 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING 
OFFICE OF TiiE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT" DoD (JG) Repon on the Audit of Acquisition of Common Aircraft for Navy and Air 
Force Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT), Project No. lAS-0001 - DRAFT REPORT·· 
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

This is in reply to your memorandum requesting comments on the findings and recom
mendations made in the subject rcpon. 

Attached is an Executive Summary as well as a detailed, paragraph by paragraph analysis 
of the draft audit. We stand ready to answer any questions which may be raised by om reply. 
The AF point of contact is HQ USAF/XOOTW, Lt Col Crowe, (703) 697-1810. 

~/#--
t,iiCHAEL A NELSON, LI Gen, USAF 
Oe~uty Chief of Staff 
Plans and Operations 

2 Attacbments 
1. Audit Response· Exec Summary 
2. Audit Response - Expanded w/4 Atch 

cc: ATC/CC 
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Department of the Air Force 

PROJECT NO. lAS-0001 

oiAJrFJ!~BflrflMR'.lfPoN 
llm AcO~ffiON Qf COMMON ~CRAFT 

FOR NAVY AND AIR RCE UNDERGRADYAPU.OT TRAINING 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction. The Department of Defense's 1989 Trainer Aircraft Mastcrplan is a guideline. 

As a planning document, it provides a broad concept of strategy for future acquisitions. Although 

world and national events have rendered some aspects of the Mastcrplan outdated. the basic precepts 

remain sound The Air Force is taking 11grcssive actions to tranSlalc new force structure requirements 

into a stable training environment which will allow an accurate, up-to-date, and well staffed Master

plan to be published in 1992. 


Objective. 
- Reitera1e the Masterplan is a planning document, not a programming document 
- De1DODstra1C the lrliner fleet siu is determined by the Air Training Command utiliza

tion-rate programmatics being applied to Air Force Chief of Staff-directed pilot 
production numbers 
-- The AF will buy aircraft which reflect its current and future needs 

- Illustrate the fact that the Air Force internal controls using the Trainer Summit Process, 
the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, Sta1ements of Operational Need. Mission 
Need Statements, System Operational Requirement Documents, and Operational Re
quirement Documents present a more accurate, real-time statement of deficiencies and 
requirements than the Masterplan 
-· This process was exercised for the Tanker-Transpon Training System, Joint Primary 

Aircraft Training System. and the Enhanced Flight ~ner Force 
·Explain the correlation between the PACER CLASSIC modification and the number of 

Tanker-Transpon Training System aircraft to be purchued is not direct 
• Prove the validity of the Enhanced Flight ~ncr procurement by submitting a certified 

Economic Analysis 

Audit llt9Ults. The Air Force answered the two applicable findings. 

- FINDING: The Navy and the Air Force ovemaled the number of replacement aircraft 
required and accelcraled timina as to when the aircraft are needed. As a result, the Navy and Air 
Force will unnecessarily procure 351 D'liner aircraft costin& about S 2.6 billion and prematurely 
replace as many as 417 aircraft. 

• R.EPLY: The Air Force made multiple rated management decisions which affected both 
CurTCnt and future trainer fleet sizes. A TC implemented a prosrammaric approach to determin
ing aircraft numbers when pven the required pilot production numbers. As a result, the Air 
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Force reduced T-37s from 640 to S10 in FY 92; T-38s from 688 to 419 by FY 93; reduced the 
Joint Primary Aircraft Trainer buy from a baseline of S38 to approximately 420; reduced the 
Tanker-Transpon Trainer System buy from 211 to less than 180; and reduced the Enhanced 
Flilht Screener buy from 12S ro l lS. They also dedicated money for an enpneerin& analysis 
ancf study for funher T-38 modifications as an alternative to developin& a Bomber-Fighter Train
in& System. This modification would be needed on approximately 37S aircraft to sustain pro
jected ttaining requirements. 

Savings quoted by the draft audit are not accurate. The oversight and internal conttols 
which the Air Force already bu in place will ensure the proper number of trainer aircraft are 
procured/mairnained reprdless of input from outside the Air Force. 

- FINDING: The Air Force did not adequately justify replacement of its T-41 trainer 
all'cnft with a new Enhanced Flight Screener aircraft. As a result, the Air Force can avoid an 
expenditure of $ 28 million for llS EFS aircraft. 

·REPLY: The Air Force accomplished a comprehensive Economic: Analysis which justi
fies the purchase of l lS aircraft usin& the most current pilot production numbers. The En
hanced Flight Screener lri.al program conducted in the summer of 1990 screened S7 student pilot 
candidates. Ten were eliminated for a variety of causes. None of the candidates entmng 
Undergraduate Pilot Trainin& have been eliminated thus far, including 21 who have completed 
the primary phase and five who have earned their aeronautical ratina.Tbis is in SW'k conttast to 
the historical UPT attrition rate of 20-30 percent The Enhanced Flight Screener will lower ami
tion in UPT from the programmed 20 percent ro lS percent and realize an annual Operations and 
Suppon savings of$2 million and Joint Primary Aircraft Training S~~m/Tanker-transport 
Training System acquisition savinas of approximately $(i() million (FY 93 dollars). The En
hanced Flight Screener fleet will pay for itself in approximately 9 years with the pilot production 
requirements projected over the Future Years Defense Plan. 

Sununary of Recommendations. 'lbe Air Force will update the Mastcrplan in 1992 but con
tinue to use an established system of int.emal conttols and oversight to match requirements to 
fleet siz.c and optimize the available resources. Proaram funds should not be withheld from the 
Tanker-Transport Trainer System because the PAcmt a..ASSIC modification ii essential to 
keep the fleet safely Oyina today u well u extend the service life far the future. A TC will 
continue ro examine funber T-38 modificatiom u an altmnative to the Bomber-Fighter Training 
System. The Enhanc:ed Flight Screener is an essential and cost effective component of the Air 
Force pilot training and rated management system. 
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The following reclama is provided in response to the draft Report on the Audit of Acquisi
tion of Common Aircraft for Navy and Air Force (AF) Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT), 
Project No. lAS-0001 prepared by the Office of the Inspecwr Oencral (10), Department of 
Defense (DoD): 

GENERAL COMMENTS: 

Sipillicant changes in world events m driving resultant changes in force mucmre, ~
ing reqwrements, and U'lini.ng ~. These changes are both dynamic and systemic in 
their implementation and effects. As a result, procedures were put in place within Air Training
Command (ATC) and on the Air Staff to accommodate the evolving AF flying training require
ments and resource allocation process from time of acquisition to placement in the Aerospace 
Ma.inienance and Regeneration CenlCr (AMARC). Although world I national events rendered 
some aspects of the DoD 1989 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan (the Masterplan) outdated, the basic 
prec:epts outlined in the document remain valid. Based on these changes, the AF is taking ag
gressive actions to achieve a stable training environment which will allow an accurate, up-to
date, and well staffed Mastciplan revision in 1992. DoD IO conclusions which were derived 
using the outdated portion of this document are inherently flawed. A uue evaluation or com
parison would be valid only if the most current data and information were presen1ed. The DoD 
JG team drafted their repon prior to ATC applying programmatic fleet reductions to the two 
most recent rated management decisions to lower UPT production. 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS: 

Finding A. Department Qf Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft Mastcmlan 

The draft audit report indica1es a fundamental misunderstanding of the charter of the 
MaStciplan. The National Defense Authorization Act far Fiscal Year 1989 directed DoD to 
"outline a plan" for joint procurement of trainer aircraft. To this end, the Mastcrplan was de
veloped and submitted to Congress on February 1989. The Mas1erplan is, by design, a guide
line. It provides a broad concept of 1tta1egy far future acquisitions of U'liner aircraft. To quote 
from the Masterplan Purpose (page 1-1, listed at Au:h 1): "... This DoD Trainer Aircraft Master
plan consolidates the issues, concepts, and requirements of USN and USAF UPT into a single 
reference and planning document This mastciplan is sauctured to provide a basis for long
range planning. It is not intended to be a programming document." Tbe actual acquisition of 
D'lining systems and platforms is defined by the systemic establishment of requirements and a 
"el1' ~omplica~ Pf?CCSS of ~valuation, smdy, ~ procurement CSf:c Quality and Adequacy of 
Tn.ining for discussion of this process). In addition. the programmmg and budgeting for acqui
sitions involves an iterative process, between the MAJCX>M and Air Staff, which cannot be 
encumbered by reliance on a 1encral planning document such as the Masterplan. To review the 
Masterplan in isolation from other procedures and documents is truly misleading. 

The AF's most recently staffed procurement posture wu based on a 1350 total UPT 
production (1040 active duty AF), which resulted in a planned buy of 46S Joint Primary Aircraft 
Training Systems (JPATS), 180 Tanker, Transport, Trainer Aircraft (T-ls) and 125 Enhanced 
Fliatit Screener aircraft (EFS). This buy is 73 J'PATS and 31 T-ls less than• what was planned in 
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the Masterplan. Current force projections and rated management decisions lead to a t<?tal UPT 
production of approximately 1200 pilots (900 active duty AF). This will likely rc~ult mfurth_er 
reductions in D'UJling aircraft as outlined in Attachment 2. The exact number of aircraft required 
will be determined by programmatic calculations involvina the program flyina uaining hours 
required and the utilization rate (UTE) capabilities of lbe aircraft involved (see Attachment 3).
Decreased UPT production rates, fon:e structure cbanps, and developments in the US Navy's 
acquisition of the T-45, combined with the success of the T-38 Pacer Clusic modification 
program. afford impetus to examine further T-38 modifications, possibly deferrina the need for a 
Bomber Fiahter Trainina System (BFTS). If the Mu1erplan was executed, at the earliest re
placement opportunity (2007) the T-38 would have been in ICrVice 47 years. The PACER 
0.ASSIC modifications, barrina unforeseen circumstances, should ensure a safe ttaining plat
form until at least this time frame. 

The audit overstated the exccu aircraft and failed to allow for the programmatic reduc
tions from the Feb and Sep 91 rated manapment decisions. The AF is buying to its require
ments as they evolve. It is using the general guidance provided by the 1989 M.asterplan but not 
its aircraft numbers which arc clearly ouldated. 

Background: The AF reduced its annual production from approximalely 1560 (FY 92 
Presidential Budget) to leas than 1350 (CORONA, Feb 91) and expects anocher drop to 1200 
(out year production, CSAF rated management brief, 26 Sep 91). Apin, the AF will make rcal
time procurement decisions bued on the programm•rics necessary to produce pilots in the out 
years and absorb them into follow-on trainina. 

~ Structure Seductions: Force structure is beina reduced but where it will stabilize is 
uncertain. The AF is addressing this at the highest levels. Programmatic changes will adjust 
aircraft fleet sizes as the numbers are stabilized. 

Aviation Career Improvement Act: N/A for the AF 

Pilot Selection Proc~: The Air Force still plans to implement a Pilot Candidate Selec
tion Method (PCSM). ThC Mprocess involves usina candidates' performance on a desk-top 
cognitive, ps~cho-motor tester (Basic Attribute Tester or BAT), coupled with their Air Force 
Officer Qualifyina Test (AFOQT) to predict their chances of success in UPT. This process, 
when combined with the new dual-traek specializ.cd undergraduate pilot training, will reduce 
attrition in UPT from the recent averaae of 23 % to the programmed rate of 20%. EFS will 
funher lower programmed attrition to 15%. This prolJ'IDllDed chanae in amition provides the 
basis for long-term savinp from two main aoun:es: 1) a reduction in the SUPT flying hour 
program normally required to attrit students at the hiahcr rate and 2) a reduction in aircraft (12
fewer JPATS and 1 fewer T-1) and trainina devices purcbued due to the reduc:ed flying hour 
program and student load. The AF is dedicated to cnlerina candidates into UPT, who are the 
best qualified and have the lfC&lelt chance of succeeding. The IDOi\ COit effective and rcsourcc
sensitive way of accomplilhin1 that objective is throush the PCSM/EFS route. 

Aircraft Reauirements: Reductions in T-37, T-38, JPATS, BFS, T-1, and BFI'S aircraft 
are outlined at Attachment 2. The AF bas dedicated monies in FY 92 and 93 to study a T-38 
modification u an alternative to the BFTS. Aircraft requirements arc calculated on an estab
lished methodology and are continually adjusted for chanps in plannina factors. 

The AF and USN completed a Trainer Summit on 18 Oct 91. Although required by law 
180 days prior to the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) for JPATS, the AF expanded the proc
ess to include a review of the T-1 and BFS. The overall purpose of the Summit process and the 
Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) is to review "USAF/USN primary flight training 
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Comments from the Department of the Air Force {continued) 

needs and approve joint requirements. 11 This process included: 

ACTION OFFICER REVIEW 22MAY91 

0-6REVIEW 11 JUN91 

0-6REVIEW ~JUN91 

2-STAR PRELIMINARY REVIEW 18 JUL91 

2-STAR REVIEW S AU091 

3-STAR REVIEW 20AU091 

EXEC LEVEL 2-STAR REVIEW 20CT91 

EXEC LEVEL 3-STAR REVIEW 40CT91 

4-STAR SUMMIT 18 OCT91 


This process, not the Mutctplan. is the primary method of ensuring the services buy aircraft 
which meet requirements driven by operational flClOrS and in sufficient quantities to meet pro
jections in force saucture. 

~ and AdcQ~ 2f T~ininc: A primary objective of the Muterplan was to outline a 
joint strategy for possible ture joint acquisitions. It was not directed or intended to be a de
tailed blueprint for the services' IZ'linin& prosram policies. By its own account, the Masterplan 
was 11saucnued to provide the basis for long range planning. It is not intended to be a program
ming document 11 It represents a snapshot in time referrin& to the then current programs which 
were designed to ensure quality and adequacy of pilots, overcome existing and anticipated train
ing deficiencies, improve trainin& effectiveness, minjmi7.e acquisition and operation costs, and 
modernize the aging trainer aircraft fleets (The T-37 bas been in service for 33 years and the T
38 for 30). The AF continues to build on this plan by ldjustina planned procurements dependent 
upon force chanaes. The JROC/Summit process sharpened the focus on the relationship of 
aircraft requirements to quality of uaining. Documents such as Swcments of Operational Need 
(SONs), Mission Need Swcments (MNS1), System Operational Requirements Documents 
(SORDs), and Operational Requirement Documents (ORDs) pre1ent a more accurate, real-time 
statement of deficiencies and requirements. The• arc a few examples of the oversight process 
and indicate comprehensive internal controls of aircraft acquisition. 

Am!Y Trainer Aim!f1 Rcauirements: N/A for the AF 

T-4S Training Rcauirements: N/A for the AF 

Service Life ofW NJvanc:ed Trainer: The AF concurs in pan with the DoD Audit The 
following changes occumd smce the Mastcrplan was published: . 

- Force saucture cuts 
··Lower desired pilot production capability (apprx 1200 vs 1890) 
- Bomber-Fiptcr (BF) available nininl slots rMuced more (488 vs 888) 

- T-45 procurement slip 

• TAC Lead-In Fighter Trainin1 (llFT) reduced and possibly elirmneted 

• BFTS developmental COit would be spread over li~andy smaller fleet (approx 375 
VS 900) 
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Comments from the Department of the Air Force (continued) 

In order to look at other options, the AF is fundin& a stUdy to examine further ~c~
tions to the T-38 as an alternative to BFTS. Avionics, aerodynamics I handling charactensncs, 
power plant, egress systems, and ox~: ;rstem arc likely to need modification. The projected
modificatioo alternative 10 BFTS IC 1 and fundin& straJCgy dovetail with JPATS and the 
Masterplan. Initial rou&h estimates show the T~38 could be ~ed for less ~the ~ost of 
buyin& a new BFTS. Before the AF pursues this course, a detailed study and engmm:m& analy· 
sis of the T-38 modernization is required. This possible future modification prop-am lS totally. 
different, separate and apart from, and with different purpose than the PACER CLASSIC modi· 
fication. PACER CLASSIC is a multi·staF improvement program to enhance flight safety. 
The PACER CLASSIC modification prolflDl is necessary for the followinl reasons: 

• Ensure an airworthy platform for current trainin& 
• Meet projected flyin1 trainin& requirements in the near years 
• Provide useu plus attrition reserve for an intep-ated modification 

Tanker· Tranw;sr Im!nm: Sysgm: The T-1 is currently in the founh ye1r of a seven-year 
proc:urement. The U'St T-1 is to be delivered to Reese AFB in January 1992. SUPI' will be 
implemented in the following sequence: 

Reese AFB Jul 92 
Laughlin AFB 
Vance AFB 

Nov93 
Mar9S 

Columbus AFB Apr96 

Randolph AFB • Pilot Instructor 
Trainin1 CPm Jun93 

The T-1 went through a formal Summit process culminating with CSAF review of the 
aircraft requirements and capabilities. With ATC's current prolfllillDltic approach to training, 
only the requisite necessary number of aircraft will be purclwed, using the proper BF/IT ab
sorption trallling capability mix. SUPI' u a concept was accepted by the AF, OSD, and Con
pss. The T • 1 is es1ential to implemenwioo of that c:oocept. Al previously discussed, aircraft 
will be purchased in sufficient quantity to meet projected trainin1 requirements throu&}lout the 
life of the system. 

~clusions: 
Masterplan is currcntly under a major revision to reflect the changes in the programs, 

requirements, plans, and policies of the involved lef\'ices. However, this 1992 Masterplan will 
not be designed for, nor abou1d it be uted 10 compute aircraft requirements, to establish training 
objectives, to project operational requirements, or to study altmwives to current inventory 
strategies. The AF has ahldy uled updaled UPI' production rates to decteUC its T-37 and T-38 
fleet mes; reduce the T -1, JPATS, and EFS buys; and has dedicated FY 92 and 93 money to 
study a T-38 modification u ID altenWive to BFI'S. Futme raced manapment decisions, and 
continued efforts to refine force IU'UCture requilementa will~y a larae role in the final deter· 
miJwion of the numberofT-371, T-381, T-11, JPATS and lircraft projected for the 1992 
Mas1mplanrevisioo. ; 

RECOMMENDATIONS fQR CORR.ECID'E ACIIQN 

1.a. Partially Concur. A TC UTE-me prosrammadcs allQW for ID ilerative and justifiable ap
prc>Kh 10 fleet lizin& (reductions or procurement). We qree reductions should take place, but 
the Mastmplan is not the document which implements these proarammaDcs adjustments. 
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Comments from the Department of the Air Force (continued) 

1.b. Partially concur. The IROC and Summit arc the optimum methods for defining training 
deficiencies and requirements u well u c:uminina how new replacement aircraft will enhance 
ll'linin& effectiveness. Economic analysis is pan of this process. 

I.e. NIA 

2. N/A 

3.,4.,S. Do Not Concur. Future PACER a..ASSIC modifications will be done only on those 
airalft necessary to sustain projected training requirements. ('Ibis is the same approach the AF 
used in modifying limited numbers ofT-37s). Also, pending an engineering analysis and study, 
those T-38s may again be used for further modification in lieu of a BFI'S. The AF ralCd re· 
quircmcnts (training slots for available cockpits) will be an integral pan of dctennining these 
requirements. The T • l will meet the needs of the tanker-transport cockpits and the T • 38 will 
meet the needs of the bombcr·fishter req\Uremcnta. ThOIC requirements arc the sole basis for 
determining fleet siz.c, and it is inappropriate to withhold funds for near-term requirements in 
deference to out-year sD'lteps derived from oo-aoinl studies. 

Finding B. Ai!: fsm 'Enhepg4 fli&hI Screener 
The AF did not consider the full ranp of training al1mnatives. Economic justification in 

the form of cost and operational effectiveness analysis (COE.A) bu only recently been enforced 
for major propms. OSD (PA&E) did not deem a COE.A appropriate for the T-45. The 1988 
Air Force Trainer Masterplan wu deemed sufficient by the Congress to justify the T-1 program. 
A cost-benefit study wu done for the EFS. Additionally the EFS underwent the Summit re
quirements process. A certified economic analysis wu accomplished in accordance with DODI 
7041.3 and a finaliz.ed copy is attached to the AF reply. The draft audit repon overlooked a 
liJDificant and fundamental benefit to the programmed acquisition of the EFS. While lona-term 
savings will result. the most liplificant ldvant&IC is a reduced req\Uremcnt for JPATS and T-1 
airalft and JPATS a-w:f ;tevices in SUPI'. This eost avoidance (approximately $60 million 
in acquisition and $100 · 1'on in life cycle costs) far exceeds tbe price tag of the EFS fleet. 

Delaying the decision u to which SUPI' tnick a student pilot will take until completion of 
T-37 training did eliminate one of the reasons for EFS, but left other cost effective reasons in 
place. Paybacks from reduced attrition and acquisition still apply. EFS is still an essential 
clement pilot candidate screenin1 and is a cost effective way ofreducin1 attrition in UPI'. 

BICkgmund 

The EFS received a thmollali review both before and after the decision to delay claslifica
tion until after T • 37 trainin1. The Summit proceu reviewed and identified deficiencies and 
determined those capabilities necessary were not available in me T-41 or tbrou&h any nonmate
rial solution. Neither me PCSM ICJ'eeDin1 nor me U1e of limulaton obviates the need for 
improved in·flisht ICJ'eeDina..CPCSM and simul1tor allm'n&tives are lddrelled in the ATC 
Economic Analysis). The EFS ii the best opdon to meet fonn trainin1 requirements. 
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Comments from the Department of the Air Force (continued) 

Enhanced Ai1ht Screener Ria1eaient 2f Operational ~ !SQNt . 
The EFS will eliminate de cient candidates at a low cost ~ying the more expensive 

T-37(or1PATS) and T-38 (or T-1). Even with T-41 fliaht scrcenin1. UPI' amition has histori
cally varied between 20 and 30 percent. The EFS trial p:roaram run at Hondo AFB Texas last 
year usin& a cross section of averaac pilot candidates and a test EFS syllabus resulted in aradu
11es who went 10 UPT (no flap by their names u 10 who ancnded the test program) and has 
1ehieved 100 percent succe1110 date. The biah-winl T-41 is not suitable for trlinini overhead. 

s, or certified and sacssed for ac:robatic maneuvers. These are MJically areu which attnt 
umben of students in UPT. OCha' factOn which will alto be ~ in UPI' u a result 
are those rela.ted 10 airsickness, manifestation of apprehension (MOA), and self initiated 

elimination (SIE). The certified Economic Analysia (attached from A TC) demolmrates the cost 
effectiveness of EFS. 

Alternatives: The AF does not consider desk top simulaton a viable option for screening 
or training inexperienced pilot candidates. The DoD IO Audit Report refers to an Air Force 
study, Hasty Blue, which recommend desk-top simulaton u an effective means of replacing 
aircraft for fliaht scrcenin1. ''Hasty Blue" wu written in an era when the efficacy of simulation 
in replacing aircraft time wu P-nerallY oventated. ATC'1 experience with simulation in UPT 
from 1976 throuah 1990 amplifies this conclusion. Forty flyin1 hours were removed from the 
UPT syllabus with a commensurate increue in simulatcr training. Fecdblck from operational 
commands conceminJ the basic flying skills of UPT pduates has subsequently caused ATC to 
replace half of the tlym1 hours over the ensuing years. In addition, the SUPT syllabus is pro
crammed 10 replace the remainder of the deficit in order to overcome trainin1 deficiencies which 
still exist. The EFS prolfllll is derived from a fundamenw undcntandin1 of aviation and its re
quirements for amening and trlinin1 pilots. 

~Analysis: The Economic Analysis demonstrate that IPATS and T-1 cost avoidance 
provide a compelling araument in favor of the EFS. O&S and acquisition savings overshadow 
the influence of commissionin1 costs. Since the conlribution is minor, the A TC analysis makes 
no assumptions about the commislionina IOUfCe of candidates and credits no 11vin1s in this 
area. The variety of cau1es for atlrition and their historical dislribution in all phases of UPT 
araue a1ainst the usertion that EFS would only reduce aarition in the primuy phase. In the 
economic analysis and subsequent propumnin1 actions, we estimated approximately 80% of 
the improvement in atlrition would be experienced in the primuy phase. 

Classification of SfJ!denp: Classification will be determined at the end of the primary 
phase Of UPtiSUYf. h u no looser an objective of fliaht screenin1. 

Conclusion: 

The AF considered viable alllemative1 to the EFS. The EFS is the IDOlt cost effective 
method of screening ~ for UPI'. Oood sc:reenina will yield quality UPT lflduates at 
lower prolfUDDl!Cd aannon rares. 

RECOMMENDATIONS f!QR CORRECTIVE ACDQN 
I 

1. Do Not Concm. The EFS is ea1ential to reduce anrition from 20Cli ID 15Cli. The EFS re
quirements received a iboroup review dnoup the Summit proceas which validated the concept,
need, and payback usocialed with the propam. 

2. Concur. 

4 Aaachments 
1. 1989 DoD Trainer Muterplan 
2. ATC Aircraft Flcct Matrix 
3. ATC U'IE- Rate Plogrammatics 
4. EFS E.conomic Analysis 
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AUDIT RESPONSE TO NAVY COMMENTS 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and 
Personnel) believed that issues raised by the Navy needed to be 
addressed by a comprehensive study before Navy UHPT fixed-wing 
training was eliminated and DoD UHPT was consolidated at Fort 
Rucker. The following paragraphs respond to the Navy's comments 
on Findings C and D. They are keyed to the concluding statements 
made for each finding. 

Finding Cr Fixed-wing Training of Navy and Marine Corps 
Helicopter Pilots 

Interservice Training Review Organization Study. We 
reviewed the Interservice Training Review Organization's (ITRO) 
study addressing the potential for consolidating all DoD UHPT 
programs at Fort Rucker. The primary weaknesses of the ITRO 
study were identified in the Assistant Secretary of Defense• s 
(Force Management and Personnel) comments on Findings C and D. 
Specifically, the ITRO study did not fully examine opportunities 
for redesigning helicopter training programs, consider a core 
curriculum for all Army and Navy helicopter training, highlight 
legitimate Service-unique requirements that could be examined and 
priced separately, and address the possibility of using a common 
training helicopter. In essence, the ITRO study maintained the 
status quo of the Army, Navy, and Air Force helicopter training 
programs without considering efficiencies resulting from 
consolidation. 

In addition, the ITRO study overstated costs associated with 
relocating the Navy's UHPT program to Fort Rucker. The study 
estimated that it would cost $19 million to relocate the Navy's 
UHPT program. The estimate included $10 million in costs that 
may not materialize. These costs were for: 

o simulators that may not have to be moved to Fort Rucker, 
o a stage field at Fort Rucker that may not require 

modification, 
o refueling capabilities at Fort Rucker that may not need 

improvements, and 
o navigation systems at Fort Rucker that may not require 

enhancement. 

Further, Navy T-34C replacement aircraft cost savings were not 
included in the ITRO study. As stated in the report, cost 
avoidance amounting to as much as $700 million (140 JPATS 
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aircraft at $5 million each) could result by reducing the JPATS 
requirement. Even if we accepted the study's conclusion that it 
would cost an additional $33 million a year to train Navy UHPT 
students at Fort Rucker, which we do not, it would take 21 years 
($700 million divided by $33 million a year of recurring costs) 
to recover the JPATS aircraft procurement costs. 

Accordingly, the ITRO study did not provide an objective basis 
for determining the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of 
consolidating all DoD UHPT programs at Fort Rucker. 

Naval Audit Service report. The Naval Audit Service, in its 
draft report, did conclude that Naval flight training was 
producing quality pilots with the proper mix of pilot and flight 
officers. However, the conclusion was not based on efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness evaluations of the UPT programs. Instead, 
the auditor's conclusion was based on the fact that they did not 
find documentation or receive oral evidence challenging the 
quality of Navy training programs. Also, the auditors believed 
that the pilot and flight officer mix was adequate because the 
Navy was training more students than needed. In addition, the 
draft report did not endorse the flight training program as 
claimed by the Navy's comments. The auditors reported that the 
Navy was not efficiently and effectively using training 
resources. 

Screening. The Navy could use less expensive alternatives 
than the T-34C aircraft to screen all potential pilots into jet, 
propeller, and helicopter pipelines. One alternative is the 
Air Force's pilot screening program. The Air Force uses the 
T-41 aircraft to screen potential pilots. In FY 1991, the Air 
Force screening program for each potential pilot consisted of 
14 flying hours in a T-41 aircraft costing about $1,600. At the 
same time, the Navy screening program for each potential pilot 
cons'isted of 66 flying hours in a T-34C aircraft costing about 
$14,400. In addition, the Air Force's planned pilot selection 
and classification system could be implemented by the Navy to 
screen potential Navy pilots. 

Lost flying hours. We do not agree with the Navy's 
assertion that flight hours lost by eliminating fixed-wing 
training have to be added to the helicopter training syllabus. 
Flying hour curriculums for the Navy's T-34C aircraft and the 
TH-57 helicopter require similar tasks. During the audit, we 
asked the Army Aviation Center to compare the Navy's UHPT 
syllabus with the Army's UHPT syllabus. The Aviation Center 
identified 193 tasks performed in the Navy's T-34C aircraft and 
TH-57 helicopter that were performed in the Army's UH-1 
helicopter during UHPT. Accordingly, many of the flying hours 
lost from the T-34C aircraft flying hour curriculum do not have 
to be repeated in the TH-57 helicopter. In addition, T-34C 
aircraft flying hours needed to screen potential pilots into jet, 
propeller, and helicopter pipelines could be replaced by less 
expensive alternatives. 
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Value of Fixed-Wing Training. We agree with the Navy's 
comment that fixed-wing training is beneficial for student 
helicopter pilots. However, training all students to be fixed
wing aviators is not cost-effective when in the past less than 
155 helicopter pilots filled shore flying billets. Although the 
Navy claimed it would cost an additional $4.5 million a year to 
train helicopter pilots for fixed-wing flying billets, we 
estimate that the Navy spends about $31 million annually to train 
students who never rotate to fixed-wing flying billets. 

Other Benefits From Fixed-Wing Training. We agree that 
fixed-wing training does provide the Navy other benefits besides 
enhancing student flying skills. The elimination of fixed-wing 
training may effect helicopter pilot accessions rates and career 
patterns. However, the effect is not measurable. The dynamics 
of the U.S. economy we believe, drive accessions. In respect to 
career patterns for helicopter pilots, the Navy may have to alter 
career objectives to mutually suit the short and long term needs 
of the Navy and the students. 

Finding D., Relocating The Navy's Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot 
Training Program 

Accident Rates. Naval Air Training Command accident rates 
should be lower. Accident rates reported by the Chief of Naval 
Air Training Command cannot be compared with other Navy and 
Marine Corps aircraft commands, and the Army's Training and 
Doctrine Command. Trainer aircraft seat at least two people to 
allow instructor pilots to advise and monitor student pilots' 
flight control actions. In addition, trainers are not 
operational aircraft. They are not combat equipped, lack high 
performance capability, and do not generally land on carrier 
decks. 

The Army Training and Doctrine Command conducts both 
undergraduate and graduate pilot training. To make an accident 
rate comparison with the Army, the Navy would have to compare 
combined accident rates for undergraduate and graduate pilot 
training. The Chief of Naval Air Training Command does not train 
graduate pilots. Navy fleet readiness squadrons train graduate 
pilots. 

We agree that relocating the Navy's TH-57 helicopters will 
increase airspace congestion at Fort Rucker. However, the 
additional helicopters will not saturate Fort Rucker's ground and 
airspace and can be safely accommodated. Also, midair collision 
safety statistics cited by the comments for Pensacola/Whiting 
Field indicated that helicopters caused only 18 percent of the 
reported incidents. Accordingly, we do not believe that 
relocating Navy helicopters will significantly effect air safety 
at Fort Rucker. 
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Relocation Efficiencies. The Navy is correct in stating 
that there are no cost efficiencies associated with the simple 
relocation of the Navy's UHPT program to Fort Rucker. However, 
consolidation of all DoD' s UHPT programs at Fort Rucker will 
provide opportunities for cost savings through redesigning 
helicopter training programs, using a core curriculum for all 
Army and Navy helicopter training, using common supply and 
maintenance facilities and services, and using common training 
helicopters. 

As discussed in the finding, consolidation of all DoD navigator 
training has demonstrated that sharing common facilities, 
instructors, and aircraft can be cost effective. Although Mather 
Air Force Base is being closed, DoO has decided to maintain this 
consolidated program rather than return training to the 
respective Services. DoD is investing $83 million to construct a 
new campus and an improved flight line at Beale Air Force Base to 
continue navigator training at one location. 
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